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Drug policy to be·mailed
By RALPH PEREZ
Reporter
President Nevarez has responded to the
new national Drug-free and Campus Act
by sending a statement acknowledging the
university participation in the requirements
of the act.
To comply with the new law, in effect
since Sept 1, the university must provide
written information on the new policy and
make an evaluation on this program annually.
The new law must be enforced in each
institution of higher learning. Nevarez
was required to release a form of compliance to the United States Department of
Education by Monday.
If the university had failed to inform the
United States Department of Education
about its plans to implement the new drug
policy by this date, it would face the possibility oflosing all federal financial aid.
The act requires university administration to be responsible for distributing drugfree literature to students and employees.
"The written infonnation contains university, state and federal penalties for alcohol and drug possession, adverse medical effect on alcohol and illegal drugs, and

Sophomore ROTC student Roman Cantu practices repelling from the
Edinburg Fire Department training tower.

.:·Health Services offers lab tests

a list of rehabilitation or community centers," Vinson said.
For students, the university penalties are
suspension from school or rights and
privileges . If any student is caught using,
possessing, or selling illegal drugs and
minors with alcohol, a police report will
be filed and sent to Dean of Students Judy
Vinson, who will explain charges and procedures.
If the student pleads not guilty, he/she
will have a university hearing, along with
any witnesses and an attorney. If a plea of
guilty is given, Vinson will "assess a penalty that is appropriate for the violation."
After that, a student has the right to appeal
the penalty.
Students will have the option to anend a
drug/alcohol rehabilitation center, at their
own expense, resulting in a shorterterm of
suspension.
The penalties for employees are as serious as termination. The employees will
also have due process of the law and have
the same rights and procedures as students, according to Vinson.
The other part of the law, which the
university is in charge of carrying out, is

Athlete fined in fight
A UTPA basketball player was arrested
and arraigned Tuesday after pleading guilty
to two assault charges stemming from a
confrontation that occurred on campus, a
UTPA police spokesman said.
JeromeGilesChambers,20, was released
from the Hidalgo County jail after paying
$200 in fines for the two class C misdemeanor charges, a sheriff's department
spokesman said.
Four students told UTPA police they
were assaulted Sept. 26 in front of the

men's residence halls, according to police reports.
One victim told police that as he was
riding a skateboard in front of the halls, a
male suspect threw a bottle at him.
. The complainant told police that the
suspect approached him and struck him
above the left eye, causing a cut on the
eyebrow.
Three male students who attempted to
assistthevictimtoldpolicetheywerealso
struck during the incident.

an annual evaluation, performed by Vinson
and personnel.
"We have to evaluate our program to see
that everyone is getting this information
and that we are assessing everyone so that
penalties are given in a consistent manner," said Vinson.
The U.S. Dept. of Education will randomlyexamine a university's files to check
if they are in compliance with the drug
policy.
If the university is not in compliance,
with new policy, the school will have
more time, and due process and opportunity to make changes, Vinson said.
Students enrolled will be mailed the drug
policy information . Employees will receive a copy of the new drug policy in their
November paychecks.

Student advisement
continues, mandatory
Students who will early register for
next semester must attend student advisement, which continues through Oct.
12.
Upperclassmen, sophomores and students who have been freshmen for more
than a yearmustcheckwith their department major for advisement procedures
since they may differ.
Entering freshmen and students whose
major is undeclared will meet with university counselors, Jimmy Silva, counselor coordinator, said.
The entering freshmen will be advised
by appointment, while other students
will be accepted on a walk-in basis, he
added.
According to Silva, advisement is
mandatory because university administrators want to be certain students are
taking the necessary courses and students under the TASP meet its requirements if they have not passed it

Health Insurance Plan which covers basicmedicalexpenses, injury, and sickness.
This plan must be purchased, as opposed
The PAU Accident Insurance Plan cov- to the accident plan which is paid for
:•. ers all students , according to Dora Castillo, through student service fees, said Castillo.
·. director for Student Health Services.
If the student is covered through a policy
•~ms@,
held by his/her parents, the plan requires
.................................................................................................- -.............................- ................- .................................======---=-a========="""!
that policy to handle preliminary cover- plan is $323 (roughly $30 per month) for
age. If the student is not covered by any a single student. The insurance is also
type of accident insurance theuniversity available to married couples with or
without children, she said.
plan covers them, Castillo said.
A copy of this policy is also available at
Example: Should a student break a leg,
the
Student Health Services office.
the student's parents' accident plan takes
Beginning this semester laboratory sercare of the costs, but if the cost exceeds the
coverage of their plan then additional costs vices have become available (stool speciwould be covered by the plan. Should men examinations, current blood counts,
there be no parental policy, the PAU plan etc.) to students as well as a pharmacy
where students may have prescriptions
will be primary coverage.
filled at a low cost, according to Castillo.
"I want to make one point very clear.
A list of coverage and the exclusions is
available at the Student Health Services There is no credit. Please bring money
when having prescriptions filled at the
office.
Also available to students is the Student pharmacy," she said.

By VICTOR AGUILAR
Reporter
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Publications receive awards
Toe Pan American newspaper and Rio Magazine were given All American ratings
by The Associated Collegiate Press.
The honor, which is the most prestigious award granted by the ACP, was given to
both UTPA publications for their work last spring.
It is estimated out of 230 colleges and universities submitting their publications for
ACP judging, 20-25 percent received All American ratings (approximately 46-58
schools).
.
Judging was conducted by college professors and publication advisers.
The Pan American was given marks of distinction for writing and editing, opinion
content, design and photography (arts and graphics).
The ACP suggested, however, that improvements be made in the areas of content
and coverage.
Rio magazine, which has received All American or Medalist ratings since its
origination in 1986, was given marks of distinction for content, photography,
graphics, layout and concept. Improvements suggested by the ACP were in writing
and editing areas.
Rio magazine editor Tony Mercado hopes to improve this year's magazine by
adding more visual qualities. "We hope to incorporate bigger pictures and more
graphics into the magazine."
.
. .
Student Publications Adviser Joyce Prock said she enters the pubbcat1ons for ACP
ratings because the ratings motivate students and keep them aware of what is out there.

-

Ta• p.., A...,.c.., /Joel Martinez

Breathing through a straw, junior Rene Estrada, a speech communications major from Roma, writes instructions to
helpers Mathilda Caceres of McAllen and Loreto Cantu of Pharr as the plaster life cast of his face dries. The project,
which Estrada made for his Sculpture II class, requires protecting the face with petroleum jelly, plastic wrap to make
the plaster mold. Estrada's stylized spider steel and glass coffee table won the 1990 Gold Award for sculpture.
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he scene : Possibly any place in
the world but in this case it just
happens to be Edinburg, The
University of Te~as-Pan
American. There are several players in
this story, but they are merely pawns for
the forces really in control : Violence,
misunderstanding and stupidity. At the
time of the event, Communication, the
hero, was absent.
For people who are in the dark about
what I'm talking about, it's about the fight
that took place at the men's dorms last
Wednesday between student athletes and
students on the High School Equivalency
Program (HEP).
The show begins with both sides having
laughs with each other, studying or relaxing, maybe having a few drinks (alcoholic) and then maybe a bit too much, but
mainly just experiencing another regular
school night.

Production: Leticia Cavazos, Nilda Ramos,
Joe Zambrano
Advertising Manager: Joseph P. Mang in Jr.
Ad Design Technician: Sonia De La Garza
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Malling Manager: Rene Rubio
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Border Patrol
steps across
civil boundary
Conversation
piece
Phillip Lozano

I

n it's first raid on Casa Oscar
Romero, the Catholic shelter for
Cenfral
Americans
in
Brownsville, the United States
Border Patrol's stated goal was to apprehend Iraqi terrorists. The apprehension
of six Indian nationals at the Kingsville
checkpoint caused the Patrol to raid the
shelter last Thursday in search of a lone
Iraqi or Iranian. None were found, but
the Border Patrol arrested 35 suspected
aliens anyway.
A representative of Casa Romero said
that the Patrol overstepped its search
,..,arrant by arresting Latin Americans as
well as Middle Easterners and by confiscating records.
The crimes of the Border Patrol go
beyond that.
In a nation that professes to be a melting pot of immigrants of all ethnic
backgrounds, the Patrol is a Federal
agency charged with keeping out undesirables like Hispanics, Asians, and
Middle-Easterners.
Attracted by the political and economic
freedom of the United States, many attempt to enter, legally or otherwise, in
order to share in the American Way Of
Life that George Bush holds so dear.
Even if they are successful in entering
(and staying),most are restricted in terms
of -gainful employment to the type of
below-poverty-level manual labor that
local agribusiness types like Othal Brand
and the Bentsen family prizes so much.
Agribusiness depends on such cheap
labor to maintain sizable profit margins
for the patrones that run it. Enforcement
of immigration and labor laws is usually
lax for this reason, but token crackdowns are made when enough people
bitch about it.
At the same time, the number of refugees from Latin American countries
asking for political asylum is embarrassing to "friendly" foreign govern- .
ments. A refugee from say, Nicaragua
was more likely to be granted asylum
before Otte ga lost the election than now,

primarily becau_se of the theory that life
under American-backed regimes is supposed to be peachy-keen. When too
many people flee from supposedly stable,
friendly countries, crackdowns are again
made.
Then, there is the terrorism scare tactic.
Every once in a while the State Department and/or the CIA manufacture a domestic terrorism threat in order to ensure
public support for the administration's
foreign policy. In order to drive home
the current Gulf Crisis, and to remind us
that we are supposed to be the good
guys, the specter of mad, malevolent
Muslim martyrs penetrating our borders
and killing our citizens has been con·cocted.
Naturally, the.Border Patrol is compelled to mo'ljt into action in order to
prove its effectiveness in insulating the
United States from the real world. For
this reason they raid a church, a place of
sanctuary, with helicopters and guns.
Surprise, not a single terrorist was
found, but arrests were ~ade anyway.
Among the Asians taken were five Indians and two Pakistanis. Among the
Latins were two Salvadorians, six Hondurans, 15 Mexicans and a single Guate- .
malan, all nationals of "friendly,"
American-backed countries. Almost all
were expected to be deported.
They were undesirable elements in our

fi?:§~if~g~:[§2~

excuse the Gestapo-style tactic!: of the
Border Patrol.
Never mind the fact that all Americans

Stop, Look and
Listen

David H. Hunter

tween an athlete's girlfriend and a member of the opposing faction. A bottle
thrown by somebody unleashed the hostilities brewing within and a fight broke
out. In its entirety, the actual fight took
less than three minutes and at its end one
HEP student is left unconscious and both
sides are running. Soon anger and revenge came into play when more than 20
HEP students come down looking for the
four that beat their friends up. Some have
weapons, all are looking for trouble. One
oftheopposingfourischased and all soon
disappeared from the scene.
Some of the people in the audience, of
course, try to place prejudice as one of the
players in this act. Many times it acts as a
major force along with violence. But at
this point I would like to say that prejudice
and categorizing should not be put in as a
result of a small group actions. To generalize on the whole because of a part is the
worst mistake anybody can ~ake.
This show has played many times before
in many different place. In Salem, Mass.,

Transgressions occurred at different
times during the night, as in any show with
different elements that lead up to the climax. Tension, frustration and paranoia
soon entered the scene.
The climax of the play arrived when the
two opposing forces met in front of the
women's dorms. A supposed affair be-
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during the witch trials of the 17th
century, in Germany during the years
leading up to and during World War II
and in the United States during the
1960's. Many times players such as
Martin Luther King Jr. and Mohandas
K. Gandhi used their talents to change
the end of the story. King said, "I have
a dream" and the whole world listened.
Gandhi said, "Violence is essentially
wordless and it can be only where
thought and rational communication
have broken down."
ll these different dramas
are merely repetitions of
the same show. Hopefully the special guest star,
Understanding, will appear, then peace
can be attained. Often an event like this
will lead only to bitterness, hatred and
prejudice.
The Greeks have a word, agape, that
means understanding, creative, redemptive goodwill for all men. Many
people know the word in their hearts;
but until its definition gains more widespread use in real life, this drama will
repeat itself in different places and
with different actors.

A

Hunter is a junior pre-engineering
major.
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Dies y Seis praised

On Thursday September 13th, I attended
the Diez y Seis de Septiembre celebration
citizens, no matter what color or clas,,
at the LRC Media Center. It was a trecan trace their lineage to foreign immimendously inspiring and educational exgrants. Only Native Americans can claim
perience. Dr. Lino Garcia was an excelto have been here first. This particular
lent masterofceremonies.Dr. Rudy Rocha
geographical area belonged to Mexico
(and was inhabited by Mexicans) before gave an appropriate introduction to the
distinguished Dr. Felix Alvarez, who deU.S. military forces invaded and started
livered an interesting address on the
the Mexican War.
Considering the history of this coun- background and events of the Mexican
try, what justification do we have for Independence movement. Dr. Jose
denying anyone the so-called American Hinojosa led the audience in the stirring
Dream? Whom can we truly call alien? "grito de independencia." The program
concluded with music by the UTPA
Lozano is a junior history major. Mariachi EStudiantina.
i--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---..:J' I was unaware thatUTPA is blessed with
such talent. They are unaware that UTPA
is blessed with such talent. They are a
=
~
superb, poised and polished group. Their
IN 'TODAY'S LESSON ,
performance was outstanding. The voices
Cl.-t\SS, W~ £.XPI..ORE: -n-le:.
INCR,(ASING ISOLA"TIOt-.1 Of
were full and true and the instruments
°™F- 11,lt:)IVIDUAL IN SOCICY.
were played with precision and passion.
D
I'm sure that the audience was as moved as
I. They are to be congratulated and supported. Dr. Dahlia Guerra, you and these
fine young players and singers demonstrate
excellence. You all are appreciated.
Roger Tolar, Sr.
EDCI, UTPA

Enough is enough!
This ridiculous "Reclining Woman"
controversy must come to an end! Enough
is Enough! If, Mr. Manuella, you are truly
an artist and believe in your work then

there is no need for you to queStion it with
a petition. And as for Dr. Schmidt there
are far more serious matters to combat in
this community!
I ask everyone who has taken sides in
this controversy to come together and use
your positive energy to do something
beneficial for our campus community!
Lucy Sanchez
Junior

Student thanks SW club
I would like to thank the Social Work
Clubmembers,advisorandtheDepartment
for the support they have given the club
and students through the years.
My fellow students, the Social Work·
Club recently embarked on a journey of
good will. We have challenged ourselves
and taken on "Project Posada", one of the
Housing Projects located at 900 South
Sugar Road. One of the goals we are
attempting to achieve is the development
of a tutoring program, which I am happy to
announce is off and running; thanks to the
13volunteersthathavesogenerouslygiven
their time.
Wecanproudlysaythatweoffertutoring
services for all kids residing at the five
projects on Tuesdays and Thursdays from
4 p.m. to 6 p.m.
For the first time in Edinburg Housing
history, a Girl Scout Troop has been organized.
The Social Work Club has many challenges ahead; but with your help there is
no challenge that is too big or difficult to

handle. Abraham Lincoln once said, "A
child is a person who is going to carry
out what you have started." He is going
to sit where you are sitting, and when
you are gone, attend to those things
which you think are important. you
may adopt all the policies you please,
but how they are carried out depends on
them. They will assume control of your
cities, states, churches, schools, universities, and corporations ....the fate of
humanity is in their hands.
We will appreciate any students willing to volunteer their precious time to
help us achieve the goals our goals.
More tutors are needed in all areas!
Merardo Macal
Sr. Social Work Major

See Letters Page 3

The Pan American encourages and welcomes letters to the editor and guest columns. They must be signed and include
the writer's hometown, classification at
UT-PA and be typed. An address and
phone number should be included for verification. Letters should be fewer than 250
words and guest columns no more than
600 words. Letters and guest columns will
be edited for length, libel, grammar and
punctuation, but writer's meaning or
opinion will not be changed.Guest columns
will be run as space pennits. Letters can be
brought to Emilia Schunior Ramirez Hall
Room 100 or mailed to The Pan America~
at 1201 University Drive, EH 100,
Edinburg, TX 78539.
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Letters - - - -----'---"-------- - - - - -- - -- - - -Gremilins lack sarcasm
I am quite perturbed that the editorial
staff chose to edit such an important pan
ofmu letter published last week concerning
the "Reclining Woman" exhibit. By doing so, my views regarding the exhibit
have been misrepresented.
The headline that accompanied the letter
was also misleading. It stated, "Student
calls 'Woman' inaccurate." Apparently
my use of sarcasm was so heavy it was
taken seriously by the editorial staff.
When I stated that the exhibit depicted
women's breasts inaccurately, and that
the artist should do away with the long
strips of cloth and just fill the gallery with
the two spheres, I was being sarcastic. My
point was that by doing so, the artist could
make his statement about women more
accurately. Get it?
Also, two important paragraphs at the
end of the letter were edited out, thereby
making my argument rather incoherent.
In the last paragraph (that made it to
print) I stated that I was dismayed by a
letter from a male art appreciation student
at the entrance of the gallery. In the letter,
he said that when he and another male
friend saw the exhibit, they were reminded
of a female friend they had not seen in
years. So, "they called her up and lived
happily ever after."
But there was more to the letter. Here's
what you didn't print:
The female version of this story would
go something like this:
"Bob, long time no see. Sue and I were
just thinking about you. We were watching
the space shuttle take off this morning."
For the sake ofequal time (and stupidity),
I would hope that a yet undiscovered female artist would be allowed to fill the
entire gallery withherdepiction of a prizewinning cucumber.
My point is that the "sculpture" and Jle
art appreciation student's letter are both
sexist This sculpture does not represent
all women. It merely emphasizes aphysical
characteristic so some women. The artist's
statement that it is a tribute to all women
leads one to believe that the artist cannot
see past the superficial traits of women. If
a phallic symbol measuring thirty-fl ve feet

suddenly appeared in the gallery under the
guise of a "tribute" to men, it would be
equally sexist and absurd.
I realize the editorial staff works with
deadlines and print space. I worked for
this newspaper a few years ago. But if
you're going to editaletterso severely, be
careful that you don't altet the writer's
meaning to such a degree. And please
don't chop up this one. Thant You.
Gilbert T. Vela
Junior

• Editor's Note: The last few paragraphsofyour letter were inadvertently

omitted because ofa computer gremlin.

Saenz points to
computer lab probletns
In last week's issue of The Pan American, many questions were left unanswered
about the Macintosh lab Murs and their
use. Whatever happened to investigative
reporting at The Pan Americart?
First of all, I want to explain to Mr.
Michael Skurka, computer user service
specialist 1, and the lab assistants taht I
don't have a problem with them. I understand that there are people higher up
taht are responsible for decisions regarding the Mac lab. So I address this letter not
only to the students who aft paying computer access fees for insufficient access
hours, but also to Steve Copoid, director
of Technology Resources. My remarks
are in regard to only the Mac lab, not IBM
compatible labs.
Anne Harwell was quoted as saying, "If
we have enough students who will use the
lab on nights and weekends, we will make
an effort to meet these needs. That's our
goal." What assessment has Ms. Harwell
implemented to detennine students' needs
in the evenings for Macs? Has she been to
Lab B, where Mac users hate to wait to
use one of only three Macintosh's located
there? There are more than three Mac
users at night, Ms. Harwell, and not all of
us have the time to wait for the others to

finish their work.
I also want to clear up something elso
that Staff Writer Joe Vasquez did not
follow up on. Mr. Skurka was quoted as
saying that Monday through Thursday
student use time ends at2:30p.m. because
classes begin to use the lab at that point.
This is not true. Mr. Vasquez, did you go
to the Mac Lab and read the sign by the
door? Classes meet in the Mac lab on
Mondays and Wednesdays from 2:25 p.m.5:25 p.m., Tuesdays and Thursdays from
9:10a.m.-10:35a.m.and lp.m.-2:35p.m.,
and on Thursdays from 4:30 p.m.-7 p.m.
I am not questioning the legitimacy of
university classes using the lab, but as a
consequence, additional lab hours are
needed during later hours to serve students
outside of class.
This semester approximately $119,646
computer use fees were collected. Harwell
said that this money is not used for purchases of computers or printers but is used
to hire lab assistants and to maintain the
equipment and provide computer supplies.
So why can't lab assistants be hired to stay
after 5 :30 p.m. to supervise the Mac lab,
since we can't purchase more computers
or another laser printer for Lab B?
I think students who use Macintosh's
have the right to ask for more hours to do
their work since a significant number of
hours are being used by classes.
And about the printers that are used, I
don't mind using an Imagewriter when
nothing else is available but I definitely
want more hours. I'm sure many more
students who use Mac's feel the same way
Ido.

in your column that border on the slanderous.
The Merit Investigating Committee you
refer to did not conduct the
"administration's investigation" in the LeeEllard affair. The President of the university appointed a tribunal to investigate
the charges brought against the faculty
members. This tribunal did not uphold the
findings of the MIC - information that
anyone attending the senate meeting of
September 19 should have been able to
gather.
The findings of the Faculty Senate's
independent investigation that you refer to
could not possibly be consUJed to mean
that the faculty members were guilty of
violations of policy, misappropriation of
funds, or"self-plagiarism" (:i contradiction
in terms, as any dictionary will show). If
you take these findings to mean what you
say, then you have not read them carefully
or you have read them with prejudice.
The procedures used witt,in the SOBA
and the upper administration of the university during this whole affair are the
issue. If the way in which Drs. Lee and
Ellard have been attacked is considered
proper and without blame, then no faculty
member is secure from attack. This is not
a "little game" to the faculty and if you
perceive it as a "little game" then I think
you understand neither the notion of due
process nor the nature of the university. If
the faculty is to be put in the position of
"watching its back", then the atmosphere
of the university will be poisoned, and the
faculty will be unable to serve the students
in the best way that they, the faculty, see
fit.
A little advice: if you wish to sling
opinions around, make sure you dig for the
Eloy Sanchez
facts and not accept something on ashovel.
Junior
Gerald D. Brazier
Associate Professor
Certainly even a debuting editorialist is
entitled to opinions and Armstrong's column "Wing-ed feces fly" ofSeptember27
definitely contains opinions. Anyone
writing an editorial is obliged to base their
I take strong exception to the shoddy
expressed opinions on fact, however.
treatment
afforded the Faculty Senate in
There are alarming misstatements of fact

'Wing-ed feces'hits fan

Armstrong column
'ludicrous'

1990 MITSUBISHI PRECIS
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1.5 liter, 4 sp. manual, trans.,floor mats,
AM/FM cass.- A/C.

HERE'S WHY .
THE SMART MONEY AT
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS
IS GOING WITH TIAA-CREF
AS IF THE FUTURE DEPENDED ON IT.
ecause it does. Smart investors
know that your future depends on
how well your retirement system
performs. TIAA-CR_EF has been the
premier retirement system for people
in education and research for over 70
years. We have enabled over 200,000
people like you to enjoy a comfortable
retirement. And over 1,000,000 more
are now planning for the future with
TIAA-CREF.

growth through dividends. CREF's
variable annuity offers opportunities
for growth through four different
investment accounts, each managed
with the long-term·perspective essential to sound retirement planning:
The CREF Stock Account
The CREF Money Market Account
The CREF Bond Market Account•
The CREF Social Choice Account*

SMART MONEY LOOKS FOR SECURITY,
GROWTH AND DIVERSITY FOR
RETIREMENT SAVINGS.

CALt 1-800-842-2776
10 FOOrOUT MORE

B

Security-so the resources are there
when it is time to retire. Growth- so
you '11 have enough income for the
kind of retirement you want. And
diversity- to help protect you against
market volatility and to let you benefit
from several types of investments.

THAfS EXACTLY WHAT YOU GET
WITH TIAA-CREF.
TIAA offers you the safety of a
traditional annuity that guarantees
your principal plus a specified rate of
interest, and provides for additional

Experience. Perfonnance. Strength.
Your future is protected by the largest
private retirement system in the world.
We have d0ne so well, for so many, for
so long, that we currently manage
some $85 billion ih assets.
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• The CREF Bond Market and Social C hoice Accounts may not be available under all institutional retirement plans, but are
available for all Supplemental Retirement Annuity plans.

For more complete information, including charges and expenses, call .I 800 84'2-2733, ext 5509 for a
prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest o r send money.

Further, the suggestion that a Faculty
Senate meeting might descend to the level
of the "tossing of water balloons and
mooning each other at any moment" is
absolutely ludicrous. In fact, I sat right
behind Mr. Armstrong at the meeting, and
the only impropriety I observed was that
he showed his lack of manners by not
removing his hat during the whole time he
was a guest of the Faculty Senate.
Finally, Mr. Annstrong's remarks regarding the possible "self-plagiarism,
violations of policy and misappropriation
of funds" on the part of some faculty
members and the insinuation of a possible
Faculty Senate coverup of this practice
lead me to believe that he bases these
remarks not on knowledge but on rumor
and innuendo.
I'm sorry that Mr. Armstrong feels the
student body is being neglected "so (the
Faculty Senate and the Administration)
can squabble and play little games with
themselves." Doesn't he realize that the
careers of two professionals are in jeopardy? I would hardly classify that as
"playing games."
I have long yearned to publicly comment
on the generally poor quality of editorial
writing in The Pan American. Until now,
I have held my tongue and my pen; this,
however, is too much. The kindest remark · ·
IcanmakeisthatMr.Armstrong'seditorial
is a classic example of poor journalism.

Peter White
English Dept.
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PAYNE MITSUBISHI USED CARS
'
'

1990 MIRAGE

Limited Time Only!
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S, P/B, Factory Warranty
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Our experienced retirerrtent counselors
will be happy to answer your questions
and tell you more about retirement
annuities from TIAA-CREF.

David Armstrong's editorial column of
September 27th.
First, Mr. Armstrong's statement that
''The Faculty Senate has become the selfappointed watchdog and devil's advocate
of the Administration... " denigrated a
concept the roots of which go back to the
very foundation of our western civilization. Ifnot the Faculty Senate, who remains
to protect faculty from the malevolent
whims of Administration?

4 dr, Auto NC, A/T, AM/FM CASS.
Tilt, Factory Warranty

11

$10,990

to choose
from

•60 Monthly Payments w/$1,000 Down + TT&L @12% APR
Prices exclude TT&L- AII units subject to prior sale.
Artwork for illustration u oses onl .
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Morris Garza
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Betty Garcia(Manager)
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Theatre to perform 'Magnolias'
The love and trauma in a young
diabetic woman's life is examined
in the University Theatre's season
opener "Steel Magnolias,"written
by Robert Harling as a memorial to
his sister, Susan.
As the play opens, Shelby (Tanya
Dunbar) is preparing for her wedding at the beauty salon of Truvy
(Tina Atkins). Also there are:
Shelby's moth~r, M'Lynn (Lois
Day); Clairee (Marian Monta), a
friend of the family; Ouiser (Dana
Skipping), Shelby's neighbor; and
Annelle (Terra Stanfield), who is
new to the tightly knit community,
Tina Atkins, Lois Day, and Terra Stanfield appear In the and is working in Truvy's salon.
University Theatre Production of "Steel Magnolias," diThe beauty salon is central to the
rected by Doug Cummins. Student nights for the play are play, serving as the location for the
Sunday, Oct. 7 and Monday, Oct. 8, beginning at 8pm.
six women characters to express

their feelings, concerns, and desires.
To get the feeling of a closely
woven group, the six actors had
planned a pajama party for one
Friday night. By the time the night
came, however, the group had already formed their own ties.
"We feel very, very close. The
bonds have already developed,"
said Marian Monta. "We almost
don't need the pajama party."
The actors were eager to express
their feelings about their characters.
"They're all very good characters," said Terra Stanfield, "but I
especially like mine (because) she
changes every scene, and that's
fun, 'cause I (get to play) four
different characters."
Dana Skipping, whose character
is described as a 'wealthy cur-

Soloist guests at UTPA

Morrison evokes darkness

By SOPHIE D. PENA
Reporter

On Tuesday, October 9, the curtain rises on the University Fine
Arts Auditorium when the Valley
Symphony Orchestra presents a
concert of 19th century Romanticism. Guest soloist is Brazilian
pianist Jose Feghali, Gold Medal
winner of the 1985 Van Cliburn
Competition. The Concert begins
at 8 p.m.

Feghali will perform the Second
Concerto for Piano, Op. 18 by
Russian
composer
Serge
Rachmaninoff. Completing the
concert are Schubert's Symphony
No. 8 "Unfinished," and the
'Overture' to "The Italian Girl in
Algiers" by Rossini.
Feghali gave his first public
concert at age five and appeared

with the Brazilian Symphony Orchestra three years later. In 1976
he moved to London, where he was
a scholarship student at the Royal
Academy and studied with Maria
Curcio Diamond.
Feghali has appeared in over 200

SAM SALDIVAR
PRESIDENT
IHSUIANCI

2108 SOUTH HWY. 281
EDINBURG, TEXAS 78539
BUS.: (512) 383-1242
383-4312
HOME.: (512) 383-4328

'"

STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES

Jose Feghali

1'BERE"

th
t
performances
wi
orcheS ras
1r;
throughout
Europe.
Tickets for the October 9 concert
will be available October 4-9 in
McAllen at Melhart's, Valley
15% Discount for PAU
Keyboards, and Jones & Jones, the
Students and Faculty
UT - Pan American Theatre box
office, the Valley Chamber of
Walk-Ins Welcome
Commerce, and the chambers of
Yvonne
Marty
commerce
of Edinburg and
Diane
Annabele
Harlingen. Advance single prices
2002 W. University
Edinburg, Texas
are $10 for adults, $9 for senior
~=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~!iE~ citizens, and $5 for children under
18. Door prices are $10 for adults
B2.11lfil
and senior citizens and $5 forchil- J..Q.e.
Hairstyling
Bobby
dren. For further information,
Omar
phone the Association at 630-5355.
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Student Government Association
wants

thentic."
He went on to explain, "We found
out things like, hairdressers never
put their combs down. (We need to
make sure) that the things we do
here are what people really do in a
beauty shop."
"It's a real challenge to get the
authenticity (for) a naturalistic play
like this." said Cummins. "We're
going to have a sink over here, and
really wash their hair. We're going
to have running water."
"Steel Magnolias" opens for
UTPA Nights this weekend. Two
persons will be admitted on each
valid I.D. on Sunday and Monday
at 8:00 pm.
The play opens to the public
Wednesday. Showings are October 10 through 13 at 8:00 pm, and
October 14 at 2:00 pm. Reserved
seats are $10.

"Release control, we're breaking Thru."

Managing Editor

- Jim Morrison
"The American Night: The
we're breaking 1bru."
Writings of Jim Morrison, Vol- even comes up with answers.
ume II." William Books, New "Let's reinvent the gods, all the Another section of the book reYork, 1990. Hardcover, 211 myths/of the ages/Celebrate sym- produces the lyrics from various
bols from deep elder forests" is a Doors' songs, including "The
pages. $14.95.
line from the poem. Morrisonlater End," "When the Music's Over"
and "Moonlight Drive".
There is no doubt that Morrison
was overly fascinated with the
enjoyment of life and the consequences of death. These ideas are
present in much of The Doors'
music, as most Doors' fans will
confirm, but even more so in
Morrison's poetry.

In various places, he eulogizes

HOME OFFICES: BLOOMINGTON, ILUN0/5

"LIKE A COOD NEJCBBOR, STATE FARM IS

By GILBERT D. MARTINEZ

When the name Jim Morrison of
The Doors is invoked, images of
sex, drugs and rock 'n' roll flood
the mind. Little, if anything, is
known about Jim Morrison the
poet. With the release of "The
American Night: The Writings of
Jim Morrison, Volume 2," this
aspect of the singer can be fully
explored and appreciated by rock
fans and poets alike.

SAM SALDIVAR
INSURANCE AGENCY
INC.

mudgeon,' said , "It's totally different from my personality .. .! really like to get out there and be
mean."
Lois Day, who plays the mother
of Shelby, said she was helped to
understand her character better by
the recent marriage of her own
daughter.
The director, Doug Cummins,
said he chose "Steel Magnolias"
because "it says something honest
about relationships, and about
love." He also called it a good
contemporary American play that
has shown popularity. "I read it,
and was intrigued by it," said
Cummins.
A major problem has been dealing with the physical details of the
play. Cummins said, ''This kind of
play drives me crazy! You have to
have so many things that are au-

3
~

The material is taken from his
survivingnotebooks, written from
the late '60s to his death in '71.
The books contain pages and
pages of poems, epitaphs, short
plays and even a self-interview.
Much of the style and subject
matter, which began in "Wilderness: The Lost Writings of Jim
Morrison, Volume 1, "continued
in the second and last installment
of Morrison's work.
Volume 2 begins with "An
American Prayer," a five part
poem that sets the tone for the
book. Morrison asks age-old
uestions of life and death and
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death: "I wish clean death would
come to me" and "I would die/
Gladly die."

follows with "O great creator of
being/grant us one more hour to/
perform our art/& perfect our
lives."

Morrison did not avoid death;
he seduced it. He did not shun
death; he welcomed it. He was a
man obsessed with "breaking on
through (to the other side)."

''The Celebration of the Lizard"
is another poem filled with archaic
imagery and exotic phrases, including a step by step recipe for
going insane: "This little game, is
fun to do/Just close your eyes, no
way to lose/And I'm right there,
I'm oin too/Release control,

Morrison's poems are like invitations to a world somewhere between Utopia and Hades, incorporating the best and worst of
both worlds.
He saw, lived and embraced
fully the darkest things in human
experience.
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YOU!
The following appointive positions are available:

(your country & rock-n-roll headquarters)

Chief Justice

Pool Tables * Dart Boards * Continuous Music

Attorney General
Senators

(Junior, Sophomore, & Freshman)

Deadline for applying is
noon Oct. 12.
Applications are available at UC 205 or UC 314.
Call 381-2517 for further Information.

~

~

* Cold Beer

-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.

*FREE PREGNANCY TESTS*
*CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELING*
*ABORTION INFORMATION*
*POST ABORTION COUNSELING*
*ADOPTION REFERRALS SERVICE*

Live Music Weekly
This Fri. & Sat.
Edinburg

Weslaco

501 E. Bus.83
E age
I
1516 W· University J a mes & ,uh•
n 1te
Blind Justice
Band
Rock-n-Roll
Thurs. & Sat.

McAllen
. 2216 Nolana

Blmd Justice

NO COVER

Call 381-0624

Rock-n-Roll
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Cappin2 off a dismal week ...

Lady Broncs lose at home
By ROB NEAGLE
Sports Editor

The Lady Bronc volleyball team
dropped a quick three-set match to
SW Texas State Monday night,
losing 4-15, 4-15 and 8-15.
The Lady Bobcats dominated
UTPA, which falls to 3-10. SWT
notched 4 7 kills compared to
UTPA's 15. SWT took only 56
minutes to win the match.
Schulenberge Sophomore Tanja
Thomas was the lone standout for
the Lady Broncs in the game,
amassing seven kills to increase
her season average to 3.48 per
game.
"I think we were just mentally
flat," said Coach Becky De Los
Santos. "We just got off the road
from Nacagdoches. We were
dragging."
UTPA went 1-2 in last week's
Stephen F. Austin Tournament.
The Lady Broncs won a match
with Grambling State (La.) ( 13-15,
15-4, 10-15, 15-9 and 15-9). The
victory was in between two straight
set losses to Stephen F. Austin (3-

15, 15-17 and 3-15) and Southern
Mississippi (6-15, 12-15 and 415).
"(Gram_b lingState)hadsomebig
girls," said De Los Santos. "They
hit the ball hard. We just kind of
stuckourheelsandsaidlet'sdoit."
San Antonio junior Sandra Kyle
was outstanding during the SPA
Tournament. In 10 games, Kyle
had 43 assists and 16 digs. Despite

Conference play, De Los Santos
insiststhattheLadyBroncsarenot
looking past these teams.
"We wanted to get an awful lot
of playing in to look where we
stood," she said.
:ASC play begins Oct. 12-14
when the Lady Broncs travel to the
USL conference miniseries in
Lafayette, LA.
..,.,,,.,,,,,,,,,,.,,,.,,,,......_.......,_ _ _ __

her effort, The Lady Broncs • - - - - dropped matches to Stephen F. • - - ~ - - Austin (3-15, 15-17 and 3-15) and
Southern Mississippi (6-15, 12-15
and 4-15). In between, they won a
five-set ~arathon with Grambling
State (La.), 13-15, 15-4, 10-15, 159 and 15-9.
The Lady Broncs' next matches
will be tomorrow and Saturday,
when they are involved with a triangular series with McNeese State
and Texas Southern. They face
TSU at 3 p.m. on Friday to kick off
the series.
"McNeese and TSU are both
tough this year," said De Los
Santos. "TSU has improved their
program immensely."
Although all of the play is in
preparation for American South

TD PAN AMlwcAN / Tony Mcn:ado

Lady Broncs Norma Herrera (left) and Tanja Thomas (right) go up to block a kill from a
South~est T~xas State player. Despite their efforts, the Lady Broncs dropped the
match in straight sets, 15-4, 15-4 and 15-8.

Golfers take 11th at Woodlands
By ROB NEAGLE
Sports Editor

Cross country teaIDs place fourth
and fifth at UTSA Invitational
' By DAVID HUNTER
Sports Writer
Both the men's and women's
cross country teams traveled to San
Antonio to compete in the UTSA
Invitational meet last weelcend,
where they captured fourth and fifth
places, respectively.
The men were spurred to their
fourth place finish by the strong
running of Rene Guillen, Los
Fresnos junior, (9th); Tomas
Ramos, San Antonio junior (12th);
and Hector Rodriguez, McAllen
freshman, (13th). The top three
were backed up by Manuel Jiminez,
Brownsville sophomore (29th),
Eddie Calderon, Kingsville
sophomore (52nd), Paul Brand,
Liberty freshman, (53rd) and Roger
Gonzales, Corpus Christi sophomore (59th).

+11••
. . . -.l.,

Rice captured the team title, followed by UTSA and Houston.
The women were lead by Dimitri
Pierce, Livingston freshman, ( 14th)
who ended with a phenomenal kick.
Syivia Rodriguez, Crystal City
junior~ was close behind in 15th.
This was followed by Cathy Tanner, Santa Fe, TX freshman (22nd),
Laura Arteaga, Edinburg sophomore (29th) and Yvette Portales,
McAllen sophomore (40th).
Angelo State captured the
women's division, followed by
Houston, UTSA and Rice.
Despite the need for a stronger
fourth and fifth runner on both
teams, Harter was happy with the
results.
"We accomplished our goals,"
Harter said. "We had five medalist
on both teams and that was good."
The next meet for both teams
will be Monday at the Texas A&I

ABORTION!!

Sincerely Yours
1619 South Glasner
Edinburg

We have alternatives...
You have a choice.

381-5661
Gift Items

PROJECT
RACHEL
787-0033

Helium Balloons

Ask for Milli

Hallmark Cards
Brldal Registry

Invitational in Kingsville.
Head coach Reid Harter is looking forward past the closer meets
on to the Conference meet.
'We worked really hard last week
and we had decent workouts the
week of the meet," Harter said.
"Four weeks from now is the
American South Conference meet.
We've got a lot of work to do. Ten
days prior to the conference meet
we'll begin to backoffto getready."

Atizapan, Mexico junior Daniel
Rebollar fired rounds of73 and 76
for a 5-over par 149 total to propel
the Bronc golfers to an impressive
11th place finish at the elite
Woodlands Intercollegiate Tournament last week.
Rebollar's 149totalenabledhim
to place 9th, just six shots off of
medalist Henrik Sirnonsen's pace.
Simonsen fired a 74-69 for a 1under par 143 to lead Houston to
the team title. Houston shot 595,
edging Arkansas by two shots. SW
Louisiana was a shot behind in
third.
Other Broncs competing in the
tournament finished near the
middle of the pack. Swedish fresh-

man Pehr Bergquist and Saltillo,
Mexico sophomore Genaro Davila
both fired 160 to tie for 54th.
Swedish sophomore Joakim
Peterson shot a 164 to finish 73rd.
Wellington, TX scnidr John Cofer
finished tied for7 6th after shooting
a 166.
"They did very well," said coach
Tony Guerrero. "However, only
two boys played to their potential.
Three did not. They did not have
their thinking caps on."
"(The course) is where all the
pros play," said Guerrero. "They
played the course just like the pros
played it."
The team•s next tournament will
be Oct. 3o'- Nov. 4 at the Torreon
Country Club Invitational in
Mexico, which is not an
intercollegiate tournament.
"It's a nice national amateur

International contingent makes tennis successful
By GILBERT D. MARTINEZ is considered very beneficial to the
Managing Editor
team, according to Cross and his
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - players.
"Part of what makes the team so
The tennis team is the only UTPA special is the fact that we're all
athletic program recruiting inter- from different parts of the world,"
nationally, and therein lies the se- said Leah Viloria, senior from
cret of their success, according to Canada.
Coach David Cross.
The 17 member team has 11
Many UTPA students wonder
players from other countries. Six what brings these international
members are from Belgium, three players together at UTPA. For
from Canada, one from England many, the answer is the same.
and one from South Africa.
"We'reheretoplaytennis and to
The diversity of the tennis roster go to school," said Michel Fabry,

sophomore. "It'sachancewedon't
getinourcountry. In Belgium, we
have to choose between school and
tennis."
This unique blend of different
cultures has produced a winning
combination, said the some of the
members of the team.
"Where the people are from or
what background they havedoesn 't
really matter. It's a very openminded spirit," said Frank Vos,
senior from Belgium. "I've always liked being in an international
•
atmosphere."

South Dallas
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Get your favorite Subway subs on Sunday too.
Tasty meats piled on fresh baked bread, topped with
free fixin's. Come to Subway for our Sunday best.
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In addition, Vos has noticed substantial progress each of the four
years he has been with the team.
Cross also maintains the team
"has been on that bubble to get a
national ranking."
A national ranking may be in the
near future for the tennis team, but
Cross acknowledges "being an independent ... makes things very
difficult." He added that, in effect,
the tennis team has to win every
time it plays to gain enough attention to be considered for the national ranking.

SUNDAY

BLACK AND WHITE NIGHT

Beef Guisado
Spanish Rice
Ranchero Beans
Salad & 2 Tortilla's

tournament," said Guerrero. He
also noted that it was a match play
championship, which will emphasize the individual more than the
team.
"I want the boys to get a ·little
more confidence," said Guerrero.
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Tennis teams fare well in season opener
T

By DAVID HUNTER
Sports Writer
Last weekend the tennis team played in their first
tournament of the season at the ITESM Invitational in
Monterr_ey where the men won first place and the
women were second.
Head coach David Cross was happy with the results.
"This being the first match of the year," Cross said.
"We're in a good position for the rest of the year."
In the women's division the women were pitted
against Monterrey Tech and Mexico City. The women
were victorious against the Mexico City team but lost

to the Monterrey team.
"With the women there was an outstanding cbme
from behind victory," Cross said. "The next day,
though, they took a step backward. I think they spent
everything the day before. I'm confident the girls will
pick up the slack and get ready for ITCA (regional
championships next week)."
In the match against Mexico City, victorious Lady
Broncs were Leah Villoria and Ellen Nelissen and the
doubles teams of Leah Villoria and Ellen Nillesen
and Laura Gonzalez and Tanya Webster. In the second run of matches the only winners were Leah
Villoria and the doubles team of Leah Villoria and
Ellen Nelissen.

~,

less. In their match against Laredo Junior College
and Regiomontana University they won every set. In
the match against ITESM Monterrey, the Broncs
won every match but one. The only close match was
Temple Junior College where UTPA came out with a
4-3 win.
"Having been first in the first match of the year was
a real success," Cross said. "The guys started slow
and picked up in the end."
The next competition for the teams will be Oct. 12
at the ITCA Regional Tournament. The men's
championship will be played in Ft. Worth, while the
women's championship will be in Austin.

Oct. 20. For more information, contact Scott Hatch at 1-800-522- Cooperative Education, Room 147 of the Student Services
7737 or, locally, 381-2352.
Building to sign up for appointments with the interviewers.
The cost of the course is $695, which includes research and
University Program Board is organizing its annual Great
Pumpkin Carnival. Organizations interested in booths need to writing manuals as well as form pleadings, motions, and memo- Philosophy Club Meets
contact Kathy Dickens, Special Events Chairperson at 381- randa oflaw.
2266.
The Philosophy Club will meet today at noon in Liberal Arts
IK's sponsors membership drive
Building, Room 111. For moreinformationcontact381-3561.
The Political Science Association will present a forum titled
"Crisis in the Middle East" today at noon in Liberal Arts
Building, Room 101.
Guest speakers include Dr. Sonia Alianak, Lt. Col. Richard
Moore and Dr. Sam Freeman.
Each speaker will address the audience for ten minutes
followed by 30 minutes of audience participation.

Art club invites students
Students intrested in art are invited to an art club meeting
today in the Fine Arts Building, Room 228, at noon. Come and
bring a friend!

The Intercollegiate Knights National Honorary Service Frater- National Tests scheduled for campus
nity is looking for a few good men to volunteer their services on
campus and community projects. Those students interested in
Eight national tests will be administered throughout the fall
joining need to attentd Thursday's meeting in the University and spring semesters. For more information about any of these
Center, Room 305.
•
tests, contact the Office of Placement, Testing and Cooperative
For more information contact Delfino Cortez at 262-9115.
Education in Student Services Building Room 147, orcall 3812247.
IVCF Sponsors Video
The American College Testing Program (ACT) will be given
Oct. 27, Dec. 8. The Test of English as a Foreign Language
Dr. Tony Campolo, Sociology professor from the University (TOEFL) is set for Nov. 17. The Law School Admissions Test
of Pennsylvania & Eastern College will be presented in a video, (LSAT) will be given Dec. 1. The Texas Academic Skills
"Why has Jesus Christ failed America?" at anlntervarsity Chris- Program test (TASP) will be given Nov. 17. The Graduate
tian Fellowship meeting Tuesday at noon in Business Adminis- Record Examination (ORE) is set for Oct. 13. The Graduate
tration Building, Room 119.
Management Admissions Test (OMAT) is scheduled for Oct.
20. The Pharmacy College Admission Test will be administered Nov. 10.

Degree deadline approaches

Bilingual majors meet

The deadline to apply for the May, 1991 graduation date for
The Bilingual Education Student Organization will meet
Saturday at8:30-9:30a.m.atWestern Sizzlin' in Edinburg. All both the bachelor and master's degrees is Monday. All applicabilingual education majors are welcome. For more informa- tions received after the deadline will be processed for the next
eligible graduation date.
tion contact Dalia Prado at 381-3415.
The applications can be picked up and returned to the Office of
Admissions and Records. A graduation feeof$15 shouldbe paid
AHSA Meeting scheduled
to the Office of Payments and Collections, Student Services
American Humanics Student Association will hold a general Building, Room 115.
meeting on Friday at 6-7 p.m., at 1304 S. I Rd., Apt 2, in Pharr.
For more infomation call 381-2145. All members and inter- Emergency loan applications available
ested parties are urged to attend.
Students and prospective students who plan to pay for their
spring tuition using an Emergency Tuition Loan must apply
before Nov. 30.
Hand K Club round-up set
Applications will be available at the Loan Collections Office,
The UTPA Health andKinesiology club will have it's annual Administration Building, Room 214. For more information call
round-up Thursday, at 7 p.m. in HPE Building 1 Room 112. the Loan Collection Office at 381-2723.
This event serves as a membership drive as well as a social. All
Interviewers to seek students
members and faculty are urged to attend.

Paralegal certificate offered
An intensive six week paralegal certificate course will begin

Interviewers representing companies, agencies and school districts will be on campus recruiting students in October.
Student may come to the Office of Placement, Testing and

CHOOSE THE APARTMENT
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Students must have ID's bar-coded
All faculty, students and staff must have their identification
cards bar coded before books can be checked out.
Library personnel are available for bar-coding Monday
through Thursday, 8a.m. to5p.m .• and Friday, 8a.m. to 3 p.m.
Notices are posted throughout the library indicating the location of bar-ccxling stations.

Intensive English Courses Offered
A new series of intensive and semi-intensive courses in
English for non-native speakers is set for Oct. 22 and 23.
Students must register in the Liberal Arts Building, Room 359.
The daytime classes in intensive English begin Oct. 22. T!le
course will emphasize reading and writing, speaking and
listening comprehension, andAmericanculture.Tuition L~ S600
plus textbooks.
The night classes in conversational Englisr. will be held Oct.
23 and emphasize skills in speaking and listening comprehension. Tuition is $225 plus textbooks.

FAST
FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM

$1000~~:

WIIK,

For more information call the English Language Institute at
381-2133.

Reproductive
Services

Earn up to $1000 in one week
for your campus organization.

Plus a chance at
Treasure HIiis
Suite #35
2220 Haine Drive
Harlingen, Tx 78550

...In Association with Adoption Affiliates
... Providing Choices in Reproductive Health Care

$5000 more!

This program works!
No investment needed.

Call 1-IOMJZ-OSZI
Ext. 50

• Pregnancy Testing
. • Problem Pregnancy Counseling
• Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd Trimester)
• Morning After Treatment
• Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
• Speakers for Educational Programs
• Adoption Services

For Information Call:
428-6242 - 428-6243
Licensed by the Texas Department of Health

*

*
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TYPING SERVICE: Research papers, reports,
etc. Grammar correction, proofreading & editing.
Over ten years experience. Call 585-2838.
TYPING/LANGUAGE HELP: Retired English
teacher. Near campus. Glenn 383-2066.
WRITING SERVICES, ESSAYS, research papers resumes, composition, mechanics, grammar.
Call after 6 p.m. 380-1563. Rush jobs.
NEED HELP WITH RESEARCH PAPERS?
Essays? English Lit.? Qualified tutor- B.S., M.A.
630-3492.
WE NEED SELF-MOTIVATED STUDENTS.
Eamup to$ IO/hour. Market credit cards on campus. Flexible hours. Only 10 positions available.
Call now 1-800-950-8472 Ext. 20.
BEST FUND RAISER ON-CAMPUS! Looking
for a fraternity, sorority or student organization
that would like to earn $500-$1000 for a one week
on-campus marketing project. Must be organized
and hard working. Call Dot or Lisa at 1-800- 5922121 Ext. 107.
RAISE A THOUSAND IN A WEEK. The
fundraiser that's working on 1800 campuses. Your
campus group can earn up to $1000 in just one
week. No investment needed. Be first on your
campus. A FREE gift just for calling. Call now 1800-765-8472 Ext. 90.
STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA. Information on semester, summer and internship programs. All run under $6000. Call Curtin University 1-800-878-3696.
FOR SALE: Hyundai Excel $2450, '86 Honda
Civic $2950, '84 Toyota Tercel $2450, '83 Honda
Accord $2200.All private cars in good condition.
347-5334 Lyford.
FOR SALE: '77 Mustang. Good condition. Nice
car for school. 781-9132.
STUDENT AIDE: Live-in nanny positions
available in Dallas area while earning your degree.
$5000 to $8000 yearly towards tuition and living
expenses. License driver's, some child care experience. Call Diana, U.S. Au Pair, 1-800-4771523. No fees.

In the men's division the men were almost fault-

UPB Organizing Great Pumpkin Carnival

Middle East subject of forum
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By LETICIA CAVAZOS
Staff Writer

T•• P.. A,,.,....,.

Irony Mercado

Jaime Salinas, freshman physical therapy major from McAllen, makes use of the
new public access catalog. The computer system will replace the old card
catalog system next year.

Library goes on-line,
expands research access
By GILBERT D. MARTINEZ
Managing Editor

Delays in acquiring tables for the terminals have hindered the installation of a
majority of the computers, Dixon said.
"I've been trying since last March to get
tables ordered for them," said Dixon. The
tables are a specific height to provide
efficient use by students.
Eventually, the library hopes to set up
sixty-three computer terminals. However, Dixon said the determining factor
will be the furniture situation.
Once the tables arrive, the computers
can be installed, with most to be placed in
the 2nd floor card catalog room and the 4th
floor main collection area, Dixon said.
The library stopped filing new material
on the card catalog last month, and has
entered the information into the computer,
she said.
However, the actual cards will not be
removed from the card catalog room for at
least another year, Dixon said.
The Leaming Resource Center is using a

A new computer system being implemented at the Leaming Resource Center
will replace the card catalog system within
a year, helping students with research and
giving them greater access to other libraries,
said Jeannie Dixon, automation librarian.
The library is replacing the card catalog
system with anon-linecomputerfonnat, she
said.
"The on-line catalog will let you find things
a little bit quicker ... it will tell you how many
copies we have and ... it will tell you if the
book is checked out or not and when the
book is due," said Dixon.
Three computers for student use have been
installed this week in the card catalog room
on the second floor. The terminals are
equipped with printers to provide students
with a hard copy of their search, she said.
In addition. students will be able to search
for material at UT-Austin, Texas A & M, computer format called CD-ROM as a
UT-Pennian Basin, Sam Houston State and back-up for the computers in case of a
system failure, she said.
the UT-Health Science Center.

Freeman:
By PHILLIP LOZANO
Staff writer
VICTOR AGUILAR
Reporter
There are no good guys in the Middle
East situation, said Dr. Sam Freeman, a
speaker at a forum on the Middle East
crisis.
Freeman, one of three speakers at the
meeting, highlighted some contradictions
found in the government statements.
"In late July the American ambassador
told Saddam Hussein that we had no interest and no intentions of involving ourselves in any Arab versus Arab conflict."
Freeman said.
"Bush calls Saddam a Hitler, but it is
Bush that uses Hitler's rhetoric of a New
World order," he said.
Freeman said American troops were unprepared for activity in Saudi Arabia.
Despite accusations of inadequate desert

EDINBURG CAMPUS APPOINTMENT TIMES

Early registration begins Wednesday for special
graduates and graduate students and continues through
Nov. 13. Other enrolled students who have an advisement fonn will register by classification and last name.
Night students may register any day reserved for
their classification between 4 and 6 p.m. regardless of
last name.
The registration process will be held in the Overflow
Room, located between the cafeteria and the snack bar,
Monday through Thursday from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. and
Friday from 8 a.m. to noon.
Fridays are "free" days for students to make schedule
changes if their appointment times were during that
week.
Schedule changes for students who have registered
and paid will be 1 to 5 p.m. Jan. 8.
Eligible students who do not register October and
November must go through arena registration and pay
a $5 late fee.
After early registration, students will receive a fee
statement with amount due for fees and tuition, both of
which must be paid between Nov. 21 and Dec. 12.
Payment can be mailed in to avoid lines, said Bill
Morris, assistant to the vice president of academic
affairs, but must be received by Dec. 12.
For students on financial aid, if the (financial aid)
award covers more than the tuition and book allowance fee, the amount due will state "CR" (credit) and
the award balance, said Financial Aid Director Arnold
Trejo.
For example, if a student received a $700 Pell Grant
and the tuition and book allowance totals $450, the
amount due will read "CR $250".
Students are not obligated to spend all the the book
allowance check on books, Trejo said.
The checks will be disbursed the first five days of the
spring semester at the University Bookstore.Students
who are not going to receive financial aid can apply for
an Emergency Loan or for the Installment Payment
Plan.
Emergency Loan applications can be picked up at the
Administration Building, Room 214. Nov. 30 is the
last day to apply for an Emergency Loan. Applications
for Emergency Loans cannot be made during arena
registration.
Four business classes were inadvertently left out of
the class schedule and a fifth class has been added, the
School of business has announced. They are as follows:
GENB 4346.01, Topics in General Business, 5:45
p.m., FINA 3389.01, Commercial Banking,
MWF,11:45 a.m.; MARK 3373.01, Industrial Mar-

REGISTRATION FOR SPRING 1991 WILL BE HELD

October 17- November 13
Data Entry for Registration for Spring 1991 will be held in
the UT-PA Cafeteria Overflow
Monday through Thursday 10:00 am - 6:00 p.m. and
Friday from 8:00 a.m. -12:00 noon
By Student classification And Last Name

* FRIDAYS ARE "FREE" DAYS FOR STUDENTS TO MAKE SCHEDULE CHANGES

IF THE STUDENrSAPPOINTMENTTIME WAS FOR THAT WEEK

Special Graduates
Graduates & Specials
Wed, October 17
Thu, October 18

Seniors

Mon, October 22
Tue, October 23

Juniors

Wed, October 24
Thu, October 25

M-2
A-L
A-L
M-2
M-2
A-L
A-L
M-2
M-2
A-L
A-L
M-2

Sophomores Mon, October 29

S-Z

Tue, October 30

L-R
L-R

Wed, October 31

S-2
G-K

Thu, November 1

A-F
A-F

G-K
Freshmen

Mon, November 5

T-2

0-S
Tue, November 6
Wed, November 7
Thu, November 8

Entering
Freshmen

Q-S
T-2
L-P
H-K
H-K
L-P

Mon, November 12

G

Tue, November 13

A-F
A-F
G

10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m. - 6 :00 p.m.
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m .
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.

• Entering freshmen will be advised of their registration
time during mandatory orientation/advisement•

" Night students may register on any day reserved for their classification between 4:00 p.m.
and 6:00 p.m. regardless of their last name.

keting, TT, 10:35 a.m.; MARK 4373.01 Sales Management, MWF,
11 :45 a.m. The additional class is FINA 4382.01, Portfolio Management, MW, 7:40 p.m.
For more infonnation, call the Admissions Office at 381-2206 or
Financial Aid Office 381-2501.

No 'Good Guys'
in Middle East crisis

combattrainingofU.S.forces, U.S.troops
have been extensively trained for desert
action, said U.S. Army Lt. Colonel Richard Moore.
"We have been doing extensive training
in the deserts of California," he said.
Moore said the deployment of troops in
the Middle East has been successful.
"We own the seas and we will own the
airspace over both countries." he said.
U.S. citizens should be critical not only
of the Iraqi government but of the U.S.
government as well, Freeman said.
"Just as we oppose Saddam's actions so
must we oppose the way our own government has gone about trying to restore
some kind of peaceful economic balance
in the Middle East," he said.
Dr. Sonia Alianak, gtving historical
background to the situation said Saddam
Hussein's invasion of Kuwait was based
on historical events.
"Both present-day Iraq and Kuwait were

provinces of the Ottoman Empire," she
said. After the defeat of the Empire in
World War I, Britain signed an accord
with other European powers that divided
the Arabian peninsula into separate spheres
of influence. When the British gave Kuwait its independence in 1961, Iraq refused to recognize it, and laid claim to it,
Alianak said.
Hussein also had economic reasons for
invading, she said.
"Kuwait began overproducing oil and
selling the oil under OPEC standards
therefore driving down oil prices,"Alianak
said.
Freeman urged students not agreeing
with U.S. policy in the conflict to be active
in voicing concerns to the government.
"Contact the members of your governT,. p,. Aom.c.. IPhll1p Loano
ment, write your senator, write your congressman, identify interest groups that op- Dr. Sam Freeman, political science professor, discusses the Persian Gulf
pose the strategies being pursued by Presi- Crisis at a Middle East Forum before a standing-room-only crowd in the Liberal
Arts Auditorium here Thursday.
dent Bush," Freeman said.

Groups kick off Alcohol Awareness Week Monday
Several campus groups haved joined
forces to mark National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week here next week.
According to a 1988 congressional report from Alcoholics Anonymous, alcoholism and drug abuse have steadily becomeoneofthemajorproblemsoncollegc
campuses across the country.

Events sponsored by the University Program Board (UPB) and the Office of
Student Development include a "RedRibbon Campaign" will inaugarate the observance Monday.
Pledge tables will be set up at Leaming
Resource Center, the UC walkway, and
the CAS and LA Buildings. Students and

faculty will be encouraged to sign a pledge
sheet and wear the red ribbons throughout
the week.
A "HouseParty"featuringmusic,snacks,
dancing and non-alcoholic beverages will
be held Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in the snack
bar. Movies will be shown at the UC
recreation room on Tuesday at 9:45 a.m.

and 1 p.m.
An Alcohol Awareness Workshop Friday, Oct. 19, at 1 p.m. will cover aspects of
alcohol abuse and will feature speeches
from authorties on the subject, including
Tina Guerra, a Texas Alcoholic Beverage
Commission.
Concluding the events will be a ques-

tion-and-answer session with the parents
of Mark Kilroy Tuesday, Oct. 23 at noon
in LA 101.
Kilroy was a UT-Austin student who
was killed near Matamoros, Mex., during
spring break last year.
For more information, call the Office of
Student Development at 381-2260.
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Life, money interchangeable in society
eople say you can't put a
price on human life, but it
seems that courts and insurance companies do just that.
How much is a life worth? The average worker makes about $1 million in a
lifetime, but that only represents his
value to an employer. Recent court
settlements in this area set the average
price tag at about $4 million.
It seems heartless to assess people in
this fashion. But when you consider the
insignificance of man in the vastness of
an uncaring universe, I suppose we 're
lucky to be worth anything.
Life value should work both ways. If
a life is worth $4 million, then $4 million

P

is worth a life. Maybe legislators should
look at it that way when they spend our
money.
When Congress blows two billion on
some useless, asinine project I wonder if
they realize they just sacrificed 500 lives.
Studies show that health and security
are directly related to wealth. A transient stands a greater chance of suffering an early death from violence or
disease than a person snug in his nice
home with money for good medical
care.
A man can die because after he paid his
taxes he didn't have enough money left
to fix car's brakes or see a doctor about
chest pains.

Guest Column
Jack C. King
Some people in Valley colonias have health
problems that sometimes result in death
because they don't have the money to pipe in
safe drinking water or sewer systems. In
essence, money is life.
White collar criminals, who take money
rather than life, are given lighter sentences
than convicted murderers.
Are they really so innocuous? When a
Charles Keating squanders billions of S&L
deposits guaranteed by the taxpayer, hasn't
he taken lives?

il;lffi:lll1&•tl l l l l Students project
negative image
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Free expression,
censorship defined

The Pan American encourages and welcomes letters to the editor and guest columns.
They must be signed and include the writer's hometown, classification at UT-PA and be
typed. An address and phone number should be included for verification. Letters should
be fewer than 250 words and guest columns no more than 600 words. Letters and guest
columns will be edited for length, libel, grammar and punctuation, but writer's meaning or
opinion will not be changed. Guest columns will be run as space pennits. Letters can be
brought to Emilia Schunior Ramirez Hall, Room 100 or mailed to The Pan American at
1_1_2_0_1_u_n_iv_e_rs_i_ty_D
_n_·v_e_,_E_H_IOO_,_E_di_n_
· b_ur_g_,TX
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t is not hard to fathom the impression that UTPA, an institution of higher
learning, is not taken seriously by the public. But before blame is slapped
on the outside world, students should examine theirown attitudes and views
of UTPA and consider how far these conceptions reach.
Virtually any UTPA classroom can be chosen to depict the amount of student
indifference thriving in a 'supposed' learning setting. There is no inquisitiveness
and no desire to understand and assimilate the professor's teachings. It's no
wonder that UTPA is called the "13th Grade," where students expect their
professor to deliver infonnation on a golden platter.
In addition, the only infonnation students deem necessary to comprehend is that
which will be on a test. Never mind the philosophical teachings of 1000 year old
Zen stories if the professor said they will not be included on a test. Forget all about
the PBS documentary your professor suggested be viewed because he thought it
might be helpful for the class.
Jeannie Dixon, automation librarian for the Learning Resource Center, has a
story that dictates the prevailing attitude of students at UTPA. Dixon said, "I don't
know how many [students] have said, 'I've been here three years and this is the first
time I've ever been in the library."'
Even the fact that UTPA is a commuter college does not excuse this travesty.
How can someone be serious about learning if no effort is made by the student to
enter the very walls that are the nucleus of the university?
These dangerous attitudes of students affect the most important individuals
around them-their professors. When a professor gets no response from his
classes, it would be easy for that professor to get frustrated and upset. At this point,
the level of his teaching declines. A new professor for the communications
department wondered aloud in class whether he should lower his standards of
teaching and grading to accommodate UTPA students. The answer for students
should be a resounding 'no,' but the fear is that, instead, it is a pleading 'yes.'
Just as student attitudes affect professors, discouraged professors could be
relaying the wrong message to the administration, causing a domino effect.
Although it is no longer suspended in the
These attitudes are relayed into public perception of UTPA. How can our school
gallery,
the essence of "Reclining Woman"
cam respect and notoriety if the students themselves do not take their learning, this
still
lingers.
Any criticism ofthis work has
school, seriously?
been
misconstrued
as censorship; however,
Only time can heal the wounds caused by misinformation about UTPA. Granted,
there are problems at this university such as the registration process and add and people cannot believe simply because one
drop procedure, but they should not be equated with the quality of the school. criticizes a work of art, or even a literary
These isolated incidents contribute to the negative feelings about the university as work, that this criticism implies a stripping
.of one's first amendments rights. Just as
a whole.
What is a by-stander supposed to think if he overhears, "I had to wait in line for Frank Manuella has the right to display his
5 hours just to get one class!" Must not be a quality school, the by-stander would works, individuals have the freedom to
express their opinion, whether that opinprobably think.
Students can be instrumental in the image of UTPA, but they must start changing ion is critical or complimentary. Censortheir own attitudes about UTPA. As in the by-stander P-xample, the negative ship has no place in the creative arts, but an
awareness of the social impact any art or
remarks originate from the students.
literary work has on the public should be
Serious problems exist at this school, but we cannot begin to confront these taken into consideration.
problems until we address the problems of our own perceptions of what UTPA
A work such as "Reclining Woman" not
should be.
only perpetuates, but also exacerbates, the
Gilbert D. Martinez long-standing attitude of perceiving the
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If he is convicted and sentenced, the With inflation rising, perhaps each of
taxpayer is further burdened by having to us will be worth another $1 or $2 million
guard him, feed him, clothe him, house before year's end. Maybe that will boost
him, provide him with medical care and our sagging self-esteem.
even further educate him until he is set
The national debt seems to be growing
loose to pillage again.
even faster. Perhaps some day taxpaynstead, he should be exiled to a ers will owe more than we're worth.
An instructor of Economics 1301 told
Valley colonia and forced to use
an outhouse, drink water from the students not to worry about it. "The debt
nearby well and accept the same doesn't matter," he said. "We owe the
medical care the natives get. Maybe he '11 money to ourse1ves. "
Of course, that was before we owed it
get sick the day after the annual allowance
to
the Saudis and the Japanese.
for indigent health care runs out.
If hepatitis or typhoid don't finish him
Jack C. King is a Graduate Student
off, maybe the next-door taxpayer will.
Toe world would be a better place.

~::;:~:=~1:a:::~:~

positionsofinferiorityandsubmissiveness.
Althoughthismindsethasbeenencouraged
and into our society by men, women, to
some extent, are also responsible for this
subjugation. Through conditioning and
implied acceptance, women have unfortunately taken a secondary role to men.
This attitude, however, does not have to
be perpetuated. By creating an awareness
that this attitude exists and can be countered, women will assume an equal status
in society. Frank Manuella's "Reclining
Woman" may have been art, but it only
reinforced this patriarchal mindset. Instead of displaying a more positive piece
that perhaps could have counteracted this
attitude, he chose instead to display a work
that exhibited a regressive rather than
progressive mentality.
Again, this response should in no way be
seen as an appeal for censorship, but an
appeal instead for a greater awareness of
the impact any creative work has on its
audience. Both men and women should

A
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work toward becoming more sensitive and our government is somewhat different.
responsible in the production of and re- Of course, our system is not perfect, and
sponse to creative works.
no one should be unduly upset upon the
realization that our government has its
Sandra Gracia and Rebecca Jones faults. Rejoice, in that we are indeed
English Graduate students able to criticize, and endure, because we
too will be criticized....

Criticism protected
by U.S. government

I was thinking it was taking an extra
week or more to get some sort of critical
evaluation of Saddam Hussein's response
to George Bush's address to the Iraqi
people because, maybe, there was so much
more to criticize in Mr. Hussein's speech,
so much it would take more time to write
about it. Criticism was expected, because
after all, it took one of your writers, at
most, two days to make a mockery of
President Bush's address to the Capitol
and the American people, but I was too
surprised or disappointed at the absence of
such a piece.
You can safely criticize our government
and officials, as well as the downside of
each, and thankfully that is the way
America is. Try as you might, though, you
won't find any better place to have such a
privilege. Dissent and criticism, in
America, are a way of life, and proof of
that is the editorial section of this paper.
Good or bad, entertainment writers can
offer "serious, thought-provoking" morsels for us readers to chew on. Good or
bad, observations. Good or bad, sophomoric writers can enlighten us with daily,
somewhat "relevant" anecdotes. Good or
bad, we readers can offer up our own
observations, hopefully, as you writers
can attest to, giving another side of a story
or strengthening one already discussed.
Good or bad, this paper, as any other fonn
of media, can be a mouthpiece for one's
convictions or ideas, no matter how offbase they may be.
Dissension, criticism and newspapers,
as well as the combination of all three, are
here to stay. Other governments have
killed for less. We are rather fortunate that

Erle Hayes Patkowski
Sophomore

Controversy
overinflated
Only in a fifth-rate university like Tortilla Tech would two balloons in a sheet
arouse so much wasted and pointless
controversy.
It is real sad when a clear deficiency of
artistic talent and imagination requires
an artificial "freedom-of-expression" flap
inorderto gain attention. Theonlything
sadder is the fact that it works.

Scott Fabian
B.S. Mathematics

Mannella exhibit
nurtures controversy
"Students don't be fooled ..." (1).
"I mean ... you know .. .like hey man 1
ain't no fool."
'
"Yea right!"
Yes Dolly Parton fans, we have all
been sucked-in- I couldn't help it th
De~il made me do it. This ...This .. :ev~
geru_us has taken a revered female anato~1cal feature, which young and old
alike s~e~ to be extremely fond of, and
turned it mto an object that threatens th
very foundations of our global societ e
. How dare he! It would serve him ri;t
1f someone, in keeping abreast with the
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SG A, American Humanics
;.Que Pasa? is a sounding p.m.
Carnival are available for clubs (ACT), The Test of English as a
The concert will begin with and organizations. To reserve a ForeignLanguage (TOEFL), the
board service offered by
"The Pan American' for
clubs, organizations and departments to make announcements of student concern.

"Concert Fanfare" by Carl Seale of
UTP A. The symphonic band will
also perform other orchestral compositions and marches from around
Deadline for turning in an- the world.
nouncements is noon Tuesday Admission is free.
at the publications office, The UTPA Music Department
ESRH 100.
will present a concert by John
Raimo, faculty artist and pianist,
MEETINGS
Sunday, Oct. 21 and Sunday, Oct.
28 in the Fine Arts Auditorium at 3
The UTPA Environmental p.m.
Council will hold meetings Admission for students and seWednesdays at 4: 15 p.m. in the nior citizens is $2. Tickets are $3
University Center, Room 319. for the public.
The club's next meeting, the
university's role in Valley RecyPRESENTATIONS
cling Day, Oct. 20, will be discussed. For more information, Dr. Enrique Medrano, direccall 686-6285, 381-3313 or 381- tor of admissions and student af2591.
fairs for the Houston College of
The Art club will meet in the Optometry, will present a video,
Fine Arts Building, Room 228, "Is Your Future in Sight?" Oct. 18
at noon Oct. 18. Students inter- at noon in the Science Building,
ested in art are welcomed.
Room 118, on Oct. 18.
For more information contact
Yvonne Herrera at 381-3537 or
PERFORMANCES
come by the Science Building,
The Texas Southmost College Room 123.
Community Band ofBrownsville
ANNOUNCEMENTS
will perform a concert of original and adapted music Sunday
in the Fine Arts Auditorium at 7 Booths for the Great Pumpkin

booth call Kathy Dickens, UPB Law School Admissions Test
special events chairperson at, 381- (LSAT), the Texas Academic
2266:
Skills Program test (TASP), the
A six-week paralegal certificate Graduate Record Examination
course which will cover research (GRE), the Graduate Manageand writing manuals as well as ment Admissions Test (GMAT)
form pleadings, motions and and the Pharmacy College Admemoranda oflaw, will begin Oct. mission Test.
20.Formore information, call Scott For more information about the
Hatch at 381-2352 or 1-800-522- tests, contact the Office ofPlace7737.
ment, Testing and Cooperative
Emergency tuition loans for the Education in Student Services
spring semester must be applied Building Room 147, orcall 381for before Nov. 30.
2247.
Applications are available at the
Bar-coding of ID cards is
loan collections office, Adminis- continuing at the Leaming Retration Building, Room 214. For sources Center. The coding is
more information call the. Loan necessary to check out materials
from the library.
Collection Office at 381-2723.
Interviewers from companies, Library personnel are available
agencies and school districts will for bar-coding Monday through
be recruiting students thoughout Thursday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., and
October.
Friday, 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. Notices
Student may come to the Office are posted throughout the library
of Placement, Testing and Coop- indicating the location of barerative Education, Room 147 of coding stations.
the Student Services Building to
A series of courses in English
sign up for appointments with the for non-native speakers is set for
interviewers.
Oct. 22 and 23. Students must
Eight national tests will be ad- register in the LA, Rm. 359.
ministered durin the fall and spring For more information call the
semesters. Tests include the The English Language Institute at
ArnericanCollegeTestingProgram 381-2133.

to run book exchange
By VICTOR AGUILAR
Reporter
After resigning from operating
the student book exchange this
semester, the Student Government
Association said it will run the
Student Book Exchange in conjunction with American Humanics
this spring.
''The Student Book Exchange is
a program in which students may
sell their books to students and
receive more money fortheir books
than they would at the University
Book Store." said Carlos Berlanga,
SGA Vice-President.
In the past SGA had successfully
operated the Book Exchange, he
said.
''Ten percent of the book sale
price is kept by SGA," Berlanga
said. "this profit helps recoup any
losses and also goes back to the
students in different ways.
"We plan on using the money
made to purchase benches for the
campus," Berlanga said.
The book exchange was run this
semester by by American
Humanics.

:tJJ

Letters
" ... you take that thing down this "Haven't I told you a million
instant, you hear me?"
times not to exaggerate?"
I Personally am appalled at his
And securely taking him by the work of art. How could he do such
ear, while at the same time re- a thing? He should be punished!
peatedly slapping him upside the "Henry! Now you go in there and
head, udder.. .I mean utter-sorry take away his bicycle pump and
about that-the loving words, I'm knitting needles!"
sure all of us have heard from our
mothers at one time or another:
Meanwhile back at the ranch,

some speculate that this is where
he obtained his original inspiration-but I don't believe it-the
artist gleefully rolls about on the
ground, his breast heaving in
spasms of hysterical laughter, at
the fact that he has been able extract such a river of controversy;
more than he ever expected, not
even in his wildest dreams.

''The Book Exchange does not
belong to SGA; any organization
may run it by turning in a request
form," Berlanga said.
"We were understaffed and it
had gotten bigger than we could
handle." said Elvira Davis, Assistant Dean of Students and SGA
Advisor. This was the first time the
Book Exchange was run by an organization other than SGA.
American Humanics fared well
in the running of the exchange this
semester, although there were a
few glitches in the operation, a
member said.
"We did well in the overall opP.ration of the book exchange but
would have done better had we not
started at such a late date," said
Jyni Oviedo, American Humanics
Chairperson for the operation of
the Book Exchange. "We passed
out flyers during registration but,
unfortunately freshmen had already registered and so were unaware of the Student Book Exchange."
The Book Exchange was in operation during the first week of
classes.

Stu-dent Publications
needs a photographer
for a paid position

''That's right! Hegotmetoo. S:>
what? I couldn't help it, I just had
to divest myself of this extremely
titillating matter. Oh...by the way,
there is no truth to the rumor that
the
next
exhibition
is
titled... ''Reclining Man."

Interested shutterbugs
stop by ESRH 100

Pedro Galvan
Junior

I
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PAYNE MITSUBISHI NEW CARS
1990 Mitsubishi
Precis 3 Dr.

1990 Mitsubishi
Mighty Max
Pickup

~=~

Stk.# PR9007

1990 Mirage
4 Dr. Sedan

991 Mighty Max Pickup

ii
2.4 liter EFI, Au1o. Trana., A/C, full carpets,
tint.cl glaaa, cargo llght, dual mlrrore,
fullalze spare tilt wheel.
Stk. # PU9107

1991 Mitsubishi
Eclipse 3 Dr.
.. '..-., ...
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MY DEGREE GOT ME THE INTERVIEW.
ARMY ROTC GOT ME THE JOB.

Stk#EC9114

1991 Mitsubishi
MacroCab Pickup

~

-,//"

PAYNE MITSUBISHI USED CARS
1990 Mirage

Things got pretty competitive for this job. I'm sure my
college degree and good grades kept me in the running. But
in the end it was the leadership and management experience I
got through Army ROTC that won them over.
Army ROTC taught me responsibility, self discipline and
leadership. Those are things you just can't learn from a
textbook.
I don't know where I'd be right now if I hadn't enrolled
in Army ROTC, but I do know one thing for sure .•• I
wouldn't be here.

Stk# PU11109

1990
Galant
4 Dr, Auto, A.IC, AM/FM Cass.•

4 dr, A.IC, AIT. AMIFM PIS,
PIB Factory Warranty

Tilt, Factory Warranty

1986 ISUZU IMPLUSE
2 Dr., Auto, A/C, Power windows,
power locks - - - - - - -

1989 FORD BRONCO II
Auto, A/C, V-6- - - -

-

-

-

-$10,990

$4,990

1987 HONDA CIVIC

1986 DODGE PICKUP
Auto, AJC, 3/4 Ton _ _ _ _ _ _ $4,990

5 speed manual, A/C, AM/FM Cass--$5,990

All units subject to prior sale.
•PrlcH do not Include Tax, Title & License Fff

Artworll for lllu111ratlon purpoaea only.

ARMY ROTC

Gilbert Longoria
Reno Alfaro
Morris Garza
Frank Vasquez
Betty Garcia , Mgr.

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Mitsubishi Hotline

Jarnfi/E?
Find out more. Contact Major Gary LaFavars,
Southwick Hall Boo~ 204, (512) 381-3600.

MITSUBISHf
RIO GRANDE VALLEY

ON THE EXPRESSWAY• WESLACO

969-2828
Lower Valley

Upper Valley

423-7328

383-4915
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··
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·
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Large scale paintings suit artist
By SOPHIE D. PENA
Reporter
Currently on
exhibit in the
CAS Gallery is
Nancy Moyer's
Perceptual
Augmentations, a display of unusually large
pastel drawings, mixed media
Muses, and more traditionally sized
pencil drawings.
Moyer said she spent two years
working on the pieces. "It surprised
my apartment," she said, referring
to the large scale ofthe pastel works.
"I worked primarily in the summer
because that's the only time I have
for a concentrated (effort)."
Moyer said she specifically did
the paintings on a large scale.
"I've always liked the idea oflarge
drawings," she said. "You usually
think of drawings as small, and
drawings are usually thought of as

a minor art... because of the size."
She said she felt a feeling of excitement at suddenly seeing large
rolls of fine art paper offered in
catalogs. The rolls she used are 60
inches by 20 yards.
Moyer used pastels and conte for
the large pieces.
"I like pastels (because) you get
your drawing medium, where
you've got contact with the material, with the color and scale of
painting," she said. "(Pastel is) a
good medium for people who
draw ... and like color, but don't like
paint."
Certain themes and ideas have
recurred in Moyer's work, she said.
''The church theme (had been)
popping up since 1960, in different
ways." Other concepts, however,
are new.
''The concept of the torsos is fresh,
and that's in the jewelry, too," said
Moyer. "I have a couple ofjewelry
pieces with the torsos, because it's

veryrelated.(Thetorso)isaninteresting shape to work with."
Moyer said she chose tank tops
shirts for the torsos because they
"seemed very contemporary," and
allowed for wrinkles and folds,
which she likes sculpting in pastel.
Two of the large drawings have
mannequins, rather than human
torsos, as the central figures.
"I hadn't really intended to do
mannequins," said Moyer. "I was
going to continue with the torsos. I
ran out of models' positions, and
put the tank top on a mannequin to
get the folds right.
"(I) thought, I'll just do a sketch
of the mannequin in the T-shirt,
which turned out to be the Three
Graces, and just changed the whole
direction."
Moyer said she feels that the
mannequins work because they
symbolizethehollowfaithofmany
churchgoers.
The other major theme is Nature

vs. Women, which she feels is a
theme in the tradition ofother artists, such as Van Gogh's Nature
Against Man series.
The Muses, which were meant as
a reflection of the Three Graces,
were put together piece by piece
after school started, she said. The
third was not completed because
of time constraints.
The masks are made of brown
packing paper which was pulverized in a blender. The pulp was
then cast in plaster molds of faces.
The Muses also feature jewelry
pieces made by Moyer.
Moyer said it is hard for her to
explain her work verbally.
"It's hard for me to talk about the
content. I can talk about ... how I
got it together," said Moyer. "But
the content...just comes through.
I'll see the finished drawing... and
be surprised."
Moyer's exhibit will continue
through October 26.

~ f
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"The Three Graces - End of the Second Millenium," a painting
by art professor Nancy Moyer, is part of an exhibit of her work,
"Perceptual Augmentations,"currently displayed in the GAS Gallery. The exhibit will continue through Oct 26.

'Ninja Turtles' assimilate Japanese culture
By PHILLIP LOZANO
Entertainment Editor
"Teenage
Mutant Ninja
Turtles, The
Movie;" directed by Steve
Barron; starring some guys in turtle suits; 9S
min.; Family Home Entertainment.
Ahh, there's nothing like the tingling sensation that comes when
one learns of a live-action adapta-
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tion of a highly-popular cartoon
show. Movie reviewers know that
they're in for a special treat when
the title has the words ''The Movie"
following it.
Fears of another high-tech disaster like "Masters OfThe Universe"
are unfounded, however, with this
puppet-animated, "live-action"
version of Eastman and Laird's
''Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles,"
one of the most popular movies of
this year.
''TMNT" is no "Bannan" or"Dick
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Tracy," nor does it want to be.
While those characters flirted with
whimsy and wallowed in Wagnerian thunder-and-doom pretentiousness, the Turtles are simply
ass-kicldn' ninja party dudes. The
film, a whirlwind of excellently
staged puppetry, stunt action and
juvenile one-liners, is simply fun.
The Turtles were once ordinary
pets, but, in homage to countless
Marvel Comics characters, a radioacti ve substance has transformed them, along with a Zenmaster rat named Splinter, into
large-scale anthropoids. Then.they
take up the task of defeating a
modem-day Pagitt' na'ttttrd the
,, Shredder, an evil ninja"whb corrupts children and is the murderer
of Splinter's late human ninja

master.

Henson, whose Creature Shop designed the gear. Splinter, the rat, is
especially effective. Where the
film falls flat is in the human characters, who play second fiddle to
themutants. Theamphibianheroes
are fresh enough, but the human
ShredderissimplyaJapaneseDarth
Vader.
The real surprises in this film are
the remarkably rich subtexts in the
narrative. The Shredder's exploitation ofchildren comments on this
gemerationofparents' generalneglect of their offspring. The latchkey kid Daniel is coerced into
stealing by the villain, a surrogate
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The Shredder, on the other hand,
symbolizes what Americans perceive as the worst sort of import:
the ruthless, fascist Japanese businessman. The portrayal, racist in
nature, is revealing: it seems that
Americans would rather surrender
their culture, or lack thereof, to a
more striking model than surrenderourshare in the global economy.
The mass-marketed Turtles are
an extremely interesting phenomenon for this reason. Japaneseflavored pop culture exploited by
American entrepenuers? Wave of
the future or not, it's all economics.

.-----'!",--~ ~--------------------------....;,,_
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Steve Barron's direction is straight
forward and moves the film along
at a fast pace. The puppets and
stunt suits are among the best work
of the late Muppet master Jim

father figure, rather than obeying
the half-hearted dictates that his
real father makes as he rushes off
to his job/career. Only the positive
influence of the urbane, streetwise
Turtles save him from furthercorruption.
Anotherthemeisthesimultaneous
rejection and acceptance of Japanese culture. The Turtles are very
hip, very crude and very violent as
per their New York city habitat,
but they have an eastern discipline
and sense of honor. They are the
result of the assimilation of Japanese icons and symbols into
Americanmainstreampopculture.
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Volleyball drops three more games :
- - - - - - - - - - - game match with UTPA that night, the final game of the tournament, think in the end it just gets away
By ROB NEAGLE
ousting the Lady Broncs 15-5, 5- oustingTexasSouthem 10-15, 15- from us."
_S_po_rt_s_E_d_i_to_r_ _ _ _ _ _ 15, 15-12, 16-18 and 15-6.
12, 8-15, 17-15 and 15-11.
Thomas improved her kill averLisa Casteigne led the Cowgirls
Freshman Lana Wright was solid age to.3.80 per game, tops in the
The Lady Bronc volleyball team with 19 kills and six digs. Tina in all categories for the Lady American South Conference.
dropped three of their four games Johnson also helped, contributing Broncs, totaling 10 kills, 20 asOther conference leaders include
at this weekend's triangular meet 17 kills and 11 solo blocks.
sists, 22 digs and five block assists. junior Sandra Kyle (4.29 assists
Williams again led the Lady
The loss was Texas Southern's and 2.70 digs per game) and Wilwith Texas Southern and McNeese
Broncs with 23 kills and 26 digs. only loss the entire weekend. The liams (3.26 kills and 2.58 digs per
State.
In the opener Friday afternoon, Thomas had 35 kills and 17 digs. Lady Jaguars improved their record game).
UTPA felt the effects of the late to 16-11.
UTPA dropped a five-game heartTSU gets a chance to even the
breaker with TSU, 15-6, 15-10, 8- game, dropping an early Saturday
McNeese, 2-2 during the week- score with the Lady Broncs when
game to McNeese in three straight end, dropped to 7-14.
15, 8-15 and 15-11.
UTPA travels to Houston tonight.
Lonnie Malveaux led the Lady games, 14-16, 5-15 and 7-15.
TheLadyBroncsdropto3-14on
The game will precede the initial
Denise Crawford was rested the season.
Jaguars to victory, amassing 21
ASC mini-series, which will be
enough to punish the Lady Broncs
kills and four service aces.
held this weekend at the SW
Sophomore Tanja Thomas led with 14 kills and seven digs. She
Coach Becky De Los Santos ad- Louisiana's campus in Lafayette,
the Lady Broncs with 21 kills and also had five solo blocks.
mitted that it was tough going the LA.
Thomas had nine kills and 12 maximumfivegamesinall butane
10 digs. Sophomore Carla WilUTPA will play Arkansas State
liams put in a stellar performance digs to lead the Lady Broncs in of their matches.
(17-5) in the first game Saturday at
also, notching 18 kills and 11 digs. both categories.
"We've got the power to go five 11 a.m. They will also play Lamar
UTPA finally nabbed a win in games," said De Los Santos. "I (13-10) Sunday at 11 a.m.
McNeese won their own five-

Cross country teams win at Texas A&I
-=-----------By DAVID HUNTER

said Head Coach Reid Harter.
"Last week we trained really
- - - - - - - - - - - hard," he said. "We didn't rest at
Both the men's and women's all before the meet. The men ran
cross country teams won their di- around 90 miles last week and the
visions Monday at Texas A&I in women around 70. The key forus
Kingsville.
now is to continue to train hard
The women won 15-45, while and to stay healthy."
the men won 26-29.
The men were able to capture
Bad weather was not enough to gold despite the absence of three
---- - - - - - - - - . . . .
keep the teams from achieving their top runners: Rene Guillen, Tomas
- ---...........___ goals.
Ramos and Hector Rodriguez.

Sports Writer

''The course was hot and windy,
not the best conditions to run in,"

The Pan American/David Hunter

Back at you. Lady Bronc Volleyball team member Tanja Thomas
Hits.Jba.baJLback_at a lad¥, Tiger in the teams only win against
Texas Southern. The team was defeated twice by Mcneese state
University and Once by Texas Southern last weekend.

Reproductive
Services

Treasure HIiis
Suite #35

For Information Call:
428-6242 • 428-6243

By ROB NEAGLE

Sports Editor
Both UTPA tennis teams will
face some of the nation's toughest
this weekend when they compete
in the Intercollegiate Tennis
Coaches Association (ITCA) re-

au
Boutique

gional championships in Austin and
Fort Worth.
The tournament, which invites
the best players and doubles teams
in each region, will be well represented by UTPA.
Six Lady Broncs will compete in
both the singles and doubles competition in Austin.
Coach David Cross said he was
uncertain who the players would
be paired against because the draw
had not been completed yet.
''The women's draw is bigger
(than the men's) so we were able to
get all of the players in the tournament," he said.
Top seeded Leah Viloria, British

Columbian senior and tearn captain, will lead the Lady Bronc contingent.
OtherLady Broncs in the tournament are Ellen Nelissen (Belgian
freshman), Natalie Roziers (another Belgian freshman), Tania
Webster (British Columbian senior), Gigi Estacio (Edinburg
sophomore) and Laura Gonzalez
(Mercedes sophomore).
"We've competed very well (in
the women's division) in the past,"
Cross said. "We're still a little
young and inexperienced. This
will be a great learning experience
for the team."
The three men competing will be

Belgian sophrunore Michel Fabry,
Belgian senior Frank Vos and British Columbian sophomore Richard Mainella.
The team of Fabry and Mainella
will be the lone doubles entry for
the Broncs.
"In the men's tournament, it's
kind of a big year for us," he said.
"We' re only guaranteed one player.
This year we had three selected. It
looks back on the team and the
level that they are at."
This weekend's matches will
serve as a qualifying tournament
for nationals which will be held
later in the season at the University
of Minnesota.

Recular B/C ••
Studenh B/C $4
J:603 W. Univenity, Suite
F, Ediaburs

380-2239

Licensed by the Texas Department of Health

Open Mon.-S.t. 8GO a.m.
to6QOp.m.

ENTIRE
STOCK

ALMA'S
His -n- Hers
Styling Salon

FRAMES

& LENSES
SINGLE VISION

YOU GET ALL THESE:
LENSES:
CASE :
FRAME:
ADJUSTMENTS :

Plastlc: ..... ............. ................................No Extra Charge
One case with each
complete ofler..... ............................. No Extra Charge
Choose from our Entire Selection of Hundreds
of Beauti ful Colors & Stylas......... No Extra Charge
As Many Timas As Naeded .............. No Extra Charge

I PRICES GOOD THRU OCT.17 I

(your country & rock-n-roll headquarters)
Pool Tables

* Dart Boards * Continuous Music * Cold Beer

FEDERAL VISION CENTERS
Mission
Conway & Exp.
Between Fay's & Walmart
580-3344
9 to 6

Harlingen
5300 S. Exp. 83
Between Ed Carey Dr. & Helen Moore Rd.
428 - 9922
9 to 6

422 1/2 E. University
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Live Music Weekly

Edinburg

383-9035

This Fri. & Sat.
Weslaco
501 E. Bus.83

McAllen
117 S . McColl
687-6909
8 a.m. to 6 p.m.

The women were led by Dimitri
Pierce, who captured first place.
She was followed by Debbie
Devine (2nd), Cathy Tanner (3rd),
Laura Arteaga (4th), Vanessa
Moreno(5th), YvettePortales(6th)
and thatChristine Diaz (8th).
"What was nice aboutthe women
was that they packed real well together," Harter said. "It was their
best race collectively."
On Oct. 18 Texas A&M will be
the next step toward the conference meet for both teams.

Tennis teams well represented at ITCA meet

2220 Haine Drive
Harlingen, Tx 78550

.. .In Association with Adoption Affiliates
... Providing Choices in Reproductive Health Care
• Pregnancy Testing
. • Problem Pregnancy Counseling
• Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd Trimester)
• Morning After Treatment
• Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
• Speakers for Educational Programs
• Adoption Services

victual title. Other Bronc finishers
were Paul Brand (4th), Roger
Gonzalez (7th), Eddie Calderon
(8th), Martin Arteaga (10th) and
Mario Estrada (14th)
''The men had to come back to
get the win," said Harter. "It was
obvious that Texas A&I really
wanted to win the race. They started
out real fast and we really had to
pull in the end."
The Lady Broncs were almost
Manuel Jiminez led the Broncs unstoppable in their division, capto the crown, capturing the indi- turing six of the top eight places.

Durango
Thurs. & Sat.

Vivian 's

Edinburg

McAllen

1516 W. University

2216 Nolana

James & White Eagle Crossroads
Band
Sunday only

Blind Justice

Fri.& Sat.

Sunday

NO COVER

NO COVER

9 p.m.

Call 381-0624

NO COVER

3 e,3_

flower <£,hop

08

>

116 N. 12th Street-Edinburg
. (East Side of Courthouse on Square)

BOSS' PAY II Tue .. Oct,16
"Gee, nobody ever thinks of
being nice to the boss for a
change. II would be nice lo
not think of them as just the
people who sign our checks"
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Cagers depending on Valdez
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TYPING SERVICE: Research papers,
reports, etc. Grammar correction;
Proofreading & editing. Over ten years
experience. Call 585.2838.
TYPING/LANGUAGE HELP: Retired English teacher. Near campus.
Glenn 383-2066.
WRITING SERVICES, Essays, research papers, resumes, compositions,
mechanics, grammar. Call after 6 p.m.
380-1563 Rush jobs.
NEED HELP WITH RESEARCH
PAPERS?' Essays? English Lit.?
Qualified tutor -B.S., M.A. 630-3492.

BESTFUNDRAISERON.CAMPUS!
Looking for a fraternity, sorority or student organization that would like to earn
$500-$1000 for a one week on-campus
marketing project Must be organized
and hardworking. Call Dot or Lisa at 1800-592-2121. Ext 107.

RAISE A THOUSAND IN A WEEK.
The fundraiser that's working on 1800
campuses. Your campus group can earn up
to $1000 in just one week. No investment
needed. Be first on your campus. A FREE
gift just for calling. Call now 1-800-7658472. Ext 90.
STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA.
Information on semester, summer, and
Internship programs. All run under $6000.
Call Curtin University 1-800-878-3696.
STUDENT AIDE: Live in Nanny posilions available in Dallas area while earning your degree. $5000 to $8000 yearly
towards tuition and living expenses. License driver's, some child care experience.Cal!Diana, U.S.AuPair, 1-800-4771523. No fees.

ll
SMALL BUI' POWERFUL TELE·
MARKETING COMPANY needs 6
energetic persons for telephone sales
to help with our holiday projects. Also
need 2 delivery persons with economical vehicles. I have two shifts
available. Day shift from 8-3:30 and
evening shift from 5:30-9. You only
need a pleasant phone voice and the
ability to get to work on time. I will
train.Please apply in person to Ed, at
501 W. Samano, Edinburg (Comer of
7th and Samano St.) Monday-Thursday between 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

1990 NINJA DARK BLUE ZX-6

ADDRESSERS WANTED IMME·
DIATELY! No experience neces-

cellent pay! Work at home. Call toll free:
1-800-395-3283.

sary. Excellent pay! Work at home.
Call toll-free 1-800-395-3283.

Fidencio M.

Political Advisement Paid For By Fidencio M. Guerra, Jr.,
Dr. Dan Guerra, Mike Braun Co-Treasurers, 804 Pecan,
McAllen,Tx.

South Dallas

Earn up to $1000 in one week
for your campus organization.

Plus a chance at
$5000 more!

ALTERNATIVE MUSIC NIGHT
• Now 18 to 20 year olds Welcome

ing it to the championship game
of the (American South) conference tournament," he said. "Nobody expected us to be there and
we ended up on national television."
Valdez wants the Bronc tradition to continue, although he's
the only Bronc with more than a
year of Division I experience.
Coach Kevin Wall counts on
Valdez to serve as foreman on the
rebuilding job the Broncs are undertaking this year.
"Gabe has got his work cut out
for him this year," he said. "He's
a marked man in the conference."
"He's going to face the toughest defender every night. He's
not sneaking up on anybody by
surprise," he said.
"But Gabe face~ the pressure,
the challenge of being a good
player coming off a good year:
they have to get better, to have as
good a year," Wall said.
"Gabe has to be as respected as
any player in the Conference," he
said. "He will have played all
fourof the Conferenee' s first four
years. Very few will have played
in as many games."
''The biggest asset he gives to
our team is tradition," Wall said.
''The new players sense it; his
total dedication to the program."

.SOC E.tR DI'. INKS AND DR,1FT EEER

8:00 -10:00 p.m.

CELEBRATING SOMETHING?

10:00 p.m. -11:00 p.m.
$1.50 BAR DRINKS
We will decorate
& give you a
Bottle of Champagne
For FREE

Ext. 50

You're invited to explore
this community resource.
911 N. Main St
McAllen, Tx.
Open Mon. • Fri.
11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Information

OCTOBER SPECIAL
Big Mexican Plate
•••••••••••••••••••••
....,.........
. . ... .....•

HWHITE FLOUR .
HP.ATOS
..

··-------TRY'EM, YOU'LL
LOVE 'EM!

Beef Guisado
Spanish Rice
Ranchero Beans
Salad & 2 Tortilla's

$2.79
INCIAUIIIIG II NAIDIIADI FLOUR TOITILLAI
.... I'S on HOIWIADI IICINI ALL FOOD
IIAIII FIEIII DAil f 01 NUIIIII

NOW OPEN DAILY AT 7:00 A.M. SUNDAY 9:00 A.IL
0

McALLEN (Pecan)........................................682•3 I 76
McALLEN (Bus. 83)......................................687-8269
McALLEN (No. IOth) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 682• I 576
EDINBURG••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 383■0725
aROWNSYILLE ••••••••••••••••••••••••..••••••••••••..••••S• 1 ■02• 1
MISSION •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••585-4545
WISLACO ••••••.. ••••••••••••••••••..• ..•••••••••••••••..••••969• 1414
HARLINGEN •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••28■6224

._________________
Shampoo,
Cut, & Style

Get your favorite Subway subs on Sunday too.
Tasty meats piled on fresh baked bread, topped with
free fixin's. Come to Subway for our Sunday best.

r-------------

: ANY
$1.00
Off
fOOTLONCi SOB
1

I
I

*With any porchasci of a mczdlom soft drink

:
I
I

$16 Female
$12 Male
With Student I.D.
Mon.-Thurs.

4 p.m.-9 p.m.
Expires 12-1-90

SHAMPOO, HAIRCUT AND STYLE,

1):@1@JJ

Offcrr good on S<1ndqys only

e:•11?■
!½
. 102 ~~~nd ~
S.
..
(ccr.1ss from Pop-fi-Top on 107)
One coupon per customer _per visit
Offer expires 10/31/90
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YOUR
EDUCATION
IS ALREADY
STARTING
TO PAYOFE

• NO COVER AND SPECIAi DRINKS DO NOT APPLY TO 18 ·j o 20 YEAR OLDS.
PROPER I.D. REQUIRED AT ALL TIMES.
500 HACKBERRY · McALLEN. TEXAS
682-4133

It takes caring, communication, creativity to
do a good job. Many
have found the Christian
Science Reading Room
a source of help and
good ideas in accomplishing this.

SUNDAY
SERVICE.

call 1-IOMJZ-OSZI

On Tuesdays Only!

NO COVER ALL NIGHT!

What
it takes

686-4241

This program works!
No investment needed.

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL!
BLACK AND WHITE NIGHT

Gabriel Valdez

VALLEY •WIDE

370th District Court
Democratic Candidate
General Election Nov. 6,1990

WIIK.
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MEXICAN FOOD TO GO

Jr.

JUDGE

·1000~-:

Valdez and his wife, the former
Chris Cantu (who was a Bronc
cheerleader), live in Weslaco with
their infant daughter Jacqueline
Rene. Mrs. Valdez works as a
bank teller and bookkeeper at San
Juan Bank.
The Broncs are banking on her
husband for high interest and big
dividends this season.

Et PATO

-ELECT-

"Your Choice"

FAST
FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM

(850 miles). Call Robert 686-6294 after 5 p.m. $3995.

ADDRESSERS WANTED IMMEDI•
ATELY! No experience necessary. Ex-

GUERRA,

Suddenly, Gabriel Valdez finds
himself a senior, an elder statesman. When the 6-foot-2 veteran
guard talks about basketball at
UTPA, people listen.
"It's going to be tough bringing
in so many new guys, who have to
learn the system," he said. "But I
think our enthusiasm will take over
a lot of games and help us win a
lot."
Valdez understands enthusiasm.
His superlative junioryear enabled
the Broncs to surprise everyone
with a 21-9 record.
Valdez never started a game, but
averaged 26 minutes. He ranked
third in scoring (11.0 pts.) and his
56.7 shooting percentage topped
all regulars.
Valdez also broke the Broncs'
record by making 27 straight free
throws. Valdez erased the 20-year
old record set by Fred Taylor(who
later played two years with the
Phoenix Suns) in 1970.
Now, Valdez' role remains dynamic, pivotal and positive.
"The new guys (11 of the 15
Broncs have not played NCAA
Division I basketball before) have
got a lot of talent," Valdez said.
"They're young and they're going
to have to learn faster than I did. If
they do what they are told, they
will help us a lot."
"My top thrill last year was mak-

- - - - - - - -
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1,500 swear off
alcohol this week
By MONICA MARTINEZ
Staff Writer
Red ribbons adorned the campus
Tuesday as 1,500 students pledged
to abstain from using alcohol this
week in observance of Alcohol
Awareness Week.
The parents of Mark Kilroy, will
conduct a question/answer session
at noon, Tuesday in LA 101 as part
of the week's events. Kilroy, a
UT Austin medical student, was
killed in the bizarre drug/cult murders near Matamoros, Mexico,
spring break 1989.
Residence hall assistants displayed a wrecked car to remind
students the consequences of
drinking and driving.
"The car was from an alcohol
related car accident," said Olivia
Chaparro-Loya, student coordina-

tor for the Campus Alcohol and
Drug Resource Center.
As of Tuesday approximately
1,500 ribbons were being worn by
pledgers, Chaparro-Loya said.
About 100 students reveled at a
"house party" Tuesday sponsored
by the University Program Board
(UPB). The party offered students
alcohol-free fun, food and dancing. Approximately 100 students
showed up to the party.
Attendees and coordinators of the
party said the event was a success.
"It was cool," said Edinburg
freshman Krystal L. Ybarra. "I
liked it because everybody started
dancing."
''.It\\ as ok, but it could have been
PHOTO COURTESY OF NICK CRUZ
better." Angela M. Gonzalez said.
Department of Public Safety officers arrive on the scene of a two- from a car in the accident, which authorities say was alcohol
"The turnout was pretty good,
car accident which occurred earlier this month at Chapin Road related. Four others are hospitalized. DPS officials said they are
and Highway 281. A two-year-old child died when he was thrown considering filing charges.
See Alcohol Page 8
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Regents censure tenured pr~fessor
By JAMES VAN TOLAR
Editor
The University of Texas System Board
of Regents Friday upheld recommendations of a UTPA tribunal to censure a
tenuredbusiness professor.
The board passed four motions regarding Dr. Daniel Lee, a professor of computer information systems.
In ax cutive session the regents ruledthat:
• "the findings of the tribunal regarding
the charges against Dr. Lee be accepted;"
• "the tribunal's recommendation of a
letler of censure be accepted and that the
letter contain a warning that further disciplinary action will be initiated if Dr. Lee
engages in future conduct of the type

found to be inappropriate and unacceptable by the tribunal;"
• "the recommendation regarding Dr.
Lee's membership on the graduate faculty
not be accepted. Matters related to membership on the graudeate faculty are decided by the institution's grafduate council and are therefore not a matter appropriate for the Board of Regents consideration."
• becauseofthetribunal'sconcemabout
the lack of institutional guidelines regarding presentation and publication of
faculty research papers, related travel
and merit credit, "the board instruct the
office of academic affairs · to work with
the UTPA administration to develop and
implement appropriate policies and pro-

'I see this as an abuse of power.'
Daniel Lee
Business Professor
cedures to insure that faculty are adequately in formed of expectations on
these issues. "
UTf'A President Miguel Nevarez was
pleased with the board's decision, said
Bruce Erickson, director of public information at UTPA.
However, Lee expressed dissatisfaction
with the board's decision.
"I see this as an abuse of power," Lee
said of the board's ruling. "They (School

ofBusiness Administration) invited me to
teach here. They·needed the accreditation
and I contributed."
When Lee was hired in 1984, the SOBA
was seeking accreditation for the school's
graduate program.
"I am Chinese," Lee said. "I do not know
the American social norm. I dreamed about
coming to America. Now, I feel funny.
How can this happen in the United States."
Lee and Dr. Charles Ellard, professor of
accounting, had been recommended for
termination by the SOBA Merit Committee after the committee ruled that the two
faculty members had presented papers that
were self-plagiarized and contrary to the
intent of the merit system.
F. J. Brewerton, dean of SOBA, for-

warded the recommendation to President
Miguel Nevarez, who gave the two professors the option to resign or take their
case before a 'tribunal of peers.'
Both professors opted for the tribunal.
Although the official findings of the tribunal were never released, Jim Aldridge,
secretary-treasurer of Texas Faculty Association and representative for the two
professors, said the tribunal concluded
unanimously that neither faculty member
be fired but recommended certain disciplinary measuresl>e taken.
Aldridge said Ellard chose to accept the
findings ofthe tribunal, but Lee decided to
appeal the ruling to the UT

See Professor Page 8

Two· buildings clear board
Construction loan approval sought from attorney general
By MONICA MARTINEZ
Staff Writer
The UT System Board of Regents has approved the construction of two buildings here, said
James Langabeer, vice president
of business affairs.

TH. p.., A......... /Jame•VanTolar·

David Saenz, studio arts junior, from Brownsville cuts red
ribbons for the Red Ribbon Campaign in observance of National
Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week here.

SGA fills appointments
By DAVID ARMSTRONG
Staff Writer
The Student Government Association Senate Friday approved
eight appointments by the SGA
president to fill vacancies.
Acting on the recommendations
of President Albert Guerrero and
Vice President Carlos Berlanga,
the SGA Senate approved the appointment ofjunior senators Alexandria Valerio, Olga Angulo and
Illiana Rodriguez and sophomore
senators Felix Rosales Jr., Martin
Zarate and Rosendo Villagran.
The senate also approved Arturo
Aparicio as attorney general, Robert Alvarez as chief justice.

Olga Angulo was elected as secretary and Rosendo Villagran as
sergeant-at-arms by the Senate.
Lisa Flores, newly elected freshman senator, was introduced to the
Senate.
The senate took no action at the
meeting.
At least one senator expressed
dissatisfaction with the way the
meeting was conducted.
"I expceted more of the Student
Senate," said Lisa Flores, a student
senator. "I was real] y disappointed
with the overall attitude of everyone involved.
"Hopefully, with everyone
working together, we will be able
to improve the quality and effectiveness of the SGA."

have about 24,000 total square feet
of space with about 15,500 square
feet of assignable space.
The building will be an addition
to the existing facility, with entrances facing south toward the
walkway.
Langabeer said he expects an AG
decision by December.

The buildings will be constructed
concurrently should the state at- The price tag for the Academic
torney general approve a Higher Ses Building is $7.1 million, with
Education Assistance Fund the cost of the Nursing education
(HEAF) loan to fund the construc- building set at about $2.85 million.
tion.
Construction of the buildings
If the AG denies the request for
the loan, building service fee mon- should be completed by Septemies and surplus ad valorem tax ber 1992.
revenues will be used. The build- , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ings would be constructed consecutively.
Construction of the Academic
Services Building and Allied
Health Annex to the Nursing Education Building will begin Feb. 1,
1991, Langabeer said.
The Academic Service building
will be built first should the second
plan for funding be used, he said.
Artist's rendering of the Academic Services Building

The Academic Service building
will house personal computer lab,
an auditorium for teaching computer related courses and space for
video production, electronic repair
and the University Print Shop.
The Allied Health Annex will
facilitate faculty offices, special
labs and classrooms, said Dr. Julian
Castillo, director of health-related
professions.
The Allied Health Annex will
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Alcohol abuse
affects everyone

Campus condoms available;
sexual responsibility stressed
UTPA student walks up to
the counter and hands a note
to the attendant. Without an
exchange of words, the attendant ca- sually reaches for an indiscernible box on a back shelf and hands it to
the student. The student gives the atten- .
dant a few green bills and leaves the premises.
The above scene does not depict a drug
transaction butthe sale ofabox ofcondoms
at the student health center.
The center has recently begun selling
condoms as an encouragement to get students to use the latex disease dousers.
While birth control is a major concern
and reason for students using condoms,
the benefit of the spennicide-coated
sheaths is a primary advantage of use.
Moral arguments notwithstanding, fetuses
can be aborted-some sexually communicated diseases cannot be cured.
In effect, promiscuous persons can cause
a chain letter effect in spreading the disease. 1bis is not to say that promiscuity ·
should be scorned-it says that those who
choose this lifestyle should exercise some
caution.
A prime advantage of the center selling
condoms is the reduction of the visibility
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Slice of Life
Panfilo Garcia

factor. Students are not subjected to
taking a box of Trojans to the supermarket checkout counter, only to have
the cashier call out over the P.A. system for a price check on a dozen
condoms.
With the implementation ofthe order
fonn system, students need not announce their nocturnal plans to everyone in the room. The buyerjust fills out
the request fonn, pays for the prophylactics and he's off on his merry way.
his low-profile system
should allow those afraid of
being labeled a condom-user
to buy the sheaths in stealth.
Also, there are 5 different styles to
choose, ranging from regular to extrastrength to lubricated. And for those
who incessantly match their clothes,
the center offers a package with
condoms in 5 different colors. So, the
shoes may not match, but the condom

T

will.
They do stay away from the kinky to
morbid types, though, such as ribbed,
glow-in-the-dark, flavored or even
scratch-and-sniff.
There is even one brand available touted
as larger size, which makes one think
that a condom priding itself as being the
Yugo of condoms wouldn't sell, since
most men are extremely self-conscious
about size. The Wee Willy Winkle
Condom Co. would probably go limp
and fold (pardon the pun) during it's first
year.
eriously, though, with the
plight of AIDS and other
uncurable sexual diseases,
use of condoms is not only
common sense-it is life-saving.
Students must take extra care of their
lives, and the use ofcondoms can greatly
reduce the risk of disease. It would be
much easier to tell your friends you use
condoms than to tell them you have
AIDS.
At-shirt forone condom manufacturer
relays this message in a straight-forward
manner: "WRAP THAT RASCAL!"

S

Panfilo Garcia is a junior
communications major.
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lcohol abuse, one of the most selfish and destructive behaviors of
young people, is widespread in American society.
Automobile accidents lead the causes of death among young people,
with about 50 percent of the accidents alcohol-related.
More than 50 percent of all college students are said to have driven while
intoxicated at least once in the past year.
But despite a national campaign against drunk driving and more stringent
DWI laws, the problem has not subsided.
UTP A is observing National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week in an
attempt to demonstrate the seriousness of-alcohol and controlled substance
abuse. It is hoped the activities planned for the week will drive ho~e the danger
of alcohol abuse.
Many understand 'a good time' as having a few brews, but irresponsible
drinking can easily result in a self-perpetuating nightmare.
Intoxicated young people often subscribe to the illusion that they are immune
to alcohol-related tragedies on the roads. Subsequent bouts drinking and
driving reinforce that illusion.
However, reality sometimes hits as hard as a face smashing against a windshield or a body flung onto the pavement.
Sadly, the pain does not usually cease with a trip to the hospital or to the
morgue, as the family of the victim is left to grieve and suffer because of the
victim's 'good time'.
Oftentimes, the drunken driver drags innocent bystanders into the picture
when they are involved in auto incidents. By carelessly causing an alcoholrelated injury or death, the offender wrecks havoc in the lives of strangers.
The Department of Public Safety reported an alcohol-related accident in
Edinburg on Oct. 6 involving two cars in which a 2-year-old boy died of head
injuries sustained after being catapulted through the windshield onto a concrete
overpass. Four others involved in the accident were taken to the hospital. Both
drivers in the accident are being administered reconstructive facial surgery.
Although DPS authorities have not filed charges in the case, authorities said
they are a considering DWI charge for one driver and involuntary manslaughter
for the other.
The tragedy continued at Edinburg Hospital after the accident, as nearly 100
family members and friends of the victims swanned the hospital in search of
infonnation on the condition of the victims.
News of the child's death spread quickly and many expressed grief about the
news. The otherwise tranquil hospital halls were filled with sobs and wails.
Perhaps society would be more tolerant of DWI if the driver isolated the
injury only to himself.
But, once an intoxicated person sits behind the wheel of a car, he could
endanger countless lives as the person struggles to keep between the dotted
street line on his or her oddessey home.
There is nothing wrong with having a good time, but fun for one can easily
become suffering for many. If a people want to drink, they should drink where
they can sleep for the night. It is far better to crash at a party than to crash on
the road.
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Writer blasts selfishness
Is the United States a great place to have
your kids grow up? Everyone is always
talking how wonderful the U.S. is, but it
isn't How can Americans go out every
weekend and spend money on pleasurable
activities, when we have people on the
streets with no food? I will tell you why.
People today, only think of themselves.
No one wants to live like we are suppose
to.
How are we suppose to live? We are
suppose to help one another in all things
that we do. We are also suppose to love
one another and forgive one another when
we do wrong. But, every time someone
does something wrong, we criticize them
and never forget about it Why can't we
forgive and forget? Would you like someone to remember everything you do
wrong?
One thing that really gets me upset is
how we Americans think. I can't understand why we have programs such as
Alcoholics Anonymous. We the people
created alcohol. We know what happens
when we abuse it. Why should America
have to pay for the crimes of the people
who abuse alcohol? Why don't we stop
producing the stuff, then there won't be
this problem. Oh! I forgot. This is one of
our pleasures.
Let's not forget the smokers. We preach
and preach what will happen to you if you

keep smoking. However, what happens
when smokers get cancer? They decide it
is time to quit. Some of them even go
looking for aid to help pay their medical
expenses. Why don't we stop producing
cigarettes and then we can save lives? It's
another pleasure.
Why have I mentioned all of this? It
brings me to my most important comment.
Japan for more than 4000 years had a tight
family structure. When American culture
penetrated that country, that family structure began to disintegrate. Japan began
having all of the problems America has.
Now, we Americans are upset with Japan
forowningalotofAmerica. IthinkJapan
should be upset with us for the way we
have destroyed their country.
Why do you think Saudi Arabia today
doesn't like Americans in their country?
They are afraid of what our culture will do
to them. We America "Land of the Free"
have nothing but problems. We have
abuse of alcohol, drugs, and cigarettes,
poverty, the homeless, crime, Segregation, and people without food. This is not
the way America was intended to be. By
only thinking of ourseves and the pleasures oflife, look what we have done. Ifit
doesn't stop, I hate to think what America
will be like in the future.

James E. Boyle
History Major

'Hypnotic flag-waving
rhetoric' rejected
These infant-minded, gun-toting conservatives are at it again with their constant absent-minded observations.
In my previous letter (a fairly simple
one), I stated that the new and greatly
improved editorial stance and style of
The Pan American is exactly what the
Valley needs for its continuing mental
growth.
Instead, students like Jack C. King
make it sound like I'm some backwater
Berlceley reject on a soapbox.
It's time these third-rate YankeeDoodles start looking at what America
can become - not make and dictate
annchair philosophy when its current
shortcomings overwhelm them. By actually reading into the paper's editorials,
they might learn something about the
good nature still left in our hearts and
minds instead of the easy solution found
in a heat-seeker headed for Baghdad.
If searching for peace means I've been
brainwashed, I accept my fate.
I prefer that over the hypnotic flagwaving rhetoric the White House spews
out.

John Ignowski Jr.
Santa Clara,CA
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By Ken Greb•m
Welcome to Job Talk. This is a
new feature of this newspaper
designed to answer your questions about getting that first job
and starting a career, which
aren't necessarily the same thing.
If you have any questions at all
about careers, majors, or anything connected with the career
hunt, or preparing for the career
hunt, send your questions to Ken
Graham. We'll answer your
questions in the column. My
address is Job Talk, Allstate
Plaza North, F3, Northbrook, II.
60062.
Dear Ken:
How important do you think
it is to conform to the culture of
whatever company you are
working for?
Culture Vulture at Vanderbilt
Dear Vulture:
Though it is important to confonn in some ways, a healthy culture won't ask you, as a condition
for joining it, to let go of what
defines you. You'll be asked to
accept some aspects ofa company's
culture and you '11 need to know
what's going on. For example, if

you 're going to a Wall Street consulting finn or a Big Seven accounting firm, you 're going to be
asked to work 60- and 70- hour
weeks, primarily in support of a
boss and rarely will other people
know you 're the one doing the
work. That's the nature of that
business, and it's not for everybody.
As you connect with a particular
work environment, ask yourself,
"Does this culture seem to permit
what I call pride within pride?"
That is, can you bring your personal pride about who you are or
what you believe in comfortably
into the office? Can you root for
your favorite football team or be
demonstrative about your family
background and have it willingly
accepted?
That's not to say you won't have
to confonn. You will. At least a
little. Anything from work hours
to relocation requires a significant
degree of confonnity. However,
asking you to reject your personal
beliefs (religion, ethics, etc.) is out
of the question. At the same time,
neither your employer nor your
associates will be thrilled if you
engage in missionary work in the

office. Whenever your gut tells
you your standards have been offended, you need to be working for
someone else.
While we 're skirting the subject,
let's talk about ethics for a minute.
Ethics in the work place is taking
on increasing importance in these
times of savings and loan scandals
and the like. You can do your own
research on the subject while you' re
interviewing for infonnation. In
your early career search, ask lots of
people, "What do you think the
ethics of this industry are?" That
way you're not singling out a particular finn or individual. Many
industries rely heavily on their
ethical reputations and consider it
among their most valued assets.
Banking for one.
Your own ethical standards
should match pretty well with those
of your potential employer before
you make a commitment to that
company.
Ken Graham

Ken Graham is a former assistant dean of the business school
at Penn State University. He is
administration at Allstate Insurance Co. in Northbrook, Illinois.

CORRECTION
In Pedro Galvan Jr.'s letter, which appeared in the
Oct. 11 issue of The Pan
American, 9 words were
inadvertantly omitted. It
should have read, ''How dare
he! It would serve him right if
anyone, in keeping abreast
with the issue, should squeal
on him to his mother demanding justice." The Pan
American regrets the
omnjission.
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Student publications
needs experienced photographers
for paid positions
Lab skills a must!
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;,Que Pasa? is a service offered by "The Pan American"
for clubs, organization and departments to make announcements of student concern.
Deadline for turning in announcements is6 p.m. Monday
at the student publications
office ESR 100.
MEETINGS
The Art club will meet in the
Fine Arts Building, Room 228,
at noon today. Students interested in art are welcomed.
The American Marketing
Association will meet Sunday,
6:30 to 8 p.m. in University
Center, Room 305. For more information, call 381-3313.
TheRGVWriter'sGuildwill
meet Saturday at l p.m. on the
third floorofthe First City Bank
in McAllen.
PERFORMANCES
The UTPA Music Department will present a piano concert by John Raimo Sunday, in
the Fine Arts Auditorium at 3
p.m.
Admission for students and seniorci tizens is $2. Tickets are $3
for the public.
UPB's Noon Night Club will
present comedian Mike Toomey
today at noon in the University
Center Snack bar.

nizations wishing to participate Pharmacy College Admission
should contact Alberto Garnica at Te~t.
381-2266.
For more infonnation about
Deadline for entering is Monday. the tests, contact the Office of
Placement, Testing and CoopStudent teaching applications erative Education in Student
for the Spring, 1991 semester are Services Building Room 147,
due Oct. 26 in the Office of Field or call 381-2247.
Experiences, Education Building,
Room 116.
Bar-coding of ID cards is
Emergency tuition loans for the continuing at the Learning Respring semester must be applied sources Center. The coding is
for before Nov. 30.
necessary to check out materiFor more information call the als from the library.
Loan Collection Office at 381Notices are posted throughout
2723.
the library indicating the locaThe UT Environmental Coun- tion of bar-coding stations.
cil will be placing receptacles for
aluminum cans in various buildA series of English courses
ings this week.
for non-native speakers is set
Recyclable materials will also be for Oct. 22 and 23. Students
collected on Valley Recycling Day must register in the Liberal
Sunday at the physical plant from 9 Arts Building, Room 359.
a.m. to 5 p.m. For more informa- For more infonnation call the
tion contact Pete Moreno at 686- English Language Institute at
6285.
381-2133.
Interviewers from companies,
agencies and school districts will
PRESENTATIONS
be recruiting students throughout
October.
Dr. Enrique Medrano, diFor more infonnation, see the rector of admissions and stuOffice of Placement, Testing and dent affairs for the Houston
Cooperative Education, Student College of Optometry, will
Services Room 147.
present a video, "Is Your Future
in Sight?" today at noon in the
Science Building, Room 118.
For more information contact
Yvonne Herrera at 381-3537 or
come by the Science Building,
Room 123.
The Casa de la Cultura de
Reynosa is exhibiting drawings
by UTPA art professor Wil
Martin through Oct. 26.
Galleryhoursarefrom 11 a.m.
to 6 p.m. Monday through Saturday.

Eight national tests will be
administered during the fall and
spring semesters. Tests include
the The American College Testing
Program (ACT), The Test of English as a Foreign Language
(TOEFL), the Law School AdmisANNOUNCEMENTS
sions Test (LSAT), the Texas Academic Skills Program test (TASP),
A pumpkin carving contest is the Graduate Record Examination
scheduled for this year's Carni- (GRE), the Graduate Management
val of the Great Pumpkin. Orga- Admissions Test (GMAT) and the

Interested shutterbugs
stop by ESRH 100 _
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PAYNE MITSUBISHI NEW CARS

CHOOSE THE APARTMENT
COMMUNITY THAT OFFERS SO
MUCH MORE •.•

1990 Mitsubishi
Precis 3 Dr.

1990 Mitsubishi
Mighty Max
Pie~

23:

Slk.l PRII007

1991 Mitsubishi
Eclipse 3 Dr.

*L~td«c 1,~0Jrd3

1991 Mitsubishi
MacroCab Pickup

,a!1~~

~

Jerlr(J(J/1(

*2
/'(!(lier
*Te,lflft:r eQat"t"cf
cf[Q!/l(/l(/1f

•fa/I(,~ o.l(r/o.r/u.ft
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Stk# EC9114

Stk. # PU9109

1990 Mitsubishi
Montero 4 Dr.
"Best Buy in Its Class"
Car & Driver • May 1990
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*eto.re
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Stk# M09006 & MO9012
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PAYNE MITSUBISHI USED CARS
Mitsubishi

Mirage 4 Dr.

1990
Mitsubishi
Galant 4Dr.

NC, NT, AMIFM PIS,
PIB Factory Waffanty

Auto, NC, AMIFM Cass.,
Tiff. Factory Waffanty

1990

SALE P R I C E i

21-/4oaJ#' t-ll(Y-jt'lf&/

1

•

SALE PRICE

+TT&L - ·

/l(/1/~(e,l((ll(tt,

*eoat"te.r1 .ft-tat"t'tj

1986 ISUZU IMPULSE
2 Dr., Auto, A/C, Power windows, power locks --- --- --- --- --- •·· --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- $4,990
1987 HONDA CIVIC
5 speed manual, A/C, AM/FM Cass --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- $5,990
1989 FORD BRONCO II
Auto, A/C, V-6 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- $10,990
Artwork for llkletratlon purpOHa only.
All unit• subject to prior ule.

GREAT NEW MANAGEMENT

EL BOSQUE

Gilbert Longoria
Reno Alfaro
Morris Garza
Frank Vasquez

t609 /1/Eff.fell!J#IOR

ETJl#BIJ~ TlX&

512-J&J-8382 *512-JlJJ-6162

7MJ9

Betty Garcia, Mgr.

JtlhV-1,tl::,]
MITSUBISHf
RIO GRANDE VALLEY

Upper Valley

383-4915
Lower Valley

423-7328

ON THE EXPRESSWAY• WESLACO

MITSUBISHil)-:1
The word is getting around.

e

Mitsubishi Hotline

969-2828
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UTPA, Mexican school establish class exchange
By JOE VASQUEZ
Staff Writer

4.
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Library access, professor swaps highlight agreement

An agreement between UTPA and a
Mexico university system will facilitate
class exchange programs in a myriad of
subjects, including engineering, said Dr.
Chad Richardson, director of the center
for international studies.
The agreement, approved last summer
by the administrators of UTPA and the
lnstituto Tecnologico de Monterrey (ITM),
gives local students the opportunity to link
with the Mexico system, Richardson said.
Students will have the opportunity to
attend one of24 Monterrey Tech campuses,
he said.
"We hope to expand the opportunities
for students here to give them an international perspective," Richardson said.
The agreement allows researchers from
both schools access to libraries, historical
archives, and data banks on the two
school's campuses as well as providing
technical training for industries of both
nations, Richardson said.
"Monterrey Tech is the MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) of Mexico,"
said Richardson, "They are well-funded
and respected worldwide and have world-

class facilities in engineering and computer science."
Dr. Miguel Nevclrez, UTPA president,
said the university hopes to offer degree
programs in engineering if the university
"can recruit enough qualified students."
Nevclrez appointed a committee of 20
Valley educators to advise the university
the promotion ofa two-year pre-engineering program and to help strengthen science and mathematics education in local
schools.
Programs at ITM are accredited by the
Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools, allowing the transfer of credits
between the two institutions, Richardson
said.
UTPA's proximity to the border and it's
association with the UT system and the
Monterrey Tech system will enhance
UTPA's image, he said.

boost for us. Our location on the border
means they recognize our importance."
Other cooperative arrangements include
faculty exchanges, an interactive telexision network link, a social science organization, and a publication on border issues,
he said.

Faculty exchanges give professors a
wider experience base, Richardson said.
"That's something we think can be of
real benefit to the students here-faculty
who can give a point of view from their
country," he said.
With the interactive television link, students from either university will be able to
take courses offered at the other campus
via video lectures.
The center is developing a social science
organization of South Texas and northern
Mexico universities, Richardson said.
"We're trying to develop not only a
journal
but an association for this end of
"We gain prestige from the University of
the
border
that could speak about some of
Texas (because) it is very much respected
in Mexico," says Richardson, "It's a big the main issues here," said Richardson.

iBRAVO! to DR. MARIAN MONTA, Communications professor, who was selected distinguished faculty member by the Alumni Association. The award will be presented to Dr. Monta on
Saturday Nov. 10 at a dinner in the University
Ballroom.
jBRAVO! to JOHN DUPREE, Mercedes senior
accounting major, who was elected vice president
of the UT system Student Advisory Commission,
which consists of students to represent the component campuses of the UT system.
iBRAVO! to GEORGE PADILLA, La Sara
junior physics major, who was selected cadet battalion commander in August. Padilla is the highest
ranking officer of the UTPA ROTC program.
jBRAVO! to DANIEL GARCIA,juniorhistory

Details of publication of the journal will
be finalized at a meeting this weekend in
Saltillo, Mexico.
The inaugural issue of "Fronteras" will
be published at UTPA, said Dr. Roberto
Salmon, professor of history and co-director of the project. Dr. Dorey Schmidt ,
professor ofEnglish, is the other co-director.
"So far we've received a lot of positive
response from throughout the Southwest,"
said Salmon.
He said the journal would be open to
student and faculty submissions and would
be interdisciplinary.
Distribution of the journal would be limited to libraries, he said.
''There are journals like that in California, but nothing really focuses on this end
of the border," Richardson said.
Richardson said he talked to universities
on both sides of the border to synthesize
the journal.
"(Nevclrez') office has helped the publication with a grant that will cover the cost

of the first issue," he said.
Richardson said there is a need for the
cooperative program because "people
aren't familiar with Mexico."
"(People) don't know who to go to and
they're a little bit afraid to try because of
lack of experience," he said.
But, he said, Mexico is initiating contacts with the U.S. since the free trade
negotiations between the two countries.
"Mexico is reaching out," Richardson
said, "They have really taken the free trade
agreement very seriously.
''The US has already signed a free trade
agreement with Canada and soon will begin discussions with Mexico toward that
goal," said Nevclrez, "We hope our new
relationship withlnstituto Tecnologico de
Monterrey will play a constructive role in
serving the interests of both institutions
and both nations."
Richardson said there is a trend toward
economic integration.
We will be "involved in the aftennath of
the negotiations and all the consequences
oftheagreement,"hesaid. "Here is where
the change will take place, where the research will be done (and) cooperative
agreements worked on."

Permit mandatory in spring
for unimproved parking lot

major, of McAllen, who was awarded a three-year
army ROTC scholarship. Garcia also completed an
intensive three~week program of air borne school
and air assault.
iBRA VO! to MARY JANE MAYERS, senior
business major, of Raymondville, who was tennis
conference champion in 1989 and is now the student assistant in the the UTPA sports information
office. She will write articles on the Bronc and
Lady Bronc basketball team.

By GILBERT .o. MARTINEZ
Managing Editor

Permits will be required to park in the unimproved
parking lot beginning next semester, said UTPA Police Chief Greg Salazar.
Salazar said he decided to require permits in the lot
to reduce vehicle burglaries and vandalism. UTPA
officers will now patrol the unpaved lot regularly.
UTP A police officers patrolled the unimproved
parking area randomly and in response to complaints,
said Salazar.
Parking permit violations in the lot will not be
enforced until the third week of class during the spring
semester, Salazar said.

jBRAVO! is a feature of The Pan American
recognizing students, faculty and staff who have
done somethingnoteworthy. To make suggestions
for jBRAVO!, call 381-2544, or stop by Emilia
Schunior Ramirez Hall, room 100.

"Normally, they go through registration and drops
and adds session, immediately after that, we begin to
issue tickets for (vehicles with) no parking permits,"
he said.
However, Salazar added, "If they commit a parking
violation, that's something different."
Parking violations include parking in a tow-away
zone, service drive and/or reserve space, reverse
parking, and occupying two spaces.
Lalo Gomez, acting director of the physical plant,
said the university has contracted an architectural
firm to submit plans for paving the lot.
Students may purchase parking permits at the UTPA
Police Department or they may obtain one when they
pay for their Spring 1991 fee bill.

Three new ways to survive college.
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.\fadntosh Cbssi<

The Mocintosh llsi

77:,e .\lacintosb Classic

With Apple's introduction of three new
Macintosh~computers, meeting the challenges of college
life just got a whole lot easier. Because now, everybody
can afford a Macintosh.
The
is our most affordable
model,yet it comes-with everything you need-including
a hard disk dri\'e.The
combines color
capabilities "ith affordabilit,: And the Macintosh llsi is
perfect for students who need a computer with extra
power and expandability
No matter which Macintosh you choose, you'll
h:H'e a computer that lightens your work load v.~thout

giving you another tough subject to learn. Every Macintosh
computer is easy to set up and even easier to master. And
when you've learned one program,you're well on your
way to learning them all.That's because thousands of
available programs all work in the same, consistent manner.
You can even share infonnation -with someone who uses a
different type of computer- thanks to Apple's versatile
SuperDrive~which reads from and writes to Macintosh,
MS-DOS, 0S/2, and Apple«II floppy disks.
See the new Macintosh computers for yourself,
and find out how surviving college just got a whole lot
easier.

For further information please visit

Technology Resources
at LRC-116
,_

• . The power to be your best~

C t 990 ApP'e Computer. Inc Apple, the Apple logo, and MacIntosh ere registered trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc. SuperOrive a nd " The power to be your best" are trademarks of Apple Computer Inc Classic is• registered trademark licensed to Apple ComPUter, Inc

MS-00S isa registered trademark of Mterosoft Corporat~n. OS/2 1s a registered trademark al International Business Machines CotPOfaUon
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CAF 'Airsho '90' thrills audience
By PHILLIP LOZANO
Entertainment Editor

A lot of noise has been made
about the Confederate Air Force's
decision to pull out of the Valley &
go to Midland. For the past 22
years, the Headquarters Wing of
the CAF has put on an annual extravaganza at Rebel Field (Valley
International Airport), entertaining
an international crowd with dynamic aerobatics and thrilling historical recreations of World War II
air battles.
Disgruntled "colonels" (members
ofthe CAF) and air show fans alike
have complained bitterly about the
move. One might expect this situation to spoil the atmosphere at last
weekend's "Airsho '90," but this
was not the case.
As always, the Airsho was spectacular.
Aside from an annoying fuel spill
that kept some of the crowd from
being seated at the south side ofthe
airfield, Saturday's Airsho went

off without a hitch. The crowd was
treated to a variety of aircraft demonstrations, beginning with Captain Midnight's (Col. Ray Davis)
T-38 jet trainer antics. The former
''Thunderbird" craft, complete with
the red, white, and blue insignia,
dazzled the audience.
The thrills didn't stop there. Following Davis was a FB-111
Aardvark demonstation. The black
craft, introduced in Vietnam but
recently famed for bombing runs
over I ,ibya, demonstrated the advantages of it's "variable geometry" wing configuration. A truly
frightening war machine.
Following was Paul Fiala in his
1929 Great Lakes Trainer biplane,
a helicopter medical rescue, the
Miller Lite "Six Pack In The Sky"
parachute team, and the "French
Connection" aerobatic team.
One sour note was hit by Jeannine
Leslie, who sang a sped up version
of ''The Star Spangled Banner"
woefully out sync with the the
Marine Military Academy Band,

which struggled valiantly to keep
up.
The famed World War II Airpower
demonstration followed. Highlights were the Battle of Britain,
the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor and the Battle of Midway, the
turning point of the Pacific War.
A moment of silence was observed
during the simulation of the atom
bomb attack on Hiroshima, which
marked the end of the war. There
was no special effects explosion.
Last, and most anticipated, was
the presentation by the United
States Air Force "Thunderbirds," a
showcase for the best pilots and
planes that the nation has to offer.
Using modern F-16 Fighting Falcons decked out in the red, white,
and blue Thunderbirds insignia,
they dazzled the crowd with
breathtaking high-speed aerobatics.
"Airsho '90" may or may not be
the last major CAF event in the Rio
Grande Valley, but no one can
r.. P .. A.moc... /Sophie D. Pena
contest that it was one of the finest B-29 Superfortress "Fifi" emulates sister ship "Enola Gay" in a simulation of the August 6, 1945
ofit's kind.
atomic attack on Hiroshima Saturday during the Confederate Air Force's "Airsho '90."

Kyle Baker
hates 'Saturn'
Why

from a feminine perspective. The
insight and revelations of Anne's
character are handled flawlessly
"Why I Hate Saturn," by Kyle and with great humor.
Baker; Piranha Press 1990; 199 Also first-rate is the crisp blackpages; B&W; $14.95.
and-white artwork. Each page is a
An excellent graphic novel for
mature fans of social satire is "Why
I Hate Saturn" by Kyle Baker.
The main character, Anne
Merkle, hates her job working for
'Daddy-0', a snobby New York
magazine.
Anne is also horribly irked by
society, her love life and her sister
Laura, who thinks she's from SatBy SOPHIE D. PENA
Reporter
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Anne is fabulously cynical. And
with good reason.
Wonderfully horrible things
happen to her. Especially things
she hoped would never happen, or
didn't ever consider would happen, or things she'd seen happen
to other people.
The book chronicles a relatively
short span of time, in which Anne
rides a roller-coaster from hell.
The insanity of society is examined and presented in a clear and
vivid form.
The dialogue is first-rate. Rarely
does a male author write so well

The Ultimate
Tuxedo Rental
bonanza of stark images.
Unlike some graphic novels, the
art quality increases as the story
progresses.Anne's frantic gestures
are the highlight of many a page.
"Why I Hate Saturn" is a must
read for anyone tired of the regular
comic book and novel fare. It is a
book that successfully illustrates
the complexities and frustrations
of life toda .
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Sincerely Yours
1619 South Glasner
Edinburg

381-5661
Hallmark Cards
Bridal Registry
Gift Items
Helium Balloons

pregnant'?
Confused?
Need someone
to talk to?
CALL PROJECT RACHEL
787-0033
Ask for Milli

WEDDING8

PROM8
PAllTIES

SOCIALS
Per80nalizecl Attention

11,~-•U
- -• 1 1U2S
AcroH . . . . It-Mart
S.Ul, Edlnlnlra

Allen Jlnral
bu itttu, 1Jnc.
1320 N. CLOSNER
EDINBURG, TEXAS
(512) 383-8611

YOUR
EDUCATION
IS ALREADY
STARTING
TO PAYOFE
El Centro Mall
787-7800
Shampoo, Cut, & Style $16 Female, $12 Male
with Student I.D. Mon. - Thurs., 4 p.m.-9 p.m.
Exoires 12-1-90

HERE'S WHY
THE SMART MONEY AT
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS
IS GOING WITH TIAA-CREF
AS IF THE FUTURE DEPENDED ON IT.
ecause it does. Smart investors
know that your future depends on
how well your retirement system
performs. TIAA-CREF has been the
premier retirement system for people
in education and research for over 70
years. We have enabled over 200,000
people like you to enjoy a comfortable
retirement. And over 1,000,000 more
are now planning for the future with
TIAA-CREF.

B

SMART MONEY LOOKS FOR SECURITY,
GROWTH AND DIVERSITY FOR
RETIREMENT SAVINGS.
Security-so the resources are there
when it is time to retire. Growth-so
you'll have enough income for the
kind of retirement you want. And
diversity-to help protect you against
market volatility and to let you benefit
from several types of investments.

THAT'S EXACTLY WHAT YOU GET
wrrn TIAA-CREF.
TIAA offers you the safety of a
traditional annuity that guarantees
your principal plus a specified rate of
interest, and provides for additional

growth through dividends. CREF's
variable annuity offers opportunities
for growth through four different
investment accounts, each managed
with the long-term perspective essential to sound retirement planning:

The CREF Stock Account
The CREF Money Market Account
The CREF Bond Market Account
The CREF Social Choice Account

CALL 1-800-842-2776
10 FIND OUT MORE
Our experienced retirement counselors
will be happy to answer your questions
and tell you more about retirement
annuities from TIAA-CREF.

Experience. Performance. Strength.
Your future is protected by the largest
private retirement system in the world.
We have done so well, for so many, for
so long, that we currently manage
some $85 billion in assets.

ii

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it..,,

For more complete information, including charges and expenses, call 1 800 842-2733, ext 5509 for a
prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money.

©1990 TIAA-CREF
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Spikers lose first four ASC games
By ROB NEAGLE
Sports Editor

The Lady Bronc volleball team
will try to improve their American
South Coference record next
weekend when they play in the
second of three miniseries in
Ruston,LA.
UTPA failed to win a single
game during a disastrous miniseries
at Lafeyette, LA. last weekend,
dropping games to Arkansas State

(15-5, 15-13, 15-4),LouisianaTech
(15-4, 15-12, 15-9), Lamar (15-2,
15-5, 15-7) and Central Florida
(15-8, 15-5 and 15-5).
Arkansas State and Lamar
avoided a head-to-head matchup
and finished the first series at 4-0.
New Orleans and Louisiana Tech
went 2-2. SW Louisiana and
Central Florida both went 1-3 while
the Lady Broncs remained winless.
Sophomore Carla Williams was
the lone standout for UTPA, managing 40 kills, 94 attacks and 24

·
digs in their four matches.
The Lady Broncs have an 11
a.m. Saturday match with New
Orleans (2-2, 19-8). They also
have a 3 p.m. match with SW
Louisiana (1-3, 22-7).
On Sunday, they face Arkansas
State (4-0, 21-5) at 9 a.m. and
Louisiana Tech (2-2, 14-8) at 1
p.m.
UTPA hosts the third and final
miniseries at the Fieldhouse Nov·
2-4.

1Bronc

netter Fabry excels
at Roi ex Regional Tourney
By MARY JANE MAYER
Sports Information Office

Belgian sophomore Michel
~ Fabry recorded the highest finish
_, in Bronc tennis history at the Rolex
Intercollegiate Tennis ChampionTHE PAN AMERICAN / Monica Martinez
The Cougars narrowly avoided being eliminated from the intramural flag football championship with ships when he reached the consoan impressive victory last week over the Air Express. The two will meet again for the championship lation finals last weekend in Fort
Worth.
today.
"Placing as highly as Michel
did is quite a feat in a tournament
like this," said Coach David Cross
Pierce, Jimenez named oustanding runners
said.

Cross country teams preparing for A&M llleet
_B_y_D_A_V_I_D_H_U_N_T_E_R____ teams like Texas, Texas A&M,
Despite the tough competition, Pierce said. "It means that I know
what I'm capable of doing as a
Sports Writer
Baylor, UTSA, and Stephen F. Harter was optimistic.
------------Following last week's victory
over the Texas A&I cross country
teams, UTPA v. ,ll head to College
Station for the Texas A&M Invitational today.
Both teams will face powerful

Austin, among others.
"It's going to be tough," Coach
Reid Harter said. "Outside of the
district meet this will be the
toughest meet that we will run at.
The (American South) conference
meet will be easy compared to this."

Hairmasters
15% Discount for PAU
Students and Faculty
Walk-Ins Welcome

Yvonne
Diane

Marty

"I really think that we will be in
the top third of the field if we run
well. We're not really keying on
this meet so we won't rest that
much before it. Next week we will
begin to taper off so that we can get
ready for the conference meet."
After capturing the individual
,title at Texas A&I last week, Dimitri
Pierce and Manuel Jimenez were
named ASC Performers of the
Week in cross country.
Pierce was surprised by the
announcement.
"I'm shocked but it scares me,"

long distance runner and I don't
want to fail."
Jiminez attributed the honor to
hard work.
"Considering that we've been
working hard and getting ready for
the conference meet, getting named
Perfonner of the Week is just a
stepping stone to a conference
title," said Jiminez.
Rene Guillen, Tomas Ramos
and Hector Rodriguez, the Broncs'
top three runners who were absent

See Cross Country page 8

Annabele

383-9133
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(your country & rock-n-roll headquarters)
9 Pool Tables * Dart Boards * Continuous Music * Cold Beer
c,ooc■:aoooooc-::■=-x<iOO:IOOOOOOOOOO

Live Music Weekly
This Friday through Sunday
Edinburg

Weslaco

McAllen

1516 W. University

501 E. Bus.83

2216 Nolana

OPEN

James & White Eagle
Band

Blind

Come in after
the game!

Fri. & Sat.

Live Rock & Roll

NO COVER

Sunday
NO COVER
before 9 p.m.

.. .In Association with

Adoption Affiliates

... Providing Choices in Reproductive Health Care
• Pregnancy Testing
• Problem Pregnancy Counseling
• Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd Trimester)
• Morning After Treatment
• Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
• Speakers for Educational Programs
• Adoption Services

Justice
NO COVER

FIDENCIO M.
GUERRA,JR.

VALLEY •WIDE

HPATOS
..
··-------TRY'EM, YOU'LL
LOVE 'EM!

OCTOBER SPECIAL

370TH DISTRICT COURT

Big Mexican Plate

JUDGE
"Your Choice"

I* ,QUALIFICATIONS ((#]
Lifelong Resident of Hidalgo County
B.A. Degree • Pan American University
Law Degree - St. Mary's University
Asst. District Attorney - Hidalgo County - 6 Years
Practicing Trial Lawyer- 1974 to Present (McAllen) -15 Years
Substitute Municipal Court Judge - McAllen 1980-1982
Outstanding Young Men of America Award - 1980

$2.79
IHCIALIIING IN NANDMADI FLOUR TOmLUS
.... I'S on HOMEMADE RICIPEI ALL FOOD
MADE FRESH DAil f ON PREMISES

I*

COMMUNITYINVOLVEMENT ?*l
McAllen Kiwanis Club
McAllen Chamber of Commerce
Commissioner - McAllen Housing Authority

NOW 01 fN DAILY Al 7:00 A.M.,SUNDAY 9:00 A.M,

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL!
McALLEI (Pecan)........................................682•3 I 76
McALLEI (Bus. 83)••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..687•8269
McALLE" (No. I Oth) ....................................682• 1576

IDINBURI. ,•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 383 ■072S
BROWNSY~\LE •••••••••.••••••••••.••.••..•••.••.••.•••••• 541 •024 I
MIS.CIGN ••, ~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••585-4545
WESLACO •.•••••••••.•••••.••.••.••.••••.••.••.•.•••••.•..•.•969• I 414
HARLINGEN ••.••.•••••••••••••.•••••.•.••.••••••••.•.•••••• 428•6224

''To split sets with a seeded
player is evidence of an outstanding perfonnance," Cross said. "In
the consolation round Richard beat
a fellow Canadian from Texas
Tech, one of their highly-touted
freshmen."
Senior Frank Vos was the third
Bronc selected for this tournament.
Vos had a first-round loss to Trinity
and a split-set consolation loss to
Texas Tech.
"Frank didn't play to his potential in this tournament," Cross
said. "Hopefully he learned the
value of patience, and not rushing
his matches."
While the men were playing in
Fort Worth, the women were
playing in the women's division of
the Rolex tournament in Austin.
Unfortunately, they did not fare as
well.
Senior Leah Viloria took the
sole singles win, over UT San Antonio in the first round of consolation, 6-0, 6-2.
Senior Tania Webster and
freshman N atalieRoziers beat Sam
Houston in their first doubles round,
6-1, 7-6 before falling to SW
Louisiana in the second round.
''The overall team effort was a
step up from the (Monterrey) tournament," Cross said. "Most
matches at the Rolex are decided
on nerves and the women got caught
up in the hype of the tournament
and the names of the schools. We
are maturing as a team and now are
preparing for our November
matches."
The Broncs and Lady Broncs
will travelto San Antonio Nov. 1617 for their next tournament.

ELECT

MEXICAN FOOD TO GO

•
....,•••••••••••••••••••••
•...........•....•..
HWHITE FLOUR .

1.

Licensed by the Texas Department of Health

Et PATO

Beef Guisado
Spanish Rice
Ranchero Beans
Salad & 2 Tortilla's

Mainellahadatoughfirst-round
singles loss to Texas A&M' s No. 2
seed, Doug Brown, 6-4, 2-6 and 6-

For Information Call:
428-6242 - 428-6243

Sat. & Sun.

Call 381-0624

Treasure HIiis
Suite #35
2220 Haine Drive
Harlingen, Tx 78550

"The best in the southwest
compete for individual titles, and
Fabry had victories overpowers in
the southwest region for the last
two decades."
Fabry defeated strong players
from Trinity, Arkansas and Texas
A&M. He lost in the consolation
finals to Patricio Gonzalez of host
Texas Christian, 6-2, 6-7 and 6-4.
The Bronc was honest and
modest about the experience. "I
was really nervous about this
tournament," he said. "I though
that every guy would be incredibly
good, but only about five or six
were. The rest were just like us."
In the first round, Fabry lost in
splitsetstooneofTCU'stopplayer,
Mark Tjia, 4-6, 6-3 and 6-4.
"If Michel had won his first
round, he could have gotten to the
quarters," said Cross. ''This is his
first year to play the Rolex and he
comm1tted more this month to
playing this tournament than any
of his teammates."
"His performance shows the
level of his game," Cross said.
"After a frustrating waiting period
the first semester oflast year (due
to eligibility), he was extremely
eager to play. Last year he went
undefeated the second semester."
"The TCU guy I lost to in the
first round was beatable," Fabry
said. "I think ifl could play him 10
times, I would win about seven of
the matches. Confidence in tournament comes from winning your
first matches, but I had to play a top
seed in the first round."
Fabry teamed up with fellow
sophomore Richard Mainella in
doubles. They claimed the sole
first-round win for the Broncs, defeating TCU 7-6, 3-6, 7-5. In the
, next round they fell to the No. 1
team from Texas, 6-3 and 7-6.

I*

AFflLIATIONS Ut!
President - Hidalgo County Bar Association 1982-83
President - Catholic Lawyers Guild 1983-84
Member of the State Bar of Texas
Member of the American Bar Association

"Democratic Candidate"
Political Advertisement Paid for by FIDENCIO M. GUERRA, JR.
Dr. Dan Guerra - Mike Braun: Co-Treasurers, 804 Pecan Blvd., McAllen, TX 78501

Available at: South Texas Book & Supply - Edinburg
Jones & Jones (Book Dept.) - McAllen
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C~gers start practicing for 1990-91 season

THE PAN AMEIIICAN / Mark Montemayor

Jerome Chambers, a junior college transfer from St. Louis,
stretches his ankle during a pre-practice warm-up session

Late-blooming Jones brings
rebounding skills back to Broncs
career. Other major universities overlooked him.
"Chris has made himself a better player
throughout the summer," he said. "He lifted
weights, hard. He ran. He worked on skills on his
own. He's very open to learning more about the
mental approach to the game."

In the first American South Conference game
Chris Jones played, he grabbed 17 rebounds.
Even more incredible, he did it against Louisiana Tech, one of the toughest teams in the nation.
Now the 6-foot-9 Jones comes back as a big
sophomore motor for the Broncs' rebuilding machine.
Jones, who started 26 of the Broncs' 30 games
last year, averaging 4.9 rebounds and 5.9 points.
"Jones really responded," said Coach Kevin
Wall. "He worked hard and had a great attitude."
This will be only his fourth year of playing
organized basketball. Like many big men, he
blossomed late. He played two years in high
school,
one at Hubbard High in Chicago and one
THE PAN AMEIIICAN / Mark Montemayor
at Clear Creek High near Houston. The transfer
Mexico's Paco Siller defends against San Francisco's Oliver rule and a broken wrist limited his high school
Harrison during one of the Bronc opening practices.

Chris Jones

"My personal goal for this year is to become a
better all-around player," Jones said. "I want to
just go out and play hard. What happens, happens. Rebounding is my primary thing."
"We're just real young," he said. "We're just
looking forward to having a good year after we
learn to play together."
Coach Wall expects nothing but the best from
Jones this year.
"He's got the head, the heart and the body."

Ormond stepping out of Davis' shadow
-4•

Arturo Ormond, UTPA' s 6-foot2 senior point guard and one of
only two returning seniors, hopes
that he can make this year's Broncs
as successful as last year's 21-9
team.
"Since we have so many new
people, I'm going to try to do the
best I can, have a positive attitude
and continue the winning tradition,"said Ormond, who along with
Gabriel Valdez are the only Broncs
returning this year.
Coach Kevin Wall thinks highly
of Ormond and is confident that his
contributions to the team will be
valuable.
"Arturo has put himself into position to have a great senior year,"
he said. "No matter how many
points Arturo scores, or how many
minutes he players, he's already
been a tremendous influence on
the team because of his attitude."

Ormond' splaying time was limited during his junior year. He
appeared in just 10 games, averaging four minutes.
However, he sat and learned from
a master, Clyde Davis, who gradu-

Arturo Ormond

ated last year. Davis had suffered
through the same process the year
before but became an important
factor to the team's success last
year, mixing 125 assists and 173
points.
"I was behind Clyde all year,"
Ormond remembers. "I learned
defense from Clyde. He has a lot of
pride in his defense. I tried to pick
up his attitude because he has a
good one."
Ormond thinks that the strongest
point of his game will be his defense.
"I can shoot the (3-point goal),
but I don't think that will be the
focus point of my game," he says
carefully.
''To be a good point guard, defense is the key," he continued.
THE PAN AMIEIIICAN / Tony Mercado
"You've got to have hard work,
Alyya
Abdur-Rahman,
a
transfer
from
Temple
Junior
College,
practices
on drills while Head
attitude, awareness and heart.
an
almost
entirely new roster
Coach
Tim
Hicks
wathces.
The
newly
stocked
Lady
Broncs
have
You've got to want it."
for the 1990-91 season

South Dallas

BEA PART OF
INTRAMURAL VOLLEYBALL

I

BLACK AND WHITE NIGHT

i

ALTERNATIVE MUSIC NIGHT

* Now 18 to 20 year olds Welcome

I

On Tuesdays Only!

NO COVER A LL NIGHT!

I
I

.SOC DAR Dl~INKS AND DR,tFT DEER
8:00 -10:00 p.m.
CELEBRATING SOMETHING?

10:00 p.m. - 11 :00 p.m.
$1.50 B A R DRIN KS

We will decorate
& give you a
Bonle of Champagne
For FREE

~o COVER AND SPECIAi DRINKS DO NOT APPLY TO 18 ·jo 20 YEAR OLDS.
PROPER I.D. REQUIRED AT ALL TIMES.
500 HACKBERRY - McALLEN. TEXAS
682-4133

I
I

MEN,
WOMEN,
CO-REC
DIVISION

GAMES BEGIN
OCTOBER30
I
I

ENTRIES DUE
OCTOBER26

I
I
I

I
I

I

I
I

For more information:
Call 381-3439 or 381-3673 or come by UC-320
I

1•

'I
I

I

Mandatory Clinic for Captains - October 26, 12:30 p.m., UC-320
l

'
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Alcohol---even if it was short notice" said
Sandi Rodriguez, coordinator of
student activities.
UPB will present movies dealing
with alcohol abuse at 9 a.m. and 1
p.m. on the second floor of the
University Center today to promote Alcohol Awareness Week.
An alcohol workshop Friday will
cover all aspects of alcohol abuse.
Tina Guerra of the Texas Alcohol Beverage Commission will
have students and faculty volunteers become intoxicated to monitor their reaction to alcohol.

Lee---regcnts.Aldridge said there is a
contradiction in the motions passed.
"The fourth motion acknowledges that the policies do not exist.
Yet , the second motion concludes
Lee violated policy," he said. "He
is accused of violating policies
which do not exist."
Lee said he has not decided
whether to take further action.
In other actions, the Regents approved a master of science and
mathematics w degree and a
bachelor
of
business
ofadministration degree.

Cross Country
at the Texas A&I meet, will return.
Runners expected to compete for
the remaining spots are Jimenez,
Roger Gonzalez, Kenneth Brand
and Martin Arteaga.
On the other hand, the women
have no real front runner.
''The women are running really
close together," Harter said.
''That's the strength of the team.
We really don't have a front runner. Everybody is really close."

Budget may make student loans harder to receive
College Press Service
-----------College student loans may be
much harder to get next year if
Congress approves the federal
budget summit compromise
reached Sept. 29.
The compromise, worked out by
President George Bush and congressionalleadersoverfourmonths
of tense negotiations over how to
bring the federal budget deficit
under control, hopes to cut $500
billion in spending over the next
five years. The plan includes saving $2 billion from the federal
student loan program.
Supplemental Loans for Students,
Parent Loans for Undergraduate
Students, Stafford and Perkins
loans would be affected.
"I would just expect a lot of angry
students," said Kathy Hick, controller at Eastern Montana College.
Before becoming law, however,
the entire Congress must approve
the budget package. On Oct. 4,
House Democrats, upset over the
plan's cuts in Medicare spending,
threatened not to support it.
If a compromise isn't reached,
automatic cuts go into effect. It
would mean an immediate cut to
all aid payments not yet made to
colleges and students. Funding to
the Department ofEducation would
be cut 35 percent.
Yet the Sept. 29 agreement
heightened chances that the government will finally enact some
form of compromise-the first
tentative agreement between White
House and Congress since 1979 -

We're scaring up
some great
savings!

'l'UX
Oli
'Jl'Jll!AT

SUNDAY
SERVICE.
Get your favorite Subway subs on Sunday too.
Tasty meats piled on fresh baked bread, topped with
free fixin's. Come to Subway for our Sunday best.

r- - - - - - - - - - - - -

: ANY
$1.00
Off
FOOTLONG SOB
1

I
I

*With any parchoscz or a m(Zdlam sort drink
Offer good on S<1ndays only
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to cut the federal deficit, sources
said.
Students, like all recipients of federal dollars, would pay the price.
While the compromise did not
detail ways to cut $2 billion out of
the almost $4 billion loan programs,
congressional leaders quickly suggested doing it by imposing a series
ofnew limits on who can get student
loans:
Requiring a student to have a high
school diploma or the equivalent to
receive any federal tuition loan.
Making students wait 30 days after the start of school to get their
loan money.
Eliminating or restricting federal
loans for correspondence schools.
Having all loan applicants who are
21 orolderundergo a credit check to
qualify for a loan. Cutting students
out of college loan programs who
are from schools where loan default
rates are above a certain rate.
The provisions "are definitely
going to hurt student access to federal loans," asserted Selena Dong,
legislative director for the United
States Student Association, a
Washington D.C. based organization that represents student government presidents.
Yet it's probably too early to panic,
added Becky Timmons of the
American Council on Education.
"The budget summit can't spell
out how those saving (the $2 billion) will be achieved," so no one is
sure what provisions will go into
effect, said Timmons, whose Washington, D.C. based group is comprised of college presidents from
around the country.

Consequently, no one really
knows how many of the approximately six million collegians who
use federal aid will be affected by
the compromise.
School financial administrators
don't seem worried about the provision that would affect them the
most: the 30daydelayofpayment
of government student loans.
"Wewouid probably extend that
(the 30 days) to them (students)
gladly," said Lynn Haloid, associate vicechancellorforfiscaloperations at Appalachian State
University in North Carolina.
Eastern Montana's Hick conceded the provision, designed to
stop people from fraudulently
collecting loan money and then
leaving campus without ever attending class, would mean "there
would be some technical types of
things that would need to be
worked out" so the school could
get along without some of its tuition money for the first 30 days of
each term.
·
Some of the other loan savings
ideas would hurt students more,
observers maintained.
The provision to require students
older than age 21 to undergo credit
check could cut many students
out of the loan program, predicted
Fritz Elmendork of the Consumer
Banking Association, whose
member backs often give student
loans.
Students, he noted, generally
have little or no credit histories.
Only a handful have"good" credit
ratings.

"If they (members of Congress)
. say only students with good credit
ratings can get a loan, then that
would definitely save a lot of
money," Elmendork said sardonically.
The USSA 's Dong worries Congress will punish the wrong students.
"These provisions are trying to
target proprietary schools," which
often have high default rates on
student loans, Dong explained.
Yet students at other schools particularly two-year colleges and

TYPING SERVICE: Research papers,
reports, etc. Grammar correction; Proofreading & Editing. Over 10 years Experience. Call 585-2838.
TYPING/LANGUAGE HELP: Retired English teacher. Near Campus.
Glenn 383-2066.
Need help with research papers? Essays? English Lit? Qualified tutor B.S.,M.A. 630-3492.
Best Fundraiser on-Campus! Looking
for a fraternity, sorority or student organization that would like to earn up to
$1,000 in just one week. No investment
needed. Be first on your campus. A
FREE gift just for calling. Call now 1800-765-8472 Ext. 90.
Addressers wanted Immediately! No
experience necessary. Excellent pay!
Work at home. Call toll free: 1-800395-3283.
Need a little extra spending money for
Christmas? This is the opportunity for
you! T &M Wreath Manufacturers are
looking for "go-g~ners" from UT-Pan
Am to sell Christmas wreaths this holiday season. It's an easy and terrific way
to earn $$ for all those Christmas gifts

historically black four-year campuses - could effectively be cut out
of loan programs by some of the
anti-default provisions, she wameo.
There are other parts of the budget that students should be aware
of as well.
The capital gains tax primarily
affects the wealthy investors and
corporations that often make the
largest contributions to colleges.
ACE worries that the money contributors might have donated to
campuses will now go toward
paying the tax.

you need to buy. If interested, call
Todd at 631-6490 or Michele at 3814777.
Writing sen-ices, Essays, Research
papers, Resumes, Composition, Mechanics, Grammar call after 6 pm.
380-1563. Rushjobs.

FAST
FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM

1000~~:

WIIK.

Earn up to $1000 in one week
for your campus organization.

Plus a chance at
$5000 more!

This program works'
No investment needed.

(all l-80G-9JZ-OSZ8

Ext. 50

.A, Aen)Jnder
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Set your clocks
back one hour
early Sunday
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Cross Country
Runner wins
meet

Student prodigy
overcomes
disability
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Happy 15th
Rocky Horror!
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Police extend
Great Pumpkin on way for fun parking time
~
on ss Lot 'A'

15th Annual Carnival Saturday

~

By MONICA MARTINEZ

StaffWriter
The 15th annual Carnival of
the Great Pumpkin will take
place Saturday from 8 p.m. to
midnight at the University
Center parking lot.
Face painting, weddings, jail
house, dart throw, egg toss,
dunking booths and others will
be set up by campus
organizations, including the Art
League, the Chemistry Club
and the Intercollegiate Knights.
There will also be costume,
best booth and pumpkin carving
contests.
Music will be provided from 8
to 10 p.m. by KBFM-104 and
by the Chris Rivera Band from
10 p.m. to midnight.
Screenings of The Rocky
Horror Picture Show will be
Friday and Saturday at 9 p.m.
and midnight in the ballroom.
See Pumpkin Page 8

By DAVID ARMSTRONG
Staff Writer
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UP B's Cookie Gonzalez and Pamela Strausser paint a 16-foot wide by 25-foot tall banner touting
the Rocky Horror Picture Show, which will show here Friday and Saturday in the Ballroom.

Kilroys warn against drug use
By MONICA MARTINEZ
Staff Writer
Nobody is immune from the
hazards and dangers surrounding
the use of illegal drugs.
That was the me~s age relayed by
James and Helen Kilroy to students
at an alcohol awareness week
seminar Monday.
Toe two are the parents of Mark
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Kilroy, UT-Austin student who was
slain in a drug/cult related ritual
last spring break.
"Even though you are not
involved (with drugs), your still
not safe," Helen Kilroy said.
The Kilroys urged for more
deterrents against drug use to lessen
the problem.
"We are now experiencing the
results of the lack of deterrents to
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drug use and are fully warned of
the dire consequences of further
inaction," James Kilroy said.
Boot camps and live-in treatment
programs are some alternatives that
the Kilroys said they believe will
help stop drug abuse.
The Kilroys also promoted their
book called, Sacrifice: A Father's
Detennination To Tum Evil To
Good.
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Profits from the book will go into
the Mark Kilroy Foundation. The
funds will be used to continue the
fight against drug abuse.
Approximately 75 students
listened attentively to the Kilroys'
presentation.
"I was impressed by the figures
and infonnation that they talked
about," said Juan Gonzalez, an
Edinburg freshman.
Olivia Chaparro-Loya, student

Representatives of the Student
Government Association (SGA)
negotiated with the UTPA police
chief an extension of the parking
time limit for the Student Services
lot, according to SGA minutes of
the meeting.
A compromise of a one hour time
limit for using the lot was reached,
the minutes stated.
TheSGAwasalsogivenauthority
to remove time constraints for that
lot during certain peak periods, to
be designated by the SGA,
according to the document.
These periods will include days
on which financial aid checks are
distributed and drop/add days.

According to the minutes, Greg
Salazar, chief of police, would not
agree to a two hour limit because
the purpose ofthe parking lot would
be negated with students parking
in the lot while attending class.
The SGA questioned the
effectiveness ofa 30 minute parking
lot which provides insufficient time
for students to take care of matters
such as financial aid, advisement
and counseling, the minutes stated.
According to the minutes, Salazar
also informed SGA of the
requirement of a parking pennit to
park in the unimproved lot as of
next semester.
Parking pennits would enable his
officers to patrol the lot, thereby
reducing vandalism and theft, he
stated in the minutes.

Spring registration
- continues this week
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Registration for Spring '91 continues this week for
Juniors and Sophomores in the Overffow room;Iocated
between tbeCafeteria and the Snackbar.
r • ·t
Friday is a 0 free" day for students to make schec:ltale
··•.· . /
chang~s.
Night students may register on any day reserved for
their classification between 4 p.m. and 6 p.m. regardless
of their last name.

A-L

Thursday (Juniors)
(Sophomores)

Monday
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them and very honored."
The Kilroys' presentation wes
sponsored by the Office of Student
Development and the University
Program Board.
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Enrollment increases

New students surge 69%
By GILBERT D. MARTINEZ

Managing Editor

THE P AN A1o1E111c:AN /

Mark Montemayor

Piles of pumpkins wait for Valley ghouls and goblins as the area gears up to r Halloween.
A pumpkin carving contest will be part of the Carnival of the Great PumpkinSaturday.

The UTPA-Edinburg enrollment
for this semester increased 0. 7
percent, from 12,155 last year to
12,235 this year, with the number
of entering freshmen jumping 69
percent, according to the office of
admissions and records.
Enrollmem
u
UTPA
Brownsville totaled 1,436, down
3 percent from last year's 1476,
said Brownsville campus Dean of
Admissions and Student Affairs
Vivian Permenter.
At the Edinburg campus, entering freshmen increased 69 percent, from 1,146 last year to 1,937
this year signifying a 69 percent
rise.
David Zuniga, director of admissions and records, said recruiting and the UT-PAU merger may
have helped the dramatic increase.
"We have a recruitment effort at
the high school level," Zuniga said.
"Also, we have more high school
students graduating. The fact that

we are now part of the UT System
has attracted more students, too."
Regular freshmen dropped 17
percent, from 4,035 to 3,337.
Sophomores grew from 2,086 to
2,341, showing a 12 percent rise.
Juniors dropped only 2 percent,
from 1,556 to 1,531.
Senior enrollment decreased by
sevenstudentsfroml,918tol,911.
Special students dropped 18 percent, from 568 to 464.
Graduateerirollmentfellfrom627
to 547, representing a 13 percent
decrease.

Special graduates decreased from
210 to 156, a 26 percent decrease.
Finally, special freshmen rose
from 9 to 10, an 11 percent increase.
Zuniga said he expects the university enrollment to steadily remain between 12,000 to 15,000 in
the next few years.
"As new degree programs
continue to expand, and because
we are part of the UT System, I
expect to see gradual growth in
university enrollment," Zuniga
said.

Comparison of Fall Enrollment (5 years)
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Campus deemed attractive;
gratification necessary
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AIDS rate increasing;
UTPA not immune

owthatmid-tennexamsare
through, UTPA students
can take comfort in the
peaceful beauty of the campus.
Unfortunately, the campus and efforts to
improve it are taken for granted by students. Attention must be drawn to these
endeavors before an apathetic student body
drowns such productive energies.
As students survey the campus grounds,
they are hard pressed to notice what isn't
there-trash. The UTPA maintenance
crew does an excellent job of keeping this
part of Texas clean. They are not only
doing their job; they are doing a commendable service.
The landscaping done around campus
buildings does more to please the eye than
students seem to acknowledge or express.
For example, around Emilia Schunior
Ramirez Hall, there are beautiful, colorful
flowers. Watching fluttering butterflies
alight on these flowers is an interesting
natural event which largely goes unnoticed.
Also, it is easy to find newly planted
trees of different kinds all across the campus. Dan Davis, UTPA grounds supervi-

N

Far East
to Southwest
Gilberto. Martinez
sor, and his grounds crew deserve credit
for this. In addition to maintaining what
already exists on the land, efforts are
made to improve and add to the campus
grounds.
Students must realize that our campus is
uniquely beautiful. The mesquite trees
dotting the grounds signify a natural
monument native to the Valley. The
combination of university buildings and
the presence of the mesquite trees represents the synthesis of the educated mind
of future Texas citizens and the soiled
hands of past Texas ranchers.
dditionally, a few moments
spent examining the area
around the campus flagpole
will reveal shrubs and oleanders in a
specific design. Care and maintenance
enable the area to look beautiful and orderly, yet students drudgingly dr.ag by, or
even through, without a second look.

A

UTPA's Environmental Council
should be recognized for their effons to
beautify the campus and endorse recycling practices at UTPA. Pete Romero,
the club's president, said a recycling
receptacle for aluminum cans has been
installed at the Business Administration
Building. The club's goal is to install
receptacles in every building on campus
a few barrels at a time.
he Environmental Council's
objective is to begin recycling patterns on campus
which students will take home with them,
thereby causing a chain reaction.
An appreciation of the campus beautification efforts need to be forwarded to
those responsible. An understanding of
these efforts leads to responsibility.
Responsibility leads to an improved
environment for all of us. As Henry
David Thoreau wrote in Walden, "Every
nail driven should be as another rivet in
the machine in the universe, you carrying on the work."

T

Gilbert D. Martinez is a sophomore
Communications major

W

ith the current onslaught of the AIDS virus, many
students may feel they are immune to the disease- that
AIDS is not prevalent in the Rio Grande Valley. But
some students may come to the tragic realization that they too could
very easily be infected with the virus if no precautions are taken to
prevent it.
According to a recent report, the rate.of :infection of AIDS is increm5:ng"
• among college students. A Centers for Disease Control report states that
3 out of every 1000 college students are infected with the AIDS virus.
This means that if UTPA is near the national average, about 36 students here are infected with AIDS.
Perhaps the single greatest cause of the rapid spread of AIDS is ignorance.
Recognizing the need to stress this point, Texas Governor Bill
Clements declared October AIDS Prevention and Awareness Month.
Since there is no known vaccine for the fatal disease the only
preventives are knowledge and precaution.
Contrary to what some people say, a person cannot get AIDS from
casually kissing, hugging or touching an infected person. One cannot
get AIDS from a mosquito bite or from a toilet seat.
AIDS is primarily spread by sexual contact or by the sharing of intravenous drug needles. The disease can also be spread where there is
contact with infected blood (blood transfusion with infected blood,
mother to unborn child).
Certain groups and individuals with political or moral agendas have
provided a great deal of misinformation. These doomsayers accuse the
government of hiding "the truth" about AIDS in order to calm the
public. They also use AIDS to frighten people into leading what they
consider "a moral lifestyle."
In most cases, prevention of AIDS is simple: have sex with only one
partner (barring infection from previous partners), use a condom during
sex and do not share needles.
AIDS is not gender- or race-selective. Heterosexual or homosexual,
male or female, young or old, people of any race, religion or nationality
are susceptible to AIDS. AIDS is a social problem of global significance. Unless people are not fully aware of the nature of AIDS, the
disease will continually spread, affecting nearly every person directly or
indirectly.
Only by practicing these things can students assure that the AIDS virus
will not flourish in the UTPA community.
JAMES VAN TOLAR
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$1 offered for cartoons
Obviously I have been so busy grading
essays and other student papers that I have
completely missed the first 40 issues of
''Things you can do with a condom." Enclosed find $ 1.00 to cover the expenses
involved in sending me the first 40
"things." This is one of the most useful
services that the paper has rendered recently. I am pleased that my student
service fees are going to support this
worthwhile enterprise. I look forward to
seeing No.42.

R. Supward
Graduate Teaching Assistant.
Editor's Note: Mr. Supward, we are
unable to send you the first forty issues
of "Things you can do with a Condom"
since they were unprintable. (We have
ethics, you know!) However, we are
proud to inform you we have used the
Susan B. Anthony dollar you contributed to set up the first R. Supward Staff
Condom Fund in your honor. As for
your desire to see No. 42 look to the
bottom left of the page. Enjoy!

'Students, wake up!
Get mad; unite!'

is always complaining about the administration. He is right! Let us nottake any
more bull from this oppressive adminisI'm truly sorry if my letter is not as well tration.
written or eloquent as others, but it is that
I'm furiously P.O.
Omar Toren
The administration keeps pounding away
Psychology Dept.
on us, poor students. Ever since I staned
coming to Pan Am (two years ago) the
administration has failed to solve our
parking problem.
First they construct a bigger parking lot A University of Texas System Student
where it is not needed (gym area), then Ad:isory Comm~ttee recently addressed
they construct refuse to pave our now the issue ofcheatmg. They discussed the
popular"dirt parking lot." To add insultto different ways cheating may affect stuinjury they build a new parking lot, which dents and institutions. The cmnmittee
no practical student can use, unless of focused on how cheating dilutes the value
course, we have 30 minute classes. Now of a degree.
to add the cherry on the ice cream, or is it The diluting ofour degrees is occurring
the wonn in the apples? They have taken in a subtle manner. It seems that some
over our LA parking. They have made the professors feel it is within the students,
first row of the parking lot for reserve academic interest to allow them to use
personnel.
the professor's lecture notes for test
Just what the hell is going on? Where are preparation-in essence, giving students
our student advocates? Judith Vinson? the same notes they teach the class.
Don't make me laugh. She is a "let-meThey have offered and, in some cases,
make-an-excuse-for-the-administration allowed ~tudems to react the same book
sell out." Student Government? Their from which they lecture even though
solution was to car-pool; as if all students
had similar schedules and addresses.
Students, wake up! Get mad; unite! See Letters page
3
Listen to the guy in back of your class who

Diluted diploma
loses value

3
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they have marked and outlined vital points. Some permit students to
photocopy their lecture notes. They
do this under the pretext of "anything to help the student."
.
There is something wrong with
ouruniversity' s academic standa~d
when it hasn't addressed this
practice before. If this practice
continues to exist, what's the use
of going to class when we can get
the teacher's notes?
Lecture guests can be better utili2ed by giving us a copy of their
notes. This will allow us to listen
attentively to them and not worry
about taking notes as they talk.
Where does studying on your own
and reading the material come into
play?
I don't mind reading, but why
should anyone read everything as-

signed to read instead of only what
is marked by the professor in his
own book? Why buy a book if we
can photocopy it from the professor who often gets the book for
free?
What about the advantage the
students who get the professor's
notes have over other students?
The disservice that is occurring to
the university and to the students'
academic discipline should not be
taken lightly. Our degrees can be
come watered down if this practice
continues. This issue of professors
giving out their notes and books is
one that the U.T. System Student
Advisory Committee should address and recommend abolished.
Give the students a sample test,
re-test them or better yet- give
them a major league curve. What-,

accept the findings of the tribunal
because no disciplinary measures
were recommended against him.
He was merely advised "to be wary"
with regard to paper presentations.
After what Ors. Ellard and Lee
Name withheld by request. have been put through, I would
extend this advice to all faculty. It
would, in fact, be advisable to have
all papers reviewed by the President before submission to determine whether they violate whatever
unwritten standards or guidelines
may
be in effect at any particular
In the article of October 18 regarding Ors. Lee and Ellard, it is moment.
stated that"Jim Aldridge... said the
Jim Aldridge
tribunal concluded unanimously
Department of Psychology
that neither faculty member be fired
but recommended certain disciplinary measures be taken."
I did not make myself clear that
on this point. Dr. Ellar<t chose to
ever a professor may choose to do
to "help the student in any way to
pass," don't dilute our university's
degree with a questionable academic no-no.

MEETINGS

~

Dear Ken:
Office politics is something
most college graduates know
nothing about. Do you have any
suggestions for dealing with office
politics?
Political at Purdue
Dear Purdue pol:
My suggestion for dealing with
office politics isto stayin the stands
and off the field. It's O.K. to know
how office politics work and who
the players are. But don't play. If
you 're an intern or just starting out

in your career the odds are better
than 50-50 that you'll end up on the
losing side if you join this game.
You end up on the short end because
to play means you've got to pick a
"side." You lose even if you pick
the winner. Relationships are far
more than trivializing them by
taking sides. Jettison whatever
experiences you may have had in
high school or college. This is the
work place. The rules of the game
have changed and the stakes are
higher.
It is important to know office
politics because people bring human nature with them when they
come to work. The result is people
in organizations come to feel
they're entitled to certain things.
In order to be an observer and understand what drives relationships
in business, you need to know
points of view. So what you want
to be is a student of human behavior. Watch the game. Learn from
it. But don't play.

The department of mathematics and computer science at UTPA will
offer a new course in computer science during the spring semester.
The course is titled "Survey of Computer Concepts." It is designed
for non-computer science majors who are interested in writing programs for their discipline, said Dr. John Abraham, associate professor
of math and computer science.
Abraham said structured BASIC will be the language used. He will
teach the course from 5:45 to 7 p.m. Mondays and Wednesdays.
Tuition and fees for the course is $148. The application deadline for
the spring semester is Nov. 19. Anyone who has not completed any
college credit hours must take the Texas Academic Skills Program test
of reading, writing, and mathematics before enrolling.
Arena registration for the spring semester will be held Jan. 8-10. The
first day of classes will be Jan. 14.

Advice 'to be wary'
given to facuity

99 Job1txtk~

Ifyouhaveanyquestionsabout
careers, majors, or anything
connected with the career hunt,
or preparing for the career hunt,
send your questions to Ken
Graham. He will answer your
questions in the column. Ken's
address is Job Talk, Allstate
Plaza North, F3, Northbrook, II.
60062.
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You may be reassured to know
that in most cases, a company's
newly hired employees and interns
aren't usually drawn into office
politics. But during the normal
course of early fact-finding, your
inquiries may brand you as a player
or an observer. How you ask your
questions and who you 're asking
are sometimes as important as what
you ask.
If you appear to be interested, or
if you trade the information that
comes from playing office politics,
you 're seen as a player. Dangerous
stuff.

Ken Graham

Ken Graham is a former assistant dean of the business school
at Perin State University. He is
administration at Allstate Insurance Co. in Northbrook, IIlinois.

The United Methodist Campus Ministry (UMCM) will discuss "What is the meaning of the
greatest commandment and how
can we apply it to our lives?"
today at noon in the Campus
Ministry Center, 1615 W. Kuhn.
For more information contact
Rev. David Diaz at 383-0133.
Al Nelson, professor of sociology, will deliver a speech ''Ten
cents a dance and other brief
moments in history" at a History
Club meeting today at noon in
Liberal Arts, Room 117.
The Student Government
Association will discuss the $5
drop, the unimproved parking
lot and Senate Appointments
today at the University Center,
Room 307.
U.T Enviromental Council
will have weekly meetings every Wednesday at 4: 15 in the
University Center, Room 319.
For more information contact
Pete Romero at 68&-6285.
The International Students'
Association will meet Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. on the third floor
of the Women's Residence Hall.
For more information contact
Marcelo Algranatti at 630-2288.
PERFORMANCES
The Music Department will
present faculty artist Dr. John
Raimo, pianist, Sunday at 3 p.m.
in the Fine Arts Auditorium.
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MOVING.
SEE IT.'"
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"A MUSICAL TRIP

THAT Will KNOCK
YOUR SOCKS OFF.
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PRESENTATIONS
A forum on the economic
implication of U.S. involvement
in the Middle East will be held

1990 Mitsubishi
Precis 3 Dr.

~~

Student teaching applications
for the Spring, 1991 semester are
due Friday in the Office of Field
Experiences, Education Building,
Room 116.
Emergency tuition loans for the
spring semester must be applied
for before Nov. 30.
For more information, call the
Loan Collection Office at 3812723.
Tuition payments for students
on the three-payment plan are due
WednesdayintheStudentServices

Interviewers from companies, agencies and school districts will be recruiting students
throughout October.
For more information, see the
Office of Placement, Testing
and Cooperative Education,
Student Services Room 147.
Eight national tests will be
administered during the fall and
spring semesters. Tests include
the The American College
Testing Program , The Test of
English as a Foreign Language,
the Law School Admissions
Test, the Texas Academic Skills
Program test , the Graduate
Record Examination, the
Graduate Management Admissions Test and the Pharmacy
College Admission Test.
For more information about
the tests, contact the Office of
Placement, Testing and Cooperative Education in Student
Services Building Room 147,
orcall 381-2247.

1990 Mitsubishi
Mighty Max
Pick~

Stk.1 PR8007

1991 Mitsubishi
Eclipse 3 Dr.

WARM."
SlUEC9114

Stlc#PU0052

1991 Mitsubishi
MacroCab Pickup
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PAYNE MITSUBISHI USED CARS
1990
Mitsubishi
Galant 4Dr.

II

D.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Building, Room 115, between
8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
A $5 late fee will be added
for students paying after
Wednesday but before Nov. 5.
A $25 reinstatement fee will be
addedifthepaymentisnotmade
by Nov. 6.
Priority registration students who wish to pay Spring
semester tuition in installments
need to apply by Nov. 15.
Students may apply in the
Cafeteria Overflow Monday
through Thursday from 8 a.m.
to 6 p.m. and Friday from 8 a.m.
to noon. A picture ID is required.

PAYNE MITSUBISHI NEW CARS

- liar lemratd, 1YGN 11111/JV (Cli:aga)

"ASTONISHING AND
MESMERIZING.
- Briar Jillsm,
MAGAZfl

today at noon in Liberal Arts
building, room 101.
Dr. Samuel Freeman or the
political science department and
Dr. Egan Nasif of the school of
business administration will speak
at the forum, which will have a
question and answer session.
Vitaly Gan, Pravda's Washington Bureau Chief,, will address
students Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the
University Ballroom.
He graduated from Moscow State
University with a degree in journalism. In 1970, he was sent to
New York and Washington.
Gan has been the primary conduit of information about the U.S.
to Pravda readers for more than 11
years.
Drawings by UTPA art professor Wil Martin are being exhibited at the Casa de la Cultura de
Reynosa today and Friday.
Gallery hours are from 11 a.m. to
6 p.m. Monday through Saturday.
Dr. Elena Bastida, professor of
sociology, will speak on women's
rights at a Philosophy Club meeting Nov. 1 at noon in Liberal Arts
Building, Room 111.
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Prodigy pianist overcomes disabling disease
By SOPHIE D. PENA
Reporter

For one UTPA music major, a
disability in his life has fostered a
great ability.
Despite a crippling spinal disease,
Chris Palmquist, 21, was able to
master the piano.
The progressive disease
Palmquist has drains his spinal
fluid, causing him to lose sensation
in his nerve endings.
Consequently, rather than becoming involved in athletics, as
many youths do, Palmquist became
involved in music.
"(Music) was something I could
do," he said. "I may not have been
able to run, or do track, or play
football with the other kids ... but I
could go and sit down and play the
piano, and most kids couldn't."
Palmquist, who began playing the
piano when he was three, said he
learned to play the piano quickly
and without knowing how to read
music.
"I just played it by ear," he said
grinning. "I had an uncle who
played, and after he played his
piece, I sat down at the piano and
played what I heard...perfectly."
His parents enrolled him for piano lessons soon afterwards.
Palmquist' s natural talent helped
him to advance quickly.

'I wasn't able to experience things that most people
did, like football games and prom nights, so instead, I'd
sit and practice.'

Chris Palmquist
"I started playing classical, but
that got too easy," he said. ''This
happened at about age 15.
"My musical preference now is
Russian Contemporary," he said.
While in high school, Palmquist
devoted much time to studying
piano.
"I wasn't able to experience things
that most people did, like football
games and prom nights, so instead,
I'd sit and practice."
He said his parents were always
supportive, although they occasionally worried that he was too
obsessive.
Most of the time, though, they
were merely annoyed because he
practiced for hours while they tried
to watch television, he said.
"It's what I love," Palmquist said
of his music.

ferent style (of music) ... and earn
money."
While he feels he would do very
well as a professional performer,
Palmquist's goal is to t~achmusic
at the university level.
"I'd like to get some students past
the heartache of beginning," he
explains. "When you first start,
you're very frustrated, because
your hand doesn't do what you
want it to do.
"I want to show them that it can
be fun, and get them past that point,
and maybe in the end teach them
something I love."
Palmquist said many people underestimate the power of music.
Quoting Auerbach, Palmquist
said "Music washes away from the
soul the dust of everyday life.'
"I feel people shouldn't take
musicforgranted,"Paimquistsaid.
"Life is like a piano; what you get
out of it depends on how you play
it."
He also said music helps him
communicate with others.
"To me, music is ... a feeling," he
said. "I find that I can say more

After high school, Palmquist
toured the country, playing synthesizer with a Top 40 cover band.
One of his most memorable perfonnances was at Walt Disney
World in Florida, he said.
"(Being on the road) was a great
opportunity for me to learn a dif-

r.. p.,. A.....,...
Chris Palmquist performs the music he loves, as a dorm resident looks on.

/Sophi• D. Pena

things to people through my mu- them, I can get through my music." "It's not all bad," he said. "I can
sic. I can make them cry, I can Palmquist said his limitations go into a crowded restaurant and
make them happy, I can make them physically have not hindered his
always have a place to sit."
angry. Any feeling I want from life drastically.

SOBA dean discusses Lee/Ellard affair
,BRAVO! to NEIL RIEKE, speech communications professor, who
was recently selected Chairperson of District I of Texas Speech
Communication Association. The organization is composed of
teachers and professors who teach speech communication.
,BRAVO! to Dr. MIGUEL NEVAREZ, UTPA President, who was
elected Secretary of Hispanic Association of Colleges and Universities. The organization represents 112 colleges and universities in the
United States and Puerto Rico that have a Hispanic enrollment of at
least 25 percent.
;BRAVO! to Dr. W.F. STRONG, speech communications professor, who has created Dept. Comm. II, a new organization for students
majoring in communications.
"Its an organization designed to promote real world contacts
between our undergraduates and communications professionals,"
said Strong. "Long tenn, we hope to create a success network for our
graduates becau.se 'it's not what you know, it's who you know' that
matters in getting a carreer started."
The organization currently has 40 members.
,BRAVO!toOLIVIACHAPARRO-LOYA,graduatestudent in the
school of social work, who currently resides in Edinburg. ChaparroLoya is the new student coordinator for the Resource Center for
UTPA and is under the supervision of the office of student develop- .
ment.

By DAVID ARMSTRONG
Staff Writer

With the conclusion of the case involving the censure of Daniel Lee
a business professor, F.J. Brewerton, dean of School of Busines~
Administration, said he hopes the school will return to it's nonnal
affairs.
"I hope everyone concerned will get on with the business of the
University and put (their) energies and efforts into more constructi\!e
endeavors," Brewerton said.
'
Brewerton said he considered the punishment accorded Dr. Lee by the
UT System Board of Regents adequate as the issue was not about what
punishment was to be administered but to demonstrate the undeniable
unacceptability of the behavior.
_"The regents' action in the Daniel Lee case confirms the inappropnateness of the scholarship practices of the accused," Brewerton said.
''The unacceptability of these practices in an environment in which the
pursuit of excellence should be our overriding goal."
Brewerton commended the members of the faculty committee who
conducted 'the initial investigation and recommended disciplinary
action for their courage and unwillingness to accept behavior that does
not manifest the highest standards of scholarship and ethics.
"Unfortunately, these faculty members have been publicly maligned
for their stance on this issue by the Faculty Senate," he said, "the very

'The business faculty has perhaps progressed further in
the area of standards than some other schools on campus.'
F .J. Brewerton
Dean SOBA
body of elected faculty members that one would normally expect to
provide leadership in the setting of high standards.
''The business faculty has perhaps progressed further in the area of
standards than some other schools on campus," Brewerton said.
He expressed dissatisfaction with the way the dispute was represented
as a conflict between the administration and the faculty when the call for
disciplinary action was made by a committee composed of faculty
members and colleagues of the accused.
"The disciplinary action in this dispute was initiated not by administrators, but faculty members concerned that the scholarship practices
of colleagues deviated substantially from the highest standards of
scholarship," he said.
Nothing in the actions of the UT System Board of Regents suggested
violations ofany U1PA or UT System policies and procedures, Brewerton
said.
"lnno regard did eitherthe SOBA investigating committee or the UT-

See Dean Page 8_
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Reproductive
Services
that keeps America working
•
•
•
•
•

protect the wages, health and safety, employment and pension rights of working people;
promote equal employment opportunity;
provide job training, unemployment insurance and workers' compensation;
strengthen free collective bargaining;
collect, analyze and publish labor statistics.

THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

offers career as
•
•
, •
•
•
•
•

Accountants/ Auditors
Attorneys
Computer Specialists
Contract and Procurement Specialists
Economists
Equal Opportunity Specialists
Industrial Hygienists

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Investigators
Manpower Development Specialists
Mathematical Statisticians
Personnel Specialists
Safety and Occupational Health Specialists
Wage and Hour Compliance Specialists
Workers' Compensation Claims Examiners

Treasure HIiis
Suite #35
2220 Haine Drive
Harlingen, Tx 78550

...In Association with Adoption Affiliates
... Providing Choices in Reproductive Health Care
• Pregnancy Testing
. • Problem Pregnancy Counseling
• Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd Trimester)
• Morning After Treatment
• Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
• Speakers for Educational Programs
• Adoption Services

For Information Call:
428-6242 - 428-6243
Licensed by the Texas Department of Health

-a unique boutique...

Write: Office of Employment and Evaluation
Room N-5470, Dept. H.T.
U.S. Department of Labor
200 Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20210
Call: 1-800-366-2753

Where Trend Begins ...
Clothing for the Innovative Woman
Middle Eastern and Moroccan Clothin
g
and Accessories
Original Clothes by Valley Designe r, PLAZ.
1206 E. Harrison • Harlingen TX
51 2) 428-9065
1111 W. Pecan
• McAllen
'
• (512) 630-9461

TX • (
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'Rocky Horror' rocks UTPA rll \'
By PHILLIP LOZANO
Entertainment Editor
"The Rocky Horror Picture
Show," directed by Jim Sharman;
based on the original musical play
by Richard O'Brien; StarringTim
Curry, Barry Bostwick, Susan
Sarandon, Richard 0' Brian,
Charles Gray; 20th Century Fox.
This yearmarks the 15th anniversary of the most venerable of cult
movie classics, "The Rocky Horror Picture Show," a camp celebration of sexual awakening, pulpy
pop culture, and divergent thinking.
The film marks another annual
showing here at UT-PA's "The
Great Pumpkin" Halloween celebration, being shown for the 10th
year in a row on campus.
The film tells the tale of a couple
of nonnal, healthy (?) kids, Brad
and Janet by name, who, waylaid
by a flat tire, have to . spend the
night in a castle populated by
strange beings commanded by
a... sweet transvestite.
"'Rocky Horror' is... an experience," says Chuck Pokorny with a
laugh. Pokorny, a full-time bartender and "Rocky Horror" fan,
discovered the film in 1977 in his
hometown of Athens, GA, "the
codpiece of the bible belt."
The film originally began as a

London stage musical in 1973. At
the height of the ambisexual glam
rock craze, "The Rocky Horror
Show," a kinky melange of lowgrade science fiction and horror
films, bisexuality,androck 'n' roll,
was voted Best Musical of 1973 by
critics.
When producer Lou Adler
("Monterey Pop," "Cheech &
Chong: Up In Smoke") saw the
show, he arranged to bring the show
to his Roxy Theatre in Los Angeles. The fantastic audience response convinced 20th Century Fox
to finance a film version, featuring
most of the original cast members,
produced by Adler in 1975.
"Unfortunately," says Pokorny,
"the movie was an instant flop."
However, a curious thing happened. In a few cities, a core audience of fans developed who would
return every week. A "libretto" of
audience responses to the movie's
dialogue also developed, and the
world's first "audience participation" movie was moved to the
weekend midnight circuit for a
fantastically successful 15-year
run.
"It mainly started in New York's
8th Street Playhouse, which
showed 'Rocky Horror' every Friday and Saturday night at Midnight," says Pokorny. Fan Sal Piro

(now Fan Club President) noticed
that audience regulars were yelling
responses at the screen, and he
helped organize the complex set of
responses fans know today (it is
available on audio as "The Rocky
Horror Picture Show Audience
Participation Album").
Locally, the peak of popularity of
the "audience participation" craze
was reached about the mid-eighties, Pokorny said. It's waned off a
bit since then due the the aging of
the original audience and some
misunderstandings about the film
among newcomers.
"People would walk in who
didn't really understand what was
going on," Pokorny said. People
would come in drunk and just yell
and thrash about, so movie houses
would drop the film.
UTPA, however, has shown the
film continuously for the last decade, and generally gets a "veteran

Blind Justice jams for the fans
By PHILLIP LOZANO
Entertainment Editor
The hardest working band in the
Rio Grande Valley has to be the
heavy metal group "Blind Justice."
Comprised of vocalist James
Echavarria (aka Jungle Jim on
KTMZ), bassist Stony Grantham,
guitarist Richard Reyes and
drummer Joe E. Rellik, this band
has been rocking both ends of the
Valley with unmatched intensity
as of late, with a full slate of
bookings giving local hard rock
fans plenty of access to their brand
ofpounding, no-compromises rock
and roll.
The band mixes favorite cover
tunes such as "Rock 'n' Roll,"
"Purple Haze," and "Running
Wild" with top-drawer band
originals such as "Pirate's Irony."
The band line up has been together
for the past five years, for the exception of drummer Rellik, who

:l

Dan Seals at UTPA
Country musician Dan Seals travels to the Valley Oct. 29 and 30 for
a series of free public events at
which he will perfonn several of
his hit songs, and also talk about
his religion, the Baha'i Faith. He
says he is excited to be travelling
to several real border towns,
following the positive response to
a recent release of his by the same
name.
Seals will perform at 8 p.m.
Monday, Oct. 29 in the Harlingen
auditorium, 8 p.m. Tuesday, Oct.
30 in the McAllen Civic Center.
He has also scheduled a show at
noon on Tuesday on the UTPA

campus.
Seals perfonns his music around
the world, and recently was in the
capital of Bulgaria, where he sang
before a crowd estimated at more
than a million people.
Sealsandhisbrother,Jimmy, who
fonned half of the popular duo
"Seals and Crofts," are members
of the Baha'i Faith.
The Baha'i (Ba-high) Faith is an
independent world religion whose
central teachings are the oneness
of mankind, religion, and God.
There are more than 5 million
Baha'is living in 118,000 localities, including the Valley.

crowd."
"News has gotten out about the
showings down here in Corpus
Christi, San Antonio, and Austin,"
Pokorny said. Those vets make an
effort to be here when the show
doesn't run at home.
A video version of the film is due
out in stores November 8. Fifteen
years after the original release may
seem a long time these days, when
blockbusters get put on on cassette
after only four and a half months.
It was originally supposed to be
released about six years ago, but it
was pulled at the last moment.
"Apparently they were waiting for
a better time to release it," Pokorny
said. "Hopefully, this is it."
'The Rocky Horror Picture Show"
will be shown Friday and Saturday
at 9 p.m. and Midnight in the Balle 1975 20th Century Fox
room. Admission is $3.00 for "Don't dream it, be it." Tim Curry stars in "The Rocky Horror Picture
students and faculty with I.D. and Show," being shown this weekend during The Great Pumpkin celebration
$4.00 General Admission.
at UTPA.

came aboard this year. "He has
good hair for the job," founding
member/bass player Stony
Grantham said.
Recent shows have been perfonned at R.A.'s in Edinburg,
McAllen, and Weslaco, and at '
Norby's in San Benito. Fan response has been quite energetic.
''The crowds have been wild,"
said Grantham. "Tell your readers
to stop starting fights."
Actually, Grantham appreciates
the responses of the fans. Local
hard rock fans are starved for good
live music, and Blind Justice's fans
have been very appreciative and
very loyal.
Blind Justice will play at R.A. 'sin
Edinburg Friday and Saturday
night, R.A.'s in Weslaco Tuesday
night, and Norby's in San Benito
on Halloween night.
TH• p.,. AM .....,. /Phllllp Lazano
"On Halloween night at Norby's
we're going to sacrifice a Barbie Clockwise from top left: James Echavarriva, Joe E. Rellik, Richard
doll," said Grantham.
Reyes, and Stony Grantham of the rock band "Blind Justice."
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South Dallas
BLACK AND WHITE NIGHT

ELECT

FIDENCIO M.
GUERRA,JR.

ALTERNATIVE MUSIC NIGHT
• Now 18 to 20 year olds Welcome

On Tuesdays Only!

370TH DISTRICT COURT

JUDGE
"Your Choice"

I*

[*
[*

NO COVER ALL NIGHT!

QUALIFICATIONS?:

*I

Lifelong Resident of Hidalgo County
B.A. Degree - Pan American Unlveralty
Law Degree - St. Mary's University
Asst. District Attorney - H;dalgo County - 6 Years
Practicing Trial Lawyer - 1974 to Present (McAllen) - 15 Years
Substitute Municipal Court Judge - McAllen 1980-1982
Outstanding Young Men of Ame rica Award - 1980

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT .

10:00 p.m. - 11 :00 p.m.
$1.50 BAR DRINKS

*i

We will decorate
& give you a
Bottle of Champagne

President - Hidalgo County Bar Association 1 &82-83
President - Catholic Lawyers Guild 1983-e4
Member of the State Bar of Texas
Member of the American Bar Associat:on

For FREE
'NO COVER AND SPECIAi DRINKS DO NOT APPLY TO 18 "i'o 20 YEA R OLDS.
PROPER I.D. REQUIRED AT ALL T IMES.

"Democratic Candidate"
Political Advertisement Paid for by FIDENCIO M. GUERRA. JR.
Dr Dan Guerra • Mike Braun: Co-Treasurer~.

SOMETHING?

*I

McAllen Kiwanis Club
McAllen Chamber of Commt:>rce
Commissioner - l'kAllen Houd ng Authority

AFFILIATIONS ·

.S OC ll.1.R DI'.TNKS A ND DRAFT DEER
8 :00 - 10_·00 p_m.
CELEBRATING

~o.; Pe:can Blvd., McAllen, TX

78501

500 HACKBERRY - McALLEN, TEXAS
682-4133
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Guillen wins A&M
cross country meet
B1 DAVID HUNTEn
Sports Writer
The Broncs and Lady Broncs tuned up for
Monday's American South Conference meet last
week by facing some of the biggest name schools in
Texas.
However, big names were not enough to stop
Rene Guillen.
Guillen kicked in the final mile to capture first at
the Texas A&M Invitational last Thursday, beating
97 other men and recording one of the biggest wins
in Bronc cross country history.
"I was just trying to make up for the last meet
before because I didn't do well," Guillen said.
Guillen finished 9th at his last meet, the UTSA
Invitational at the end of September.
"That was one of the biggest races ever by a Bronc
cross country runner," said Head Coach Reid Harter.
"I thought that he could do it before the race but it's
just nice to see him actually win the race."
"This win in a field of tough runners will mark
Guillen as definitely one of the favorites for the AS C
championship," Harter said.
The win itself was not easy. Guillen held at fifth
going into the second mile of the five-mile race.
"After the first mile I could feel that I was going
to do well," Guillen said. "After about three miles I
was sure of the win. Everybody was falling back
except one guy and he started falling back about one
mile before the finish line."
In the fifth and final mile Guillen trailed by 35
yards but he kicked at the end to win by more_than
four seconds.
The rest of the team ran strong. The Broncs
managed a sixth place finish. Baylor captured the
team title.
Tomas Ramos was the closest Bronc to Guillen,

"I'm not really looking at conference. I think that I already have
that under my belt."
Rene Guillen
Los Fresnos junior

finishing 22nd. Other Bronc finishes were Manuel
Jimenez (33rd), Hector Rodriguez (38th), Kenneth
Brand (56th), Martin Arteaga (57th) and Roger
Gonzalez (69th).
The Lady Broncs also ran tough, finishing sixth in
the field. Baylor also captured the team champion.
ship on the women's side.
Dimitri Pierce led the Lady Broncs again, finishing 15th. Sylvia Rodriguez was close behind in 16th,
followed by Cathy Tanner (26th), Laura Arteaga
(31st), Yvette Portales (42nd) and Christine Diaz
(46th).
"I felt the teams had an average meet," Harter said.
"But this has a lot to do with me more than anything.
I worked them really hard, maybe I pushed them too
much."
The team now prepares for the most important
meet of the season, the American South Conference
championships Monday in Beaumont.
"I think both teams have an excellent chance to
win," Harter said. "But like any conference championship it's not just a matter of having the ability, it's
a matter of running well on the day of the meet."
Guillen feels that he has more thanj ust a chance at
the championship.
"I'm not really looking at conference," he said. "I
think that I already have that under my belt. My main
goal now is getting to the district meet and getting top
three, anything after that is a plus."
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Sincerely Yours
1619 South Cfosner

Mustangs
capture
football
crown
By ROB NEAGLE

Sports Editor
The Mustangs nailed the Air
Express, 4 7-18 in the finals of the
Intramural flag football tournament, capturing their third straight
I-M crown.
The Mustangs will now compete
in the 12th Annual USF&G Sugar
~
Bowl National Invitational Flag
Football Championships, Dec. 27 Jan. 1 in New Orleans.
Andrew Garza is the Mustangs'
team captain. Other team members
include Horace Pequeno, David
Gomez, Gene Marquez, Rick
T•• p.,. Ao....:.. /David Hunter
Hinojosa, Rolando Rodriguez,
Roel Villavueva, J.R. Gutierrez,
Junior Rene Guillen warms up, ready fora long run. Guillen Roman Nieto, Leroy De La Cerda,
captured the individual title at the Texas A&M Invitational at Johnny Grant, Jaime Castandi and
College Station. Guillen is one of the favorites in the race for Jesse Garza.
"We got whipped," said J.G.
the ASC championship Monday in Beaumont.
Trevino of the Air Express. "They
just blew it open in the second half.
They were better organized."
The Mustangs went 6-1 in the
double elimination tournament.
They earned a first round bye; then
beat the Texas Young Guns in the
second round. They lost to the
Cougars to send them into the
consolation bracket, where they
;-··::::.::·:···<,,.-" breezed past the Flukers and the
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381-5661

PROM•
PAJITIE9

SOCIALS
Lew Rat••
Per.. nali:aed Attention
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383-2131 I SUS LUI, Edin1nl,.
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aaprass

on as cauty
Boutique

TANNOW
TAN FAST

Replar R/C s•.
Studenta R/C $4.

State of the Art Equipment

1•03 W. Univenity,Suite
F, Edinbura

TAN EXPRESS, INC,
THE COURTYARD

before beating the

At last year's National Championship, the Mustangs made it to the:
third round, beating Mississippi"
State (20-12) and Valparaiso (28-:
18) before losing to Ohio State 31-~
25.
Other intramural action contin-·
ued this week in racquetball and·
tennis. While turnout was weak in~
racquetball, more than 76 entries· ·
were received in tennis, including:
45 in the men's singles division. :
Unfortunately, the high number,
of entries has led to some conflicts:
with scheduling.
"It's so unorganized," sail
Ismael Balderas, Mission fresh- :
man. "I've been waiting for my.
match for more than two weeks." ·
Games are expected to continue·
throughout the month.

WEDDING•

Hallmark Cards
Bridal Registry
Gift Items
Helium Balloons

~=

1

The Ultimate
Tuxedo Rental
11..,,;,,, TN V•l•y's a.sr lNlr.,, lNlcinf 11,w 11,st!"

Edinburg

:uf~~::gT~:~ a~:~g~::

5401 North Tenth
Suite 103
McAllen, TX 78504

Open Mon..S.t. 8130 a.m. to

TELEPHONE (512) 631-1191

•13op.m.

380-2239

Et PATO

MEXICAN FOOD TO GO
YALLl'Y WIDE

What's
in control?
What governs your life?
Chance? Or cou!d there be a
law of changeless good that
underlies it all?
It's a question worth exploring
at the Christian Science
Reading Room.
You're invited to use this
community resource any time.
911 N. Main St.
McAllen, Tx.
open Mon. • Fri.
11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Information
686-4241

pregnant'?
Confused?
Need someone
to talk to?
CALL PROJECT RACHEL

787-0033
Ask for Milli

0

OCTOBER SPECIAL

20%0FF

Big Mexican Plate
.....................

.

[rwiiii°E ·Fio·u1·:·
=iPATOS
.
·~-----...
TRY'EM, YOU'LL
LOVE 'EM!

Beef Guisado
Spanish Rice
Ranchero Beans
Salad & 2 Tortilla's

$2.79
INCIAUIING IN NANDMADI FLOUR TORTILLAS
MU. I'S OWN NOMUUDI RICINS ALL FOOD
MADI fRISN DAIL f ON NUUSIS

NOW OPEN DAILY AT 7:00 A.M. SUNDAY 9:00 A.M.

(your country & rock-n-roll headquarters)
9 Pool Tables * Dart Boards * Continuous Music * Cold Beer

.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-

Live Music Weekly

This Friday through Sunday
Edinburg
1516 W. University

0

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL!
McALLEN (Pecan)........................................682°3 I 76
McALLEN (Bus. 83 ) ......................................68 7 08269
McALLEN (No. 10th) .................................... 682 ■ 1576
IDINBU ■ G ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 383•072S

BROWNSVILLE ............................................541 •024 l

MISSION •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••585-4545
WISLACO ••••••·•••••··•••·•••••·••••••••••••••••••·••••••••••••• 1414

HARLINGEN .................................................28°622•

Blind
Justice
Fri. & Sat.
NO COVER

THE STYLING SALON

a~!~fE~~ JCPenney
Evenings: 4-9 p.m., Mon.-Fri. with student 1.0.

Free samples of Nexxus, Sebastian & Paul Mitchell

Weslaco

McAllen

OPEN: Mon.-Sat., 8 a.m.-9 p.m., Sun. 12-6 p.m.
682-0321 • 682-9431 ext. 251 or 252

501 E. Bus.83

2216Nolana

Appointments not always necessary, but recommended.

James & White Eagle
Band
Fri. & Sat.

Crossroads
Sunday
NO COVER

before 9 p.m.

Call 381-0624

Holy
Smoke
Sat. & Sun.
NO COVER

~ --

JCPenney f ~

Fashim comes to life }•
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Henderson ready to play more this year
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he is taking 15 hours of Business
Administration courses. He plans
to be an accountant.
Henderson made AU-State at
Kerens High School, a small school
in East Texas. He started his basketball career at Hastings Alief
High, a Class 5A powerhouse in
the Houston suburbs.
As a result of frequent moving as
a youth, Henderson has a lot of
poise for his year. His father Ron
is an assistant principal in Dayton
and his mother Betty teaches English.

2
himself as the world's oldest
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Intramural entries due tomorrow
Entries for the intramural volleyball tournament are due tomorrow with games expected to begin
Tuesday.
A mandatory clinic for all team captains is scheduled for tomorrow at 12:30 p.m. in UC 320.
There arc openings in the male, female and co-ed divisions.
Other entry deadlines this semester include 3-on-3 Basketball (Nov. 9) and Table Tennis (Nov. 16).
Entry forms can be obtained in the Housing and Recreation Office in UC 320 or UC 102. For more
information, call 381-3439.

Tennis touring pro cancels
Steve Denton, who at one time was the No. 1 doubles player in the world with Kevin Curren, cancelled
a scheduled clinic this weekend at UTPA's Tennis Challenge on South Padre Island.
Denton was scheduled to give a clinic to help raise funds for UTPA Tennis in this annual event. Bobby
Riggs made an appearance last year.
Bronc and Lady Bronc Coach David Cross said Denton cancelled at the last minute.
There will be a pro-am tournament Friday at 4 p.m. at the Radisson Racquet & Watersports Center.
The Broncs and Lady Broncs will be the "pros" and partcipants will be the "amateurs."
There will be a tournament at 9 a.m. Saturday which will end Sunday.

Soccer season ends next week
The UTPA soccer team finishes off a tough 12-game season this week when they travel to Seguin today
and San Antonio Wednesday for games with Texas Lutheran and UTSA respectively.
The Broncs stand 5-5 on the long season, including an earlier win over Texas Lutheran on Sept. 22.
Coach Eloy Moran returns all but one of the players to next year's squad, which is expected to be the
best in Bronc history.

Golfers ready to cross the border
The Bronc golfers play only their second tournament of the season next week when they travel to
Coahuila to play in the Torreon Country Club Invitational in Mexico.
The tournament is not an intercollegiate tournament, but rather an individual match play event which
is expected to attract some of the best amateur golfers in Mexico.
Coach Tony Guerrero says that the Broncs will be playing in the tournament to gain some confidence.
The Broncs return home Nov. 12-13 and host the UT-Pan American Golf Classic at The Club at
Cimarron in Mission.

Conference announces Commissioner's List
The American South Conference announced that 26 Broncs and Lady Broncs made last year's
Commisioner's List, which honors athletes that score a 3.0 or better.
Honorees from UTPA were Christiane Reetz, Chris Caldwell, Richard Mainella, Mary Jane Mayer,
Lars Nordby, Oliver Triftenwein,1Leah Vil9.rida. FraQk Vos, Tania Webster, Cindy Cantu, Glen Day,
Nelson Galloso, Robert Houlihan, Delilah Johnson, Thomas King, Susana Rodriguez, Monica Wesley,
Mike Eiffert, Keith Martin, Gilbert Reyes, Jorge Cavazos, Pedro Diaz, Demian Morquin, Randy
Henderson, Steve Rainey and Joakim Peterson.

sophomore playing NCAA Division I basketball.
That isn't exactly true. But it's a
fact that the 6-foot-7 Henderson
could develop into a key man for
this year's Bronc basketball squad.
He is just one of four returning
lettermen.
"My personal goal would be just
to get a lot of playing time and to
finally contribute a big portion to
this team," Henderson says.
"Now's my tum to step up and do
it."
Henderson redshirted his first
year because the coaches felt he
was too slender when he came to
college. Last season, he saw limited action. The Broncs had six
seniors then. Now they only have
two.
"Randy is going to be pressed
into action sooner than he thought,"
Coach Kevin Wall said, looking
toward an early (Nov. 10) exhibition opener against the New
Zealand Select Team.
"He's in a position where he can
really make an impact on our team

Randy Henderson
this year," Wall said. "I think it's
a matter of him being able to do it
mentally, because he has put in the
work, and it's a matter of confidence. We're trying to get him to
realize that confidence doesn't
come from playing experience but
from preparation."
Henderson is sharp academically.
He carries a 3.83 grade-point average on a 4.0 scale. This semester

'This year I want to play a lot,"
Henderson said. "We're not going
to be expected to play that well. I
want to surprise people and sneak
up on them and beat them. We lost
nine of 13 guys from last year. I'm
one of the four survivors. That
puts a little pressure on me, I guess."
"First I was a redshirt. Then I
was a little-used freshman. I was
playing behind two seniors, Steve
Rainey and Steve Rochelle."
Hard work on weights and much
training may transform Henderson
from a sophomore into a factor this
coming campaign.

Thomas learned from redshirted season
"A lot of people compare Hank
ThomastoJuniorRay,"saysBronc
basketball coach Kevin Wall.
Ray was the 300-plus pound man
who led the Broncs to a20-8 record
in 1988 and earned Lon Kruger,
then-Pan Am coach, a job at Kansas State.
However, Hank Thomas is a 6-7
sophomore who weighs a comparatively skinny 235 pounds.
That's more than 65 pounds lighter
than the legendary Ray.
"I've seen a picture of Junior
Henry (Hank) Thomas
Ray," said Thomas laughingly. "I Junior Ray in size, but in ability,
know I'm not that heay_y ..:..,
Wall explains. "When Henry gets
"They don't compare Henry to his hands on the ball, he's very

\!

hard to stop."
"Henry has great hands and he's
a very crafty scorer," Wall said.
"He's in a position where he could
really help this team a lot if he can
get himself in topnotch shape. I
think eventually he's going to have
a very fine career here; we hope the
sooner the better."
Thomas jammed 19.3 points and
13.9 rebounds a game for Jones
High SchooJin Houston. He earned
many honors, including Player of
the Year in the Houston Independent School District in 1988-89.

See Thomas Page 8

RESERVE OFFICER'S TRAINING CORPS
Tropical Texas Center for Mental Health and Mental Retardation
fully recognizes the value of VOLUNTEERS in developing and
operating our programs to meet the needs of our clients. Thus,
we invite citizens in our communities to SHARE A VISION by
joining our Volunteer Services and experiencing the difference
you can make in the clients lives. Volunteering is really caring
and being able to do something about the caring!
BECAUSE YOU CARE

If you have a genuine interest in people, use your natural gifts
and talents to meet new challenges and enjoy the satisfying work
VOLUNTEERING presents to you.

TROPICAL TEXAS CENTER FOR MENTAL HEALTH/MENTAL RETARDATION
VOLUNTEER SERVICES
CALL 383-0121, EXT. 213 or 248 for more information.

YOUR
EDUCATION

IS ALREADY
SURTING
TO PAYOFE

m:ea

1

La Plaza Mall
687-8711
Shampoo, Cut, & Style $17 Female, $12 Male
with Student 1.0. Mon. - Thurs., 4 p.m.-9 p.m.
Expires 12-1-90

''MY ARMY ROTC SCHOLARSHIP
IS PAYING OFF TWICE.''
"My three-year ROTC scholarship is paying for most of my
UT-PA education. Valued at more than $11,500, it is also
paying off with leadership experience and officer credentials
impressive to future employers."
Danny Garcia is one of many college students who have won
Army ROTC scholarships. You can, too.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKI.

Apply now. Contact Major Gary LaFevers,
Southwick Hall, Room 204, (512) 381-3600
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Pumpkin- Thomas
FromPage7
PA administration fail to treat
our colleagues in a fair and conegial fashion," he said.
"Had everyone with no official
role in the handling of this matter
followed the directive of President
Neviirez not to interfere,"
Brewerton commented, "this matter would not have taken on the
media event character that it did."
He said he regretted the damage
to the image of UTPA caused by
the negative publicity focusing on
a matter which should have been
handled as an internal personnel
disciplinary action.
Dean Brewerton
"I sincerely hope that we can resume the process of building a
comprehensive university that "I can assure everyone that I will
manifests the highest possible continue to pursue the highest posstandards of scholarship and eth- sible standards for scholarship and
ethics for the SOBA faculty,
ics," Brewerton said.

TYPING SERVICE: Research
papers, reports, etc. Grammar
correction; Proofreading & Editing. Over 10 years experience.
Call 585-2838.

Addressers wanted immediately! No experience necessary.
Excellent pay! Work at home.
Call toll free: 1-800-395-3283.

WANTED: UTPA SERIOUS
TYPING/LANGUAGE HELP: MALE STUDENT TO SHARE
Retired English teacher. Near QUIET HOME WITH PROCampus. Glenn 383-2066.
FESSIONAL & 14 YEAR-OLD
CAT. Diebetics welcome. DeWriting services, Essays, Re- posit required. Must be nonsearch papers, Resumes, Com- smoker, non-drinker, non-doper.
position, Mechanics, Grammar Must share bath. Eight(8) blocks
call after 6p.m. 380-1563. Rush from university. Bill 383-7104.
jobs.
1990 NINJA DARK BLUE
Need help with research papers? ZX-6. (850 miles). Call Robert
Essays? English Lit? Qualified 686-6294 after 5 p.m. $3,895.
tutor - B.S., M.A. 630-3492.

From Page 1
Admission is $3 for students with a
UTPA ID and $4 for the public.
Survival kits for the movie will be
sold for 25¢.
An ID will be required to enter
contests at the Carnival.

The Carnival of the Great Pumpkin is sponsored by the University
Program Board.

"Last year was hard for Henry,"
Wall said, referring to Thomas'
redshirt freshman year. "He had to
sit out but he did relatively satisfactory in his grades and gained his
eligibility. He's now getting back
into shape and working on his
weight. His weight is especially
important because the style we are
going to play now is going to be
faster. It's going to be even more
critical for the big man to be able to
run."

Thomas agrees with his role.
"This year the coaches are talking
about fast breaking; a fastertempo,"
he said. "I've done·that somewhat
in high school with outlet passes.
If the break didn't work we would
set it up."
Thomas said there were several
factors that made him pick UTPA
over others.
'The people here are nice and
you get a chance to play," he said.
"I learned a lot watching last year.

It took hard work for them to win
2 1 games. They had the detennination to win. Watching them on
TV wee times made me feel gooct."
Incidentally, Thomas is no relation to the 6-7 Melvin Thomas, the
Bronc standout who graduated last
year and is not playing pro basketball in France.
Yet the Broncs are glad to have
another talented Thomas when they
begin their season against the New
Zealand Express Team Nov. IO.

Volunteers demonstrate affects of alcohol
By MONICA MARTINEZ
Staff Writer
Three students and a staff member boozed it up on campus Friday
afternoon, but no disciplinary action was taken.
In fact, the administration condoned the libationary act.
The four were volunteers in a
workshop on alcohol awareness
held by the office of student development.
Nine ounces ofalcohol were given
to each volunteer in an hour. They
were given 3-ounce drinks every
15 minutes, after which they were
given a intoxilyzer test to gauge
theirlevel ofintoxicationafter each
round.
After an hour of imbibing, the
students and staff member were
given coordination and sobriety
tests typically given by law en-

"We got what we went for and I years and has also served to teach
forcement officials to possible
hope students would be more re- the leaders of UTPA organizations
drunken drivers.
the rules and regulations of the
sponsible of alcohol."
Tests administered included
The workshop has been held three campus.
walking a straight line, counting to
30 with one foot 6 inches above the
ground and following the movement of an object passed before a
person's eyes.
One student volunteer said he
didn't expect to become as intoxicated as he did.
"At first, it didn't seem it was
going to hit so much," said Adolfo
Lara, of Pharr. "I was tired and the
food I had eaten didn't do much."
While the demonstration was a
learning experience, most of the
volunteers said they were happy to
serve, and be served.
"It was a tough job but someone
had to do it," Albert Garnica said
drunkenly.
"For some students and advisors
r.. p.., AM111cM /Monica Martinez
it was very useful," said Elvie
Kenndle
Tinker,
UTPA
staff
member,
breathes
into a intoxilizer
Davis, assistant dean of students.

under the supervision of a TABC official to test his level of alcohol.

We're scaring up
some great
savings!

·>·
F.RE.£
Trick or Treat
~rah Bag
with $2 purch:ise
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Get your favorite Subway subs on Sunday too
Tasty '!1e~ts piled on fresh baked bread, topped ~ith
free f1x1n s. Come to Subway for our Sunday best.

r---------- --- 7

:l ANY
$1.00
Off:
FOOTLONG SOB
I

*With any purchase of a medium soft d I k
//[ -- ~~•r _g~od_~n Sundays only
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102 S. Second St.
(across from Pop-A-Top on 107)
One coopon per costomer _per Visit

Offer expires 11/30/90
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